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Abstract
Discovering ‘photo-excess’: what difference does digital photography bring to the
archaeological process, and does this difference constitute a paradigm shift from the
traditional film model? Using reflexive practice, the contribution that digital
photography has made to the archaeological process is explored. The themes
presented in the photographs and exegesis combine visual exploration and original
research to examine the role and place of archaeological photography in both a
contemporary and an historical context.
In contrasting the development of film-based photography of archaeology undertaken
in the Eastern Mediterranean during the early 1900s with contemporary digital
photography, this exegesis and creative work explores both the synergies and
differences of the two photographic methods in archaeology. I introduce the term
‘photo-excess’ to describe the new role that digital photography plays in
archaeological practice as compared to film, and demonstrate this difference through
my creative work.
At the turn of the 20th century, photography was affirmed as the major instrument for
visual recording of an archaeological excavation. The combination of archaeological
methods and photographic techniques from that era formed an approach to
archaeological documentation and recording that was formalised by William
Matthews Flinders Petrie in 1904. In this thesis I propose that Petrie became the father
of modern archaeological photography through his work, and in recognition of his
contribution I refer to his method as the ‘Petrie Paradigm’.
Digital photography has made possible a quantum leap in the volume, quality and
immediacy of visual data available to the user. Further, through the creative process,
digital archaeological photography may provide visual information that exceeds the
archaeologist’s original research questions, so that the digital image may sometimes
exceed its primary role as a recording device. In such cases it may become the starting
point for new research due to its potential photo-excess. I propose this as an emerging
paradigm for archaeological photography.
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Introduction
The primary question of this thesis is: Does digital archaeological photography add
anything new or distinctive from what was achieved with film photography? Does the
concept of ‘photo-excess’ contribute to archaeological photography and does it have
a place in an emerging paradigm?
A further question asked in this thesis is: To what extent did the historical association
of archaeology and photography influence archaeological practice in the late 1800s
and early 1900s and did that constitute the founding of a first paradigm for
archaeological photography?
To answer the primary question I suggest, through the unfolding of this thesis, that the
digital photograph adds significantly more and superior forms of information.
Immediacy, excess and research potential are explored for their role in archaeology,
traits not normally considered in the traditional analogue film model. As these traits
are demonstratedly greater than the initial documenting and record-keeping functions
of archaeological photography, digital photographs provide data that may trigger new
research questions, and sometimes answer them. This forms the basis for
the archaeological photograph to move from a ‘recording mode’ into a ‘research
mode’ and I propose that this change constitutes a paradigm shift as described by
TS Kuhn in a State of Scientific Revolution (SSR) (1962).
Creative research in the practice of archaeological photography is explored through
the relationship between artefact, site and images. The creative work1 of digital
archaeological photography forms the central core and investigation of this thesis.
Where the digital photograph provides additional information beyond the original
research question I use the term ‘photo-excess’ to describe that difference.
The photographs in the exhibition accompanying this thesis explore the themes
presented in the written work by supplying an in-depth visual experience where the
viewer has the opportunity to experience large-scale images from a range of
archaeological sites and time periods. I suggest that the images, when viewed as a set
and at exhibition size, give such an abundance of detail and information that
1

Creative work is provided in addition to the photographs included in the exegesis by Part A. an exhibition;
Part B. an exhibition catalogue; and Part C. ‘The Stele Building – Beyond the Expected’: a photographic
investigation of the Stele Building, Kilise Tepe, Turkey’.
1

this allows the viewer a distinctive aesthetic and intellectual experience of the sites
and artefacts represented.
The exegesis and creative practice share a symbiotic relationship where they explore
the potential of digital photography to provide new ways to view and interrogate
archaeological data and contribute towards the emerging paradigm. Integral to this
case the photographs presented in the exhibition and included within the text
demonstrate the creative nature of the archaeological photograph. To accomplish
these aims, the photographs in both the creative work and exegesis will need to be
decoded using the methods presented in Chapter One and these methods provide
a process for deconstructing the photographs and exploring their meaning.
Aesthetic values discussed in this thesis may be defined by formal analysis using
descriptors of colour, space, line, volume, mass, composition and other elements that
combine to provide artistic style or merit. Through this ordering, the images may
be interrogated and evaluated for their artistic merit and their contribution to the
archaeological record. As the photographs provide visual clues to the events of
the past from the excavated evidence, they open up new avenues for interpretation
of the archaeological record and prompt an emerging digital archaeological
photographic paradigm. The relationship between the historical and contemporary
practice of archaeological photography and the current concerns of digital
representation and interpretation are also investigated through this research.

2

Figure 1. Hellenistic Temple: Jebel Khalid, Syria

Stitched panoramic photograph during excavations of the Temple area with Bedouin workers.
Digital photograph Bob Miller, 2005.

2

Jebel Khalid is a second century BC fortified settlement founded by the Seleucid Greeks located on the
Euphrates River immediately below the Tishrin Dam (completed 1999) and east of the modern Syrian town of
Membij (ancient Heliopolis). See http://www.seleukidempire.org/jebelkhalid.html [Accessed 08/03/2015] and
http://bmcr.brynmawr.edu/2003/2003-03-21.html [Accessed 08/03/2015].
2

An important distinction between creative photography and documentary photography
is the presence of the artist’s (photographer’s) hand throughout the progression from
creation to final image. In each step of the process, significant choices are made from
the many possibilities including the composition, timing and people grouping
captured in Figure 1, further influenced by the ‘intent’ of the photographer.3 The
artist’s mark is not only discernible but also inherently valuable as each photographer
imparts their own style and sense of aesthetic values using creative choices for their
images. The artist photographer is always concerned with aesthetic qualities, and it
is the combined elements of technique and aesthetic choice that are displayed in the
thesis, publication and exhibition photographs.
Chapter Two continues these themes and explores the shift in the traditional filmbased paradigm. The research potential of the digital photograph is assessed as
concepts of photographic truth are revisited in greater detail. Visual culture
is examined including the relationship of the archaeological photograph to
anthropology, and the role of the caption in adding significance for the viewer’s
understanding of an image. To provide context for an object-based methodology,
the philologist’s (inscription specialist) interpretations and digital photographs are
briefly examined for their role in providing a means of interrogating inscriptions and
the manner in which new venues for image catalogues can aid research; this will
be discussed in Chapter Three.
The question of the founding of a paradigm of archaeological photography is then
examined in light of developments from the 1880s to around 1914. The archaeologist
William Matthew Flinders Petrie built on an already evolving framework of
excavation documentation during his fieldwork in Egypt from 1881. This process
culminated in the promotion of archaeological photography as a recording method for
both site and artefacts in 1904 in his seminal book Methods and Aims in Archaeology.
I propose that by describing the photographic methods in use during the early 1900s
and their contribution to the archaeological photographic process, this publication was
the first time a comprehensive system was articulated.
I then explore the consolidation of this first paradigm through the photographic work
of Gertrude Bell, James Breasted, John Garstang and Horst Schliephack. Their work
3

3

see Trust and Photographic Truth (Chapter One).

is examined in light of their contribution to photography and archaeological research
in the years prior to World War I as they were influenced by, and were exponents of,
a systematic approach to archaeological photography and the scientific methods
exemplified by Petrie.
A review of digital photography and the technical elements and innovations that this
has added to archaeological research is examined in Chapter Four. Cameras and
image resolution are discussed in light of their contribution to the archaeological
setting, while some of the issues facing the conservation of digital data and archiving
are also addressed.
The debate surrounding digital versus film-based photography is discussed and the
case for digital photography is also presented in Chapter Four. While there was
significant resistance to the use of digital photography by archaeologists initially,
I suggest that these problems have largely been overcome. However, there remain
some cases of ongoing resistance. My experience of over 35 years as a professional
photographer, including over 25 years as a specialist archaeological photographer and
more than 30 years as a photography educator for both film and digital techniques,
provides an experiential basis for my comparison of these two media.
Having established the research questions for this thesis in Chapters One to Three,
Chapter Five will use a set of case studies to examine the photograph as a ‘research
active’ part of archaeological excavation in greater detail. These studies will provide
context and analyse how the images constitute ‘photo-excess’ while also exploring
the creative and aesthetic elements of the medium.
An analysis of the praxis of digital photography is then used to assess how the results
are used to inform the archaeologist at work. Photographs are presented in this work
in three forms: images included in the exegesis that primarily accompany the text;
large scale exhibition prints; and printed photographs in a catalogue and
supplementary book. I hope to show that the digital archaeological images included in
this work have several overlapping functions: documentary, research and aesthetic.

4

Where the images inform the text they are referenced with captions;4 elsewhere they
are the source of further discussion.
I have limited my discussion to still photography. While there is much to be gained
from other visual media and techniques such as video, 3D and Virtual Representation
these are areas that require their own in-depth study and are beyond the scope of this
work. For the historical comparison I have concentrated on the Eastern Mediterranean
region from c. 1880 until 1914 as many of the advancements in ‘modern scientific’
archaeology were utilised, if not introduced, in this region and at this time. While the
early history of photography has a close relationship with archaeology, I propose that
it was not until the widespread adoption of a scientific method in archaeology that the
photograph became an integral part of the archaeological excavation. Flinders Petrie
used photography ‘incessantly’ as part of his excavation method: a method that
maintained currency into the digital age.
This thesis is the product of fieldwork, library, internet and archival research
conducted by the author. Extensive use of primary sources, including original
photographs from archaeological sites on which I have worked in the Eastern
Mediterranean from 1990 to the present, as well as original manuscripts and
publications, and secondary sources including published photographs and literary
sources, was made in order to review and critique relevant approaches in the field of
archaeological photography. From 1990 to 2000 I used film photography at the
various sites, testing digital fieldwork in 2000 and converting to a fully digital
workflow by 2003. Subsequently, I have converted all photographs of the excavations
I have been associated with to an exclusively digital photography format.

Shattered fragments to heroic images
The origin of this thesis has many threads, one of which began when Andrea Rowe,
then Assistant Director for the Paphos Theatre5 excavation in Cyprus in 1997, was
reviewing my photographs of pottery fragments. While discussing ‘test’ pieces, Ms
Rowe remarked, ‘How do you make such a crappy piece of pottery look so heroic?’
That comment has been a constant reminder to me that photography can be more than
4

See Section Decoding messages.
The Paphos Theatre, a Hellenistic to Roman Theatre at Nea Paphos, Cyprus. See http://www.paphostheatre.com
[Accessed 08/03/2015]
5

5

a recording device; it has the potential to be an interpretative and creative medium as
well. Moreover, in light of my work in archaeology, the way in which a photograph
can influence and lead to discovery and research has led to a constant search for the
best methods and techniques available to complement aesthetic ideals.
Another thread for the research is the excavation and photographs of the ‘Stele
Building’, an ancient Hittite structure (c. 1200 BC) at Kilise Tepe, 6 Turkey, excavated
by Professor Nicholas Postage, Cambridge University. I was invited to be team
photographer for the second series of excavations beginning in 2007 specifically to
convert the photographic record from a film-based process to digital media. As both
a research tool and as a creative work the photographs provided an excess of
information for both recording purposes and interpretation. Following the conclusion
of the 2008 season Postgate wrote,
I am impressed by the quality of some of the site pictures, which seems
to show us more than we actually saw at the time! (2008)

‘Objective reality’7 (Hamilton, 2003, pp.81-83) is created as the site is documented
by photography, simultaneously providing a historical record and a creative
interpretation of the site or artefact.
A third thread is that each photograph captures change. As archaeology is a science
that destroys its own evidence as it goes, the documentation of each state is of critical
importance. Photographic images of an excavation site document the constant
irreversible changes over time. Layers of the site are revealed as a ‘slice in time’,
a theme that underlies every site photograph in this thesis and creative work. This
concept is expanded on in the accompanying book ‘Beyond the Expected:
a photographic investigation of the Stele Building, Kilise Tepe, Turkey’ and in the
creative work included throughout this thesis.

6

Located on the River Göksu (Classical Calycadnus) at the southern edge of the Taurus Mountains and
approximately 45km inland from the modern Turkish city of Silifke. See
http://www.kilisetepe.mcdonald.cam.ac.uk [Accessed 08/03/2015]
7
The photograph is represented as an ‘independent’ and ‘real’ recording of the subject.

6

Figure 2. (Left) 2009_Pel_0042 Area XXXII AA, 13/1/2009
Iron Age pits emerging, cut through the floor levels of the Late Bronze Age Palatial Residence.
Figure 3. (Right) 2009_Pel_S_0035 Area XXXII AA under excavation 19/1/2009
Excavation of Iron Age pits (stairs cut into baulks are for worker access) Digital photographs, Bob Miller
2009

The ability of the photograph to take on different meanings and extend research into
new areas forms a major thread in my archaeological photography. The photographs
exhibited and included in the exegesis are chosen as a representative set to visually
comment on the aesthetics, themes and drama of the excavation and its findings and
their ability to convey information in excess of their initial purpose of ‘scientific’
recording. The photography of locations and archaeological sites has been a steady
theme throughout my career, where the landscape has played a significant role in my
artistic expression.
Selected from a number of different excavation sites, the photographs form both the
creative work for the exhibition and the data set for the thesis. The sites and their
approximate date ranges are: the Ancient Theatre of Paphos in Cyprus (Classical
Greek/Roman to Crusader period – 280 BC to 1300 AD), Jebel Khalid, Syria
(Hellenistic Greek – 250 BC to 75 BC), Kilise Tepe, Turkey (Iron Age ‘Hittite’ and
Byzantine – 1300 to 900 BC and 300 to 800 AD), Pella, Jordan8 (Neolithic to

8

Pella Jordan (known in Arabic as Tabaqat Fahl) is located in the Jordan Valley approximately 130kms from
Amman. http://sydney.edu.au/arts/research/neaf/excavations/index.shtml [Accessed 08/03/2015]
7

Mamluk9 – 5000 BC to 1500 AD) and Zagora,10 Greece (Iron Age – 900 to 700 BC).
These sites, representing a wide range in time periods and a geographical expanse
across the Eastern Mediterranean, provide a cross section of the approaches and issues
for archaeology in the region. The photographs I present cover more than 10,000
years of human activity and the work of a variety of archaeological teams. As a
complete set, my archive contains a wealth of information that is available for
archaeological research and hopefully a continuing and exciting source of information
as future research into past civilisations asks questions that were not even considered
as part of the original excavation.

Figure 4. Map of Eastern Mediterranean with referenced archaeological sites.

9

The Mamluk period in Jordan is c. 1258–1516 AD.
Zagora is a well-preserved Greek Early Iron Age (c. 900–700 BC) settlement located on the south-western coast
of Andros, an island in the northern Cyclades, Greece. Available at:
http://sydney.edu.au/arts/archaeology/research/mediterranean.shtml [Accessed 08/03/2015] and
http://www.powerhousemuseum.com/zagora/ [Accessed 08/03/2015].
10
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Chapter 1: Photography in excess
Science, art and photography
From its invention, photography has been embroiled in the debate of craft versus art
(Gernsheim, 1962, pp 12-13). Fine art photography, though somewhat elusive
to define, has traditionally (ibid pp. 73-88), been labelled as that which promotes,
through the use of aesthetic ideals, interpretation and expression of ideas,
communication, emotions and experiences. Craft may be defined (The Collins
Dictionary 1986, p 199) as a skill, a technique, a process, a practical application
and also a made object or useful item. Photography used as a recording
or documentary tool in archaeology is often categorised as a craft (Gernsheim, 1962,
p 17) although it shares features characteristic of science (Malin, 2013, p.499; Bohrer,
2011, pp 27-68 and Krauss, 1989, pp 288-299), with both depending on technical
skill, process and function.11
Archaeological photography as a specific discipline is placed between these two
seemingly opposing ideologies of craft/science and art. On the one hand, the scientific
mode with its focus on technical skill asks for objective recording and analysis of
the site and artefact, while the fine art mode searches for interpretation and
exploration of cultural remains through an aesthetic capture of the subject. It is not my
intention to side with either ideology, but rather to provide a position from which the
archaeological photograph is understood within the archaeological viewpoint.
The images and text provide balance between art and science, and every image is a
combination of both ideologies.
As Lyons suggests, archaeology itself also shares this dichotomy: ‘Archaeology, like
photography, is both art and science’ (Lyons et al, 2005, p. 22). Archaeology is an
interpretive process but underlying this function, especially when dealing with
photographs, is the concept of ‘photographic truth’,12 or what Susan Sontag refers to
as ‘incontrovertible proof that a given thing happened’ (Sontag, 1977, p. 5)
Whichever model is drawn from, art or science, the application of photography
11

See Scientific Photography, Expanded Vision (Malin, 2014, p. 449); Chapter One: ‘Science or Truth’ by
Frederick N Bohrer in Photography and Archaeology (Bohrer, 2011, pp. 27-68) and Photography’s Discourse
Spaces, Rosalind Krauss (Krauss, 1989, pp. 288-299).
12
‘Photographic Truth’ will be discussed in greater detail later in this chapter under ‘Trust and photographic
truth’.
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requires expertise. I estimate that around 70% of the technique required in the field,
including camera techniques and the specific requirements of archaeological
photography, can be learnt; 20% depends on experience; and about 10% depends on
the use of aesthetic values.13 Often it is this last 10%, that seemingly insignificant
percentage, that makes the difference between a recording photograph and an image
that may afford the viewer a more evocative experience of the subject.
In contrast to this broad approach, the 2013 edition of The Focal Encyclopedia of
Photography (Malin, 2013) lists archaeology14 as well as anthropology as scientific
pursuits, and they are included under the section, Scientific Photography, Expanded
Vision which opens,
Scientific photography might be considered to be more of a state of mind,
than a single technology. It is the motivation behind the picture that
differentiates an image as science from an everyday photograph. Two
pictures might look identical, but the scientific photograph will carry with it
some information, perhaps a record of where, when, how, or why it was
made and maybe something about what is shows. Better still, it will have
a dimension, a calibration, a context, and a description. If it does not
carry some of this detail, it is just another picture. The inclusion of data
implies that the image was deliberately made to convey information,
rather than an impression. A scientific picture will only spawn a thousand
words if it is seeded with few of its own. (Malin, 2013, p. 499)

However Malin also adds,
That does not mean that the pictures made for a scientific purpose need
to be so burdened with information that they are uninteresting. Indeed
they are much more effective if they are good to look at, but aesthetics
must never compromise the underlying science. (ibid., p. 500)

13

Not everyone who picks up a camera and takes a photograph does so in a creative manner. For many users,
photography is used purely as a recording medium without regard to aesthetics or artistic interpretation. Whether
creativity is inherent or a learnt response is debated in both art and photography circles, and in my experience
many of those taking photographs demonstrate a lack of artistic ability. Even though their photographs may be
correctly exposed and focused, they lack the aesthetic qualities that contribute to an image’s visual impact.
14
Section ‘Archaeological Photography’ by Matt Schlitz, (Malin 2013. pp. 506-508).
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In many scientific circles, as in the humanities, the aesthetic qualities of photography
are applauded. Since archaeology is very much a cross-disciplinary activity, both the
scientific and aesthetic aspects of the archaeological photograph should be assessed.
Photography as a discipline has a considerable theoretical underpinning. However,
while there are several publications on film-based photography for archaeology, for
example SK Matthews (1968) Photography in Archaeology and Art and Harold C
Simmons (1969), Archaeological Photography, these are devoted to technical
evaluations of what was, at the time, current practice in archaeological photography
and did not address how photography responded to archaeological research objectives
of that era. Peter Dorrell (1994) includes a brief discussion on the role of the
photograph in his final chapter The Future, but otherwise his text follows the same
formula as Simmons and Matthews.
Colin Renfrew (Renfrew and Morley, 2007) discusses cultural context15 and explores
the relationship of the visual arts to archaeology and our understanding of the past.
In Figuring it Out (Renfrew, 2003) he relies heavily on a superb set of 175
photographs to illustrate his themes, in which the photographs of art works and
archaeological settings work successfully because each image provides a visual
experience beyond that of the text; each has visual ‘excess’. However, while Renfrew
uses and even discusses the use of photography to document his findings, he does not
engage with the photographs themselves. With reference to both the archaeology and
artworks,16 he reserves painting and sculpture as examples of ‘high art’ while
photography is relegated to the role of recording medium.
Michael Shanks (2012) delves into explanations of how the archaeological
imagination originates in and connects with contemporary experience, and he has
pioneered new media and information technologies to provide interdisciplinary
approaches to archaeology. Both Shanks and Renfrew make significant comments on
the role of archaeology, the visual arts and modernity; however, at least in their major

15

See both the Image and Imagination edited by Colin Renfrew and Iain Morley, also Figuring it Out (Renfrew
2003) and The Archaeological Imagination (Shanks 2012) for a detailed discussion of these concepts
16
The sculpture of Robert Long is discussed in some detail as it intersects with archaeology; however, the
photographs are treated as ‘documentation’ and yet I suggest that the artwork would not have any lasting presence
if not for the photographs. Similarly, the sculpture of Andy Goldsworthy (Goldsworthy, 1996) relies heavily on his
superb photographs to not only record his ephemeral work, but to provide a breathtaking visual documentation
where the photograph also becomes a work of art in its own right.
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publications neither discusses the role of photography in providing archaeology with
a new way of critiquing or ‘seeing’ what is presented in the images.
I suggest that there is limited discussion in current literature on the advantages
of digital photography in archaeology and what it can bring to the excavation process
and subsequent research. This will be further discussed in Chapters Three, Four
and Five.

Decoding photo-excess
Based on my research and analysis of the digital archaeological photograph, I have
coined the term of ‘photo-excess’ which I define as providing an experience of
the subject above and beyond what was initially requested, or even intended when the
photograph was taken, and to express the concept of the added value that can take
place through the digital photograph. To provide a methodology for interpreting
the photographs as ‘excessive’ in this thesis I have been influenced by the work of
Gillian Rose in her 2007 book Visual Methodologies. In her chapter ‘Sites and
Modalities’ Rose suggests three sites
where images gain their meaning: the site of production, the site of the
image itself and the site of its audiencing (2007, p. 13).

It is imperative to consider all three sites17 when assessing the photograph’s impact.
At the first site; the ‘site of production’, the subject (a location or an artefact) is of
fundamental importance to an archaeological photograph. This subject provides the
reasons for an image to be taken and its relevance to the excavation process.
There remains an expectation in archaeology that there is an objective reality - a real
‘thing’ to record in the archaeological image. This contrasts with the art world myth
of ‘photographic truth’, or as Roland Barthes put it – the ‘Truth–value concept of
photography as evidence’ (1981), where the ideals of ‘truth’ are easily distorted
in favour of artistic endeavour.
The ‘site of the image itself’ is largely concerned with the technological process,
for example, what type of camera was used and the image types (film or digital) and
17

Rose uses the concept of ‘site’ as a broadly adopted visual culture term referring to the ‘place where the
meanings of an image are made’ in her three-tiered system of photo analysis. In this thesis I will also refer, in
keeping with archaeological and photographic practice, to ‘site’ as the location of an excavation or the location of
where a photograph is taken, thereby giving two distinct meanings for the word ‘site’ in this work.
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whether or not and how the image has been edited or manipulated. The great majority
of archaeological texts on photography concern themselves with this aspect, but while
there will be some discussion on cameras, digital files and the physical image, these
are not the main focus of this thesis.
The third site; the ‘site of audiencing’, is the viewer, which in the context of this
thesis, includes all those who look at the photographs, from the archaeological
researcher to the exhibition audience or the casual observer. The audience may be
informed or uninformed; however, once the work is put into the public arena this is
out of the control of the photographer. Alfred Gell (1998) would add what could
be thought of as a fourth site, namely the commissioner (the one who causes
the photographer to produce the image). The person for whom the image has been
created and the reason for the creation of the image is therefore, by default, the first
person to ‘please’ with the photographic results. In the archaeological setting, this
would normally be the archaeologist, the area supervisor or the excavation director.
Rose also offers three ‘modalities’ (technological, compositional and social)
to describe processes that occur at all three of the above sites. I accept Rose’s
definition of the technological modality concerning ‘the tools and equipment used
to make structure and display an image’ (2007, p. 23). For this discussion, this is
a description of image-making technology and is of value in examining the image
if ‘a knowledge of the technique helps in describing the particular characteristics of
the work’ (Taylor, 1957, p. 70). In this work, technological aspects will be discussed
where the digital techniques affect the final image.
I have difficulty with Rose’s second term ‘compositional modality’. While Rose uses
‘compositional’ in a much broader sense than implied in her definition, where she
uses the term ‘compositional’ modalities to describe the visual construction, qualities
and reception of an image (2007, p. 258), I find it is too easy and misleading to
interpret this term in the narrow sense of image composition alone. Therefore, based
on ‘formal analysis’ I prefer the term ‘aesthetic’ (as defined in the Introduction)
to ‘compositional’, as it encompasses all aspects of a photograph’s visual qualities
and construction including image composition.
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Rose’s third term,‘social modalities’, refers to ‘the social, economic, political and
institutional practices and relations that produce, saturate and interpret an image’
(my emphasis) (2007, p. 258). In this thesis, I will emphasise the institutional
practices within the social mode, as archaeology is a global activity with an
entrenched academic tradition underpinned by a publication process that determines
how images are presented.
In the chapter ‘Making photographs as part of a research project’ Rose also explores
two groups of methods, ‘supporting’ and ‘supplemental’, to explain how photographs
are put to work in a research project (2007, p. 239). In the first group, the photographs
provide evidence to answer a research question (‘photo-documentation’), and are
‘subordinate’ to the researcher’s intentions. In the second group, photographs are
considered as a set of ‘visual supplements’. The photographs go beyond the original
questions posed by the researcher in this group, and the information contained in the
images is in excess of the original intentions. In the following discussion I have
adopted some, but not all, of her terminology since I find this approach provides a set
of useful terms when considering the placement of images and how they can
be discussed within the archaeological context.
Rose assesses photographs in terms of their place in either the first or second group
of methods (ibid.). In Rose’s second group of methods (supplemental), photographs
are seen as supplying more than the initial objectives or reasons for making
the photograph. Rose discusses this second category as a series of individual studies.
Although she uses the term ‘in excess’ when discussing these, this term is one of
a number of descriptors. I suggest that ‘excess’ is of primary importance in evaluating
the digital photograph and therefore have redefined her terminology to one of
‘photo-excess’ as described earlier in this thesis.
I also suggest that both rather than one or the other of these methods (subordinate or
supplemental) can be applied to the same digital archaeological photograph.
With subordinate (photo-documentation), photographs are provided as records that
the archaeologist can analyse. Photographs in the second group (supplemental)
are ‘excessive’ as they allow the images to exert their own effect on the research
process and present more than is immediately visible. This allows for differing
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interpretations for the same image depending on the audience’s experience.
Both methods are demonstrated throughout the creative work of this thesis.
I suggest that photo-excess is closely associated with what I refer to as ‘the still
gaze’18, which I define as the ability to scrutinise an image over and over. Within the
context of archaeological photography, it is especially important in that the computer
monitor allows each of an image’s qualities, including colour, to be interrogated.
Prior to the digital age, immediate access to colour photography during an
archaeological excavation was a rarity, if possible at all. I suggest that the immediacy
of digital colour combined with the close scrutiny of the ‘still gaze’ provide
a formidable combination such that even just these two elements are sufficient to
provide an entirely new concept for archaeology using a digital photographic process.
Rose grounds her work on many previous critiques, including the influential work
Ways of Seeing (Berger, 1972) by the art critique John Berger, who in turn was
influenced by the writing of Roland Barthes (1964; 1981). In a series of seven essays,
Berger (1972) argues that images supply all we need to know and that the relationship
between what we see and what we know is encapsulated in ‘seeing comes before
words’. To reinforce this point, three of the seven essays in Ways of Seeing use only
photographs, and these images are intended to raise as many questions as the text
in the other essays.
For photographs are not, as is often assumed, a mechanical record.
Every time we look at a photograph, we are aware, however slightly, of
the photographer selecting that sight from an infinity of other possible
sights … Yet, although every image embodies a way of seeing, our
perception or appreciation of an image depends also upon our own way
of seeing (Berger, 1972, p. 10).

Howard Becker (2002) analysed another work by John Berger, A Seventh Man (1975)
containing Jean Mohr’s photo-essays. Becker comments that the Mohr photographs
on one hand represent truth, but do so without textual explanation or analysis, making
their own statement purely on visual grounds. My thesis shares a common position
with Berger and Mohr in presenting photographs that can comment on the subject
18

The still gaze is not a specific digital quality; the still gaze is a feature of any form of visual presentation.
However, with the digital file and screen viewing, the analysis of image is greatly enhanced and discussed in
greater detail in Chapter 3: The ‘still gaze’.
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using purely visual means, but I believe that the contribution of the textual elements
provide additional meaning that cannot be underestimated. A title or caption
identifying a photograph provides context and meaning, and the full title of Berger’s
book, A Seventh Man: Migrant Workers in Europe, (1975) provides an even greater
context and meaning for the photo essays within.

Decoding messages
Prior to Berger, Roland Barthes, argued (1964) that the image contains three levels of
meaning or messages: the linguistic message (text); the coded iconic message
(or connoted image); and the non-coded iconic message (literal or denoted image)
(Barthes, 1964).19 Barthes critiqued an advertising image of pasta, which on the initial
reading appears to be a subject far removed from the archaeological context.
However, over time I have reflected on Barthes’ method, and find it appropriate
in considering three classes of message within the archaeological image.
In examining the linguistic message, Barthes claims that the text (accompanying
an image) has two possible functions. Firstly, ‘anchorage’, describes text focusing the
viewer on the ‘correct’ level of perception from all the possible multiple meanings
available; and secondly, ‘relay’ where the accompanying text adds meaning to
the image. The position and length of the text is unimportant, only that it exists,
whether as a title, as a caption or as an accompanying article.20
At the level of the literal message … the text helps to identify purely and
simply the elements of the scene and the scene itself … when it comes to
the symbolic message, the linguistic message no longer guides
identification but interpretation (Barthes, 1964, p. 39).

I have analysed a photograph of a Chalcolithic neonatal jar burial 21 using Barthes
levels of meaning (Figure 5). The title of the photograph (2009_Pel_0398) consists
of the photographic number that identifies this image as coming from the 2009
excavation season at Pella in Jordan (Pel). It is the 398th photograph in the photo log

19

While Barthes defines those concepts later in Camera Lucida (1981) with the term ‘punctum’, I find the earlier
critique of greater use in decoding the archaeological photograph..
20
See also the earlier comment by Malin on Scientific Photography (2013, p. 499), ‘A scientific picture will only
spawn a thousand words if it is seeded with few of its own’.
21
Identified by archaeologist Natalie Franklin.
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for that year.22 The caption (XXXII G: F153 Chalcolithic neonatal jar burial:
skeleton), in addition to identifying the subject as a Chalcolithic neonatal jar burial,
also identifies this image as ‘Feature 153’ from trench XXXII G.23 This alerts the
researcher that information about the image is available and the caption focuses
the attention of the viewer on a specific location and event. The caption is embedded
as ‘Metadata’24 which through database searching links this photograph with all the
other photographs and information about this feature. The archaeological records not
only provide greater detail regarding the excavation of this subject, where the short
excavation notes on the burial appear on page 23 of the archaeologist Natalie
Franklin’s digbook (referenced as Trench XXXII G, Feature 153 locus 579 Level 1)
2009 Excavation Diary (and also as XXXII G 2009: Main Plan 1, Sydney, Pella
Excavations, unpublished manuscripts), they also link to other reports, for example
a forthcoming report on the burials. This information may facilitate further research;
for example, a study of other burials at the site (Pella) or a comparison of baby burials
from other sites. The identifying description is a gateway to a host of possible
research sources and questions.

Figure 5. 2009_Pel_0398
22

Other excavation and post-excavation photographs also exist in the photo log for this feature.
The excavation uses Roman Numerals to identify each region of the overall site and letters to identify specific
10 m squares within each region.
24
See Chapter 4: Tethering and metadata for a detailed discussion on the use of metadata.
23
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XXXII G: F153 Chalcolithic neonatal jar burial: skeleton. Tiny bone fragments can be seen around the
edges of the broken pot capping the skeletal remains and a stone chisel upper right. Digital photograph
Bob Miller, 2009.

At the site of ‘audiencing’ (Rose, 2007), the viewer who reads the caption will form
ideas about the image based on the linguistic message presented (Barthes, 1964).
In this case, each word acts as a keyword, or to use a typical computerised approach,
opens up a series of ‘pull down menu’ possibilities, and each of these in turn suggests
further mental options and interpretations. For example, to the informed audience,
the keyword ‘Chalcolithic’ will trigger further contextual information, namely that the
Chalcolithic period is the historical period between the Neolithic and the Early Bronze
Age, and, in the Near East, is generally dated about 4700 to 3800 BC. The viewer
may also draw upon their other knowledge of Chalcolithic culture. The keywords
‘jar burial’ may also trigger further contextual information about Chalcolithic burial
customs and burial customs in general. For an observer who has lost a newborn child,
the term ‘neonatal’ in the caption may trigger a deep emotional response while gazing
at the tiny bone fragments. This resonance may lead to empathy for a family who
lived around 6000 years ago. For others, the image and the associated caption may
alert them to the custom of ‘burying dead babies under the floor of the house so
that they will know where to be born next time’ (Bourke, 2008, p. 141). These and
other possible readings of the image and associated caption are outside the control of
the author and image creator. The linguistic message and the image are
complementary, with the linguistic message having both ‘anchorage’ and ‘relay’
functions, with both meaning and context determined at the site of the viewer.
The ‘non-coded iconic message’ in this image is simply the literal elements contained
in the photograph (or ‘documentary’ content of the photograph). This consists of
a series of stones set into earth, pieces of broken pottery capping skeletal remains held
in the base of a pot, tiny bone fragments and a stone chisel (visible in the upper right
corner of the image). A 10cm measuring scale and a north arrow are also present
providing both scale and orientation for the photograph. In addition to seeing the
literal elements of the image, the viewer simultaneously sees the ‘coded iconic’
elements and it is almost impossible to separate the two aspects of the message.
For example, the presence of pottery in the image suggests human activity which in
turn may trigger a number of questions in the viewer such as: Who were these people?
What did they do and when did they exist? What burial practices did they use
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and why? The stones in a line indicate a possible wall; was this part of a dwelling and
if so, how was it constructed? A stone tool may indicate that some form of work or
industry took place here, or was this artefact stored at this location, and why?
These coded and non-coded messages may facilitate the generation of archaeological
hypotheses; for example, concerning population, cultural identity, lifestyle and sociopolitical and spiritual organisation.
The coded iconic or symbolic message guides identification and then goes beyond to
suggest interpretation. The text directs the reader to particular aspects of the image
and both image and text collaborate to convey the intended meaning. A difficulty
arises when an image conveys multiple meanings in addition to the meaning or
meanings intended by the image creator. The image (with associated contextual
information) is often a collaboration between the photographer and the excavator.
Although this collaboration may result in an explicit or implicit associated meaning,
the actual meaning or interpretation of the image is dependent on the individual
viewer, an interpretation that may or may not be shared by other members of the
audience. Meaning and interpretation is therefore a composite construction by the
viewer and the creator using elements contained within the image and the text,
drawing on the viewer’s and creator’s individual background and contextual
knowledge. This may result in different interpretations of the same image at a later
stage and may trigger completely different research questions. Barthes also suggests
that meaning varies according to individual experience.
What gives this system its originality is that the number of readings of the
same lexical unit or lexia (of the same image) varies according to
individuals … The variation in readings is not, however, anarchic; it
depends on the different kinds of knowledge – practical, national, cultural,
aesthetic – invested in the image.
(Barthes, 1964, p. 46)

The contextual information from the excavation photograph is extended even further
with the post-excavation study of the skeletal remains and accompanying
photographs, where the evidence for ‘jar burial’ procedure is clearly demonstrated and
detailed examination of the remains confirms the original hypothesis that the bones
are from a neonatal baby.
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Figure 6. Details of F153 Chalcolithic baby jar burial post-excavation
Top left: 2009_Pel_0479; Top right: 2009_Pel_0463: Bottom: 2009_Pel_0467. Note the comparative
size of the remains when viewed with 3cm scale. Digital photographs Bob Miller, 2009.

Reflecting on my own history of photographing archaeological sites and finds,
combined with my earlier experience as an advertising photographer and artist,
the interpretation of my photographic work can be viewed in light of Barthes’ lexical
reading of the image and the iconic image. When Andrea Rowe suggested that I had
created ‘heroic images’ from broken fragmentary pieces of a pot, she was identifying
this creative process of visual interpretation.
Photographs support the archaeologist’s text in the photo-documentation mode,
but they are not limited to that role. In affirming the researcher’s argument, they
provide an excess of information and visual material through which the audience,
inside or outside of the research environment, will gain insight and understanding of
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the nature of the image. This aspect (of flexibility of interpretation) may also be
relevant at a later viewing of the images, when different knowledge may suggest
research questions not originally conceived at the time of excavation.

Concepts and Methods
In this thesis I suggest that there are two ‘paradigms’ for archaeological photography
(one digital and one historical) for understanding the changing roles of archaeological
photography. Kuhn described in 1962 (and revised in 1996) the role and concepts of
paradigms in his State of Scientific Revolutions (SSR). Kuhn has been criticised
for his theories and use of ‘normal science’ in describing paradigms (Popper, 1970)
and (Vasquez, 1999). According to Margaret Masterman (1970, p.61), even Kuhn
used 21 different senses of paradigms in his 1962 work. I have therefore attempted
to go back to Kuhn’s 1962 definitions (as did Masterman) as a method for
understanding his basic theory, and I have also referred to the 1996 version of SSR
where the later version has clarified or extended the original theory. In the 1996
edition Kuhn addresses the problems and functions of scientific revolution. He
discusses the circular nature of any argument regarding paradigm emergence where
the choice is not and cannot be determined merely by the evaluation
procedures upon a particular paradigm, and that paradigm is at issue.
When paradigms enter, as they must, into a debate about a paradigm
choice, their role is necessarily circular. Each group uses its own
paradigm to argue in that paradigm’s defence….Yet, whatever its force,
the status of the circular argument is only that of persuasion. It cannot be
made logically or even probabilistically compelling for those who refuse to
step into the circle (1996, p 94).

Kuhn goes on to state that
They [the new paradigms] usually preserve a great deal of the most
concrete parts of past achievements and they always permit additional
concrete problem-solutions beside (ibid, p 169).

While Kuhn does use incommensurability as his basis, he also states
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Secondly, the new paradigm must promise to preserve a relatively large
part of the concrete problem solving activity that has accrued to science
through its predecessors (ibid.).

I have adopted the use of the concept of a paradigm and paradigm shift in this
research, as a useful framework for understanding the practices I examine.
My primary method for analysis of the archaeological photograph is based on
‘sites and modalities’ as previously discussed in conjunction with photodocumentation, anthropology and semiology, giving what Moore et al. (2006)
describe as triangulation, where the combined methods complement each other and
allow for a richer set of information to be gathered.
Photo-documentation (Markwell, 2000; Rose, 2008) uses photography as evidence for
social science methodological approaches that I have adapted for my approach to the
analysis of the digital archaeological photograph process. While taking an
archaeological photograph, my personal experience has some similarities with
Suchar’s shooting script (Rose, 2007, pp. 243-244) although I do not use a formal
script. My first aim is to identify why I am taking a photograph, what am I trying
to document and represent, and what is important to the archaeologist in the scene in
front of me – these aims act in lieu of the script. These aims then ‘pull down’ to a
mental formula that will direct me in determining what camera angle I use, how
I frame and crop the scene and provide visual emphasis to the selected aspect.
One of the significant advantages of digital photography is that it enables the
photographer to take an exposure and display the image immediately on the back of
the camera, gaining on-the-spot feedback from the archaeologist as to the
appropriateness of the image. This immediate feedback when used effectively ensures
that the images answer the field questions (the site of production) as a first priority.
Photo-documentation as a visual research method provides data based on a specific
set of conditions or questions. In the archaeological context, a photograph furnishes
evidence of the state of excavation. The archaeological researcher is asking questions
of a site and the physical evidence that appears, and then attempts to answer the
bigger questions of how the society or civilisation operated in both broad and specific
terms. Photo-documentation can be used to supply the data to assist in answering
those questions. In addition, these images can reveal a reality that we are not
22

conscious of at the time the photograph was taken. A stratigraphic layer devoid of any
features25 is just as important as a layer full of in situ artefacts, and a photograph
showing that there is ‘nothing there’ can confirm a research question as to the absence
of material culture in the specific situation. An ‘absence’ result in a photograph is as
important an outcome as a photograph of another layer full of in situ artefacts,
proving its rich deposit of cultural materials.

‘Digital Disruption’ and the digital camera
Digital disruption can be seen as both a threat and an opportunity in the way in which
it impacts on business, technology and culture. It may be defined as a process,
where ‘change happens at a pace and scale that impacts on existing business practice
in disruptive ways, threatening and invalidating existing business models’ (Riemer
and Johnson, 2013).
Two prime examples of digital disruption occurred in 1975. Firstly, the invention
of digital photography created a rupture between analogue film and digital
technologies that would compete until film had become largely superseded. Secondly,
from a business perspective, Kodak’s failure to realise the importance of this
invention and incorporate it into their business model ended in the ultimate failure
of the film component of the company (Estrin, 2015).
While Kodak clung to their existing business model that had been very successful
for virtually a hundred years, the rest of the film industry (Fuji, Agfa, Ilford and other
smaller film producers), from manufacture to developing, printing and sales, also
came under pressure that resulted in the enormous contraction of the industry
worldwide. Developing and printing kiosks that had become widespread suddenly
found themselves unable to make the transition to a digital workflow and all but
disappeared from the scene. These events caused a major disruption within the
photographic business community.
The impacts of technological change on both business and culture more broadly,
as society came to grips with an ever-increasing use of digital technology, became a
25

I have been reliably informed by an archaeologist (personal conversation) I was working with where another
photographer had refused to take a photograph of a trench because there was ‘no apparent change’ from the
previous day and no material or artefacts were to be seen, even though the excavation had removed another
stratigraphic layer.
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highly significant social issue. Cynthia Karena considering the top technological
challenges facing business, quotes Dane Anderson who suggests that ‘Mobile (digital
devices) generates new revenue, improves customer relationships, and reduces costs
throughout all channels - and companies that don't recognise this fact will fail,’
suggesting that businesses that ignore this disruption do so at their own peril and will
fail, just as Eastman Kodak did (Karena, 2014).
Camera manufacturer Canon had a ‘first business plan’ in 1936 to become the world’s
top camera manufacturer (Peres 2007, p. 304). Continuing on with that plan, Canon
adopted digital technology as soon as it became feasible and has maintained a leading
range of digital cameras. It could also be argued that Canon, in the process, became
the top camera manufacturing company, outperforming its rivals including Nikon.
Canon clearly demonstrated that digital disruption could be a positive business model
and an opportunity to greater success.
The first digital camera26 was ‘invented’ in 1975 by Kodak engineer Steve Sasson
(Estrin, 2015) and took 23 seconds to record an image. This is comparative to the
pivotal moment in 1826 when Joseph Nicéphore Niépce took the first recorded
photograph, with an exposure of eight hours (Gernsheim, 1962, p.11). The Focal
Encyclopedia of Photography provides a listing for the Sasson invention on a timeline
chart (Peres 2007, p.160), but ignores any further acknowledgement of the invention,
while devoting 78 pages to ‘Digital, A Maturing Technology’ and two and a half
pages to a profile on Kodak’s achievements (ibid, pp. 310–313). It gives significant
space to other innovations from the period that, while significant in themselves,
did not represent the watershed event of the invention of a digital camera.
Not only did Kodak at the time (1975) fail to recognise the importance of digital
photography, even on their current website (Eastman Kodak Company, 2015)
they give only the briefest account of the invention, and do not credit the engineer
Steve Sasson – it was after all a ‘Kodak’ invention that the company claims rather
than recognising the individual inventor. It would appear, by their continued
downplaying of the events surrounding the digital disruption, that there is an ongoing
failure to recognise the value of the pioneers in the digital revolution.
26

The camera weighed 8 pounds (3.6 kg) and recorded in December 1975 the first black and white images to be
captured using a Charged Coupled Device. The data was then transferred onto a compact cassette tape so that the
image could be played back. The camera had a resolution of 0.01 megapixels (10,000 pixels).
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Failure to recognise changes that represent disruption to the photographic world
highlighted by Kodak’s and the Focal Encyclopedia of Photography responses
provide an interesting comparison to those companies that embraced the new
technology. The emergence of a new paradigm where significantly greater
and superior forms of information are presented ultimately conflicted with the
analogue tradition with a sharp divide between those companies that proved
successful and those that were left behind.

Creative work and exegesis relationship
Foremost in this submission is the creative work of the photographs I have taken
of archaeological subjects. The photographs represent a sample from my master
catalogue of more than 150,000 digital images.27 Textual information situated at the
site of audiencing (exhibition and publication) will colour the way the viewer looks
at each image, and the viewer will also bring to these images their own subjective
interpretation of meaning and effect. Subject impact is an additional feature that can
influence the ‘reading’ of the image with the use of large-scale exhibition prints
and small-scale images in a book format, each site providing its own variables.28
Notwithstanding this, the photographs are accompanied by text either in the form of a
simple caption, an extended caption, or a complete case study; and the accompanying
thesis provides an extended exploration of issues that surround the exhibition images
and the text. However the various texts are interpreted, the essential premise stands
that the images were created as both documentary records and works of art (which
are coded iconic) to inform, and to provide answers to, research questions.
In that process they give something back (data or just visual experience) as photoexcess. The photographs approached from this combined premise reveal more than
was originally intended.
Archaeology as an activity is a primarily visual process, and the archaeologists I have
worked with, especially the directors and senior members, are visually literate, in that
they are educated in visual interpretation and value visual representation. They know
that the images supply an interpretation that is difficult, if not impossible, to convey
27

My own master catalogue of digital photographs from archaeological excavation 2001–2015 totals over 150,000
images.
28
There is a different psychological response to viewing large photographs in a gallery setting compared to seeing
the same images in a book, or then compared to inclusion in a report document.
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with text alone. The photographs are presented as illustrations of change and
evidence, and in this mode it is the researcher’s (the archaeologist’s) interpretation
that informs the research argument, while reassuring the viewer that the state referred
to in the excavation report really does exist. In analysis, the photograph’s work in this
mode (as part of the research question) is the work of affirmation.
In this model of analysis both the ‘site of audiencing’ and the ‘production site’ are
significant places to provide critical analysis. Great care goes into the making of the
photographs at the site of production. Selecting the content, the non-coded elements,
cropping, angles, lighting, composition, and other elements that will work together
to provide the data that is (at least initially) asked of it, is a crucial aspect of the
process. When ‘on-site’, one of the first things to ask an archaeologist before taking
a photograph is: What is important? What does the archaeologist want to show in
the photograph?
At the ‘site of production’, my role therefore is to interpret those questions and
manifest them into visual form and, if I have done this correctly, a visual statement
that answers those questions is the result. The photograph then assumes a position
of authority in providing a precise answer to these questions. By that authoritative
position, the photograph demands that the researcher pays careful attention to the
images as both evidence of ‘what was there’ and also the potential for the image
to provide something visually greater than initially asked of the photograph.
Importantly, it is in the reviewing process, or at a future time including the exhibition
process, when a different framework is in operation, that aspects may come to the
researcher’s attention that had not been previously noted or even considered.
Lloyd Bosworth (2012) in his webpage on ‘A History of Archaeological
Photography’, however, makes the point that post 1960s when the ‘New
Archaeology’ (later known as ‘Processual Archaeology’) became the dominant
archaeological approach, there was a shift in the role of both the photograph and
the photographer.
The camera, with an adherence to strict conventions – such as the absence of people
and tools, except for those necessary to provide scale – would now be viewed as an
impartial observer and the photographer would be relegated to the role of a mere
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operator of a piece of equipment. Photographic images would become increasingly
distanced from the photographer and workers, in an attempt to increase objectivity,
effectively removing the authorship of the image (Bosworth, 2012).
I suggest that a consequence of the ‘New Archaeology’ approach was the devaluing
of the input of the photographer and the role of their visual skills, including their
aesthetic sensibility, to enhance the archaeological recording. This is at odds with
the practice I am advocating in this thesis, where the photographer has a significant
role in determining how a photograph interprets an archaeological site. The removing
of authorship from the image also suggests that anyone can take a photograph, and
while this is true in the strict sense - anyone can hold a camera, point it in the
direction and press the button - many images taken in this manner are lacking not only
in aesthetic qualities, but also in terms of the quality of their recording and
interpretation of the excavation. The expertise of the photographer has been
‘disrupted’ or challenged by the seemingly ‘foolproof’ nature of digital cameras or
camera phones.
Archaeologists who value the photograph for the archaeological record are in many
instances also aware of their own limitations in this area and actively engage with the
photographer on site. I find it interesting that all the directors I work with respond
positively to my ‘personal’ photographs of the site, those photographs showing the
excavation in progress with people working, portraits and more scenic views of the
site and surrounds. By way of example is Figure 7 where a team is removing large
blocks that have been excavated and are now in the way of further excavation.
Complete with buckets and tools and others working in the background,
the photograph was not intended for the site records. For many of these images, I have
photographed not according to conventions, but rather using greater artistic freedom
in an attempt to capture the ‘daily life’ of an excavation. The directors often request
copies of these images for the ‘official’ record. On a modern archaeological
excavation many more staff have cameras at their disposal than in previous times, and
often the informal photographs taken by team members (eg Wessex 2015)
is providing a richer and more diverse record of the people and processes.
I propose that the archaeological photographs submitted in this exegesis and as a body
of creative work operate as evidence of a way of ‘seeing’ in archaeology: as such they
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constitute an active research model. They act simultaneously as ‘photodocumentation’ and as ‘photo-excessive’ models. The images presented are
predominately a direct response to a specific research question and, in the process
of answering this question; they also give rise to visual experience in excess of the
initial research question. Further, often the excessive nature is not seen or fully
understood at the time of creating the photograph, and it is in reviewing the images
that new information is found to be present. In this context, it is usually manifest to
a specific and experienced archaeological audience; an educated way of seeing that
perceives the visual excess. However, that does not discount the future observation of
the images by the casual viewer at the site of audiencing who also bring their own
personal viewpoint and understanding to each image.

Figure 7. 2010_PT_Site_0028 Paphos Theatre excavation Cyprus
Lifting large blocks from Roman Road during excavation using a bi-pod and pulley system with the
Theatre in background. Digital photograph Bob Miller, 2010.
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Trust and photographic truth
Photographs furnish evidence … the picture may distort; but there is
always a presumption that something exists, or did exist, which is like
what’s in the picture (Sontag, 1979, p. 5).

The controversy of trust, or ‘photographic truth’ versus ‘manipulated truth’ through
image editing has paralleled that of the craft versus art debate, with significant critical
discussion in photographic circles from the very beginnings of photography. It has
gained even greater prominence in the critique of photography with the introduction
of the digital photograph. The premise that the photograph can operate as a vehicle for
evidence and a form of ‘representation’ of a real event is underlying the discussion
in this thesis. This is based on the assumption that the viewer ‘trusts’, to some extent,
the evidence presented in the image. I suggest that every camera-generated29
photographic image is a representation of what existed at some moment in time,
whether captured on film or electronically.
Photography is based on the notion of recorded physical existence, and while
in today’s era of digital manipulation the actual existence of a subject or object can be
left open to question, within the genre of archaeology the Modernist30 model
of ‘presumption of existence’ remains the prime underlying principle. Recording of
the site and artefact to provide a version of real existence has always been the
dominant paradigm of archaeological field photography. Not all archaeologists have
wholeheartedly embraced photography because of the issue of trust. Mortimer
Wheeler lamented that ‘the overwhelming difficulty of the archaeological
photographer is to induce his camera to tell the truth’ (Wheeler, 1954, p. 200);
he criticised his contemporaries for their unsatisfactory practice in their photography
and consequent lack of trustworthiness in the images.
It had been the realism (the ‘truth’) of the photograph that caused the French painter
Paul Delaroche supposedly to declare in 1839 that ‘painting was dead’. For some
modern critics, as with painting before it, photography ‘died’ with the digital age.
29

As opposed to non-camera generated ‘photographic’ images, e.g. photogram or computed generated images.
With the shift of concept to a symbolic ‘representation of representations’ mode, no clear consensus for the
definition of Post-Modernism has emerged for photography. Due to the photograph’s strong physical association
with reality, it can be argued that photography never really embraced Post-Modernism like the other arts, and has
continued with the Modernist values of representation.
30
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Professor of Photographic History and art critic Geoffrey Batchen, in analysing the
‘death of photography’, describes the technological crises that have faced
photography since the introduction of digital imagery. In Phantasm, Digital Imaging
and the Death of Photography Batchen states that
even traditional photographs – the ones our culture has always put so
much trust in – have never been ‘true’ in the first place (1994, p. 48).

He does acknowledge (echoing Sontag) that the photograph based on an original
negative31 does refer to something that really did exist. However, continuing with
the digital image he states that computer-generated data could already (in 1994)
produce fictional images indistinguishable from traditional photographs, where the
result can be
pure investigations that have no origin other than the computer program
itself [and] as a practice that is known to be nothing but fabrication,
digitization abandons even the rhetoric of truth that has been such an
important part of photography’s cultural success (Batchen, 1994, p. 48).

I agree that digital imagery based on computer-generated images no longer conforms
to a concept of an objective reality and suggest that as audience and creators, there is
a need to critically review digitally generated images in light of a different set
of criteria from those in the archaeological setting.
However, it is not new technology itself that is the greatest challenge to photography,
for in the history of photography there has been continual technological innovation
and change, many revolutionising the process with preceding methods discarded in
favour of the new. Rather, it is the way photography is seen as a cultural practice
that needs interrogating.
Photography may indeed be on the verge of losing its privileged place
within modern culture. This does not mean that photographic images will
no longer be made, but it does signal the possibility of a dramatic
transformation of their meaning and value, and therefore of the medium’s
ongoing significance
(Batchen, 1994, p. 50).
31

I propose that the digital photographs exhibited here act in the same way as the film negative.
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As an audience, modern viewers must assess the images presented and decode them
based on their historical, technological and cultural placement. If those images
originate with a camera-generated image using a documentary, scientific or
a recording paradigm, then I believe that they can be critiqued on the basis of
authenticity. In this case, the images promote meaning and value for the subject
represented. Photographs that are computer-generated or that are from a ‘nonrealistic’ origin require a different analysis from that of the documentary image.
The lines blur when a camera image is manipulated to such an extent that its
authenticity is no longer clear or to be believed, whether manipulation takes place
within the camera, darkroom or digital processes. These are the most difficult
photographs to critique, and need to be assessed individually to ascertain their role in
identifying a real event or place.
It is in the process of selection, cropping, contextual captioning and all the other
techniques that might occur at the time of picture taking (site of production) and
subsequent development and printing stages (site of the image) that a photograph’s
meaning is created (at the site of audiencing), or at the very least, the meaning
the author imposes on it. The digital image pushes concepts of photographic truth and
evidence even further into the realm of fiction with seamless manipulations of
the photograph. Complete fabrications that look photographically real are an accepted
part of mainstream photography in the digital era. In archaeological photography,
just because a photograph exists does not mean, however, that the intention or
the interpretation of it is correct, and some have even deliberately falsified the
photographs to prove a point. It is also possible to record truth, or at least an aspect
of it, unwittingly, and in that moment give the researcher additional avenues
of investigation.
Photography, even of the most realistic type, can articulate truths even
though facts may be wrong and conversely, can also be quite wrong as to
the essence of a situation despite getting the facts right (Ritchen, 1989, p.
422).

In her paper on Arthur Evans’s photographs of the Knossos (1901–1905) excavations,
Senta German (2005) identified a number of photographs that were altered in three
ways: for clarity, for reconstruction, or lastly, to falsify the evidence. This last
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category contained ‘13 photographs which I believe Evans altered in order
to misrepresent the reality of what he discovered in his excavations’ (German, 2005,
p. 218). Evans’s alterations are far from seamless, often black and white painted
sections on copy negatives or prints. Unfortunately, the original glass plates have been
lost so it is only from surviving prints and publications that the images can be
assessed as to how much he altered them. Most of the alterations in Evans’s reports
are for clarity, and I suggest that virtually all photographs made since the first
photographic image are adjusted in some way for clarity. The exposure and range of
tones produced, the value (darkness/lightness) of those tones, the contrast and, where
used, the colour are all manipulated in the developing or the printing in order to
present to the audience what the photographer perceives as the best possible rendition,
regardless of whether the original is film-based or digital capture.
Evans’s alterations for clarity are not so different from the manipulation of
a photograph in the digital world, except that now the adjustments can be made in
such a way as to be invisible to the viewer. However, where Evans used
reconstruction and falsification of image content, he crossed an ethical boundary
where documentation and truth are brought into question. It is not the place here to
debate Evans’s ethics in altering his plates (though deliberate falsification to reflect
a desired outcome is difficult to condone); rather, my interest is that it is possible to
change the way an image is seen, and thereby challenge the way a subject
is represented. In the 1921 publication example discussed by German and shown in
Figure 9, Evans added a wall by painting it in, smoothing over the surface and altering
the shaft opening to accommodate that wall in order to substantiate his claims for the
architectural sequence. The same image published in 1902 (Figure 8) does not show
those alterations, and German makes the point that Evans was attempting to illustrate
an aspect of the excavation ‘to make up chronological stratigraphic space’ (2005, p.
221) that may or may not be an accurate account of what really occurred. It may
be convenient to illustrate a wall, and perhaps this modified photograph does reflect
excavation evidence that was not recorded photographically, but it does raise serious
questions about the validity of not only this feature but also, as a consequence, other
photographs used by Evans. One is left with the question; if Evans was content to
alter this photograph for convenience, what else did he alter?
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Figure 8. Left: Room of the Stone Bench 1901–1902
Annual of the British School at Athens 8 (1901–1902), Figure 44.
Figure 9. Right: Room of the Stone Bench 1921
The Palace of Minos, Volume I, Figure 244 (German, 2005, p. 220); Evans painted the wall onto the
1921 negative lower left, beside the ‘cleaned up’ surface and shaft.

Evans used his photographs to provide evidence for his archaeological theories,
and has been heavily criticised for his ‘purposeful misrepresentation of his
excavations at Knossos’ (German, 2005, p. 210). Perhaps it is only fitting then that
Evans’ greatest critic was Leonard Palmer who used Evans’s own photographs and
notes against him. Using original excavation notes, photographs and publications
he [Palmer] made several unsavoury discoveries about Evans’ field and reporting
methods (ibid., p. 211).
So where does that leave the archaeological photograph in the scheme of this process?
Every photograph in existence is manipulated in some way, but some less obviously
than others. Every photograph presented here (in thesis and exhibition) has been
‘corrected’ for colour and tonal balance to provide the best possible (in my opinion)
rendition of the subject, as did Evans for the sake of clarity. Even the paper that the
images are presented on alters the way the ink ‘sits’ on the surface, and therefore there
are adjustments made based on printing method and specific paper used. Additionally,
all the images are ‘sharpened’ prior to printing to compensate for the slight spreading
of the ink, which softens the image slightly as it is applied to the paper. Anyone who
has made black and white prints in a darkroom knows that the prints are also adjusted
for exposure and contrast in the printing process just as with digital photography,
and different papers create varying effects depending on the use of glossy or matt
paper surfaces.
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For my own archaeological practice, very few of my photographs presented in the
exhibition and in the exegesis have even been cropped from the original (most are
presented as 100% views of what was recorded in the camera frame32) and I would
maintain that none have been edited to alter the ‘documentary truth’ of the subject.
I also maintain that none of the images presented in this work have been ‘falsified’ in
any form to suggest a rendering or relationship that was not in the original.
In my work I have strived to make every image as authentic a rendition to the original
as possible. Has that been achieved? The audience may pass judgement, especially
those who were present when the photographs were taken, but what of the others
in the audience? How will they judge whether or not an image is a ‘true’
representation of what was there? To some extent at least the audience relies on
the archaeologist’s endorsement of the images and through other published reports.
Returning to Sontag, there is a presumption that the photograph is of a real place
or artefact. While fine art photography may well challenge notions of object truth,
the archaeological record demands the images to be grounded in a physical reality.
Archaeology as a discipline has a set of values that demands that the archaeological
photograph represents a truthful rendition of what is portrayed, and needs to trust both
the photographer and the image. According to the social category in Rose’s three
modalities, ‘the audience filters the image according to institutional practices’
(Rose, 2007, p. 13) which interpret an image, and those practices are (primarily)
based on the presumption of existence. Photographs are always presented through a
cultural lens portraying what information is considered appropriate at the time.
The modern educated viewer of photography will filter that distortion, whether in the
archaeological setting or outside, and will also view images through their own
cultural values.
In the conclusion to her paper on the Knossos photographs, German added,
Unlike artistic photography, the primary significance of archaeological
photography is its authenticity and accuracy. Readers of an
archaeological report must put their trust in this authenticity when they
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With film photography, I would often include in the print the edges of the actual negative frame, thereby
alerting the viewer to the 100% rendition (without cropping). With the clean cut edges of a digital sensor there are
no visual clues as to whether or not an image has been cropped. Where I have cropped an image, it is usually due
to a small non-relevant element or to avoid a distracting feature and to improve the overall composition.
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study the record of strata and features that
no longer exist, having been destroyed by the very act of excavation.
Knowingly to manipulate such a photograph, in order to create a false
archaeological reality, is a manipulation of this trust (2005, p. 244).

Documentary photography and journalism share the basic concerns of archaeology
in presenting photographs that are ‘truthful’ and ‘trustworthy’. One of the early high
profile cases concerning the digital manipulation and editing of an image occurred
in February 1982. National Geographic magazine published a photograph by Gordon
W Gahan of a camel train walking in front of the Pyramids of Giza for the cover
image (Bronx Documentary Center, (2015). To fit the vertical format of the cover,
the original horizontal photograph was cropped to a vertical format and the pyramids
were digitally moved slightly closer together (Boese, 2011). For a magazine that
projects an image of scientific and documentary authenticity, the manipulation
sparked a major controversy, as digital editing was used to falsify an image in the
interests of convenience. Embedded in this concept is the subtle but important change
from the photographic viewpoint selection to ‘post-photograph’ alteration. Regardless
of the manipulation, the photograph in both its original format and altered state has
a strong graphic quality and creative use of aesthetic elements.
Kerri Elgar wrote in her article on ethics in journalism, ‘the effect would have been
the same had the photographer moved a couple of meters’ and also that ‘senior
management later acknowledged that the incident had damaged the magazine’s
credibility’ (Elgar, 2004, p. 22). If Gahan – the photographer – had taken the images
from a slightly different viewpoint (to one side), there would have been no need
to alter the cover image to fit and therefore no ethical issue. Geographic’s editor,
Wilbur E Garrett commented that
the modifications were not as falsification but merely as the establishment
of a new point of view by retroactive repositioning the photographer a few
feet to one side (Ritchen, 1999, p. 15).

It was Gahan who challenged National Geographic for manipulating his photograph,
and it is unlikely that any others would have picked up the change. It is interesting to
note that Gahan paid the camel drivers to ride at his direction across his view (they
had ridden by while he was setting up his equipment), thereby creating a powerful
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graphic image, and yet that aspect of ‘staging’ the photograph received little if any
comment or criticism. Issues of ethics and manipulation of not only the image, but
also the way an image is taken, are often debated, especially in photo-journalistic
circles. Certainly the camels were present in the locality at the time, though the scene
was ‘directed’ in order to make a graphically strong cover photograph.
It seems then that the issue of credibility and trust is of great importance
to documentary, news and archaeological photography, with the manipulation of
photographs considered unacceptable while the distortion of the image by lens
selection33 or viewpoint generally considered acceptable. The photographer selects
a view (from all the possible alternatives) that is presented to the audience. However,
we no longer believe in ‘photographic truth’ without question, for as a contemporary
society we have become better educated in image analysis and are generally aware
of the ease of digitally manipulating photographs.
Ultimately, the image becomes a record that is as much about how the photographer
sees and responds to the scene as it is about the content. Martha Sandweiss, in
her analysis of the photograph as evidence (2007), discusses the intent of the
photographer and to what extent every photograph represents both a literal and
interpretative point of view. Sandweiss then suggests that the photographs reveal
more about the photographer and their perception of their imagined audience than
it does about the subject. As a photographer I come to an excavation site with the
preconceptions and cultural views of my time, and interpret the archaeology through
that lens. With digital photography I mostly take multiple angles and variations of
a subject, acutely conscious that there may be something in the frame that will be only
become obvious in hindsight. The cultural lens I view the world through dictates
the style of photographs I take, even if I attempt to step outside that framework.
Griswold and Crow in the foreword to Antiquity and Photography (Lyons et al.,
2005) share a similar view on the role of the photographer in shaping images, albeit
for the historical photograph. I suggest that their sentiment rings just as true for the
contemporary photographer and their interpretation of the truth projected through
a photograph.
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Telephoto and wide angle lenses distort an image compared to an optical correct perspective and sense of space
and distance.
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Early photographs reveal as much about the photographer’s sensibilities
and social milieu in which their aesthetic and scientific responses were
shaped as it does about antiquity itself (Griswold and Crow, 2005, p. ix).

Post-photography
The history of photography is one of continual change as new methods have
superseded earlier ones. From the daguerreotype to the Wet Plate, Dry Plate,
Celluloid, Safety Film, Colour Film (both positive and negative) and to Digital, to list
only the major methods, photography has undergone continual technological change.
It is not surprising then that as a practice photography has continually reinvented itself
and will continue to do so with future advancements. It is in this context of
the evolution of photography as a means of visual recording and expression that the
role of archaeological photography is assessed.
With the digital age and the ability to create ‘photorealistic’ images created entirely
with a computer,34 the photographic image has been altered to what some now refer to
as ‘post-realism’ and others to the ‘post-photographic’ era. Sara Marion (2006)
explores to what degree the post-photography era creates a new environment within
which to examine the transformation from modernist photographic aesthetics and
practice. With rapidly developing advancements in virtual reconstruction and digital
manipulation techniques, photography may well redefine its place in the visual mêlée
of mainstream art practice, and be a significant contributor to the field of
reconstruction and virtual reality in an archaeological setting. However, I suggest that
there is an ongoing role for the still photograph that retains a modernist (presumption
of real and concrete existence) interpretation of aesthetics, existence and truth.
While outside the scope of this thesis, it is worth noting that post-photograph
computer-driven extensions of the digital image have already become mainstream
components in the archaeological arena. For example, virtual reconstruction and 3D
modelling have become everyday objects, made popular by the television series
Time Team, which uses 3D modelling and reconstruction as an interpretative tool.
34

Computer graphic photorealistic renderings provide architectural animations of buildings with programs such as
Terragen (software first released in 2009), a scenery generator program that can make photorealistic renderings of
landscapes for still and movie applications without a real base image.
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The reconstruction illustrator Daniel Tietzsch-Tyler comments on the role of virtual
reconstructions in the following way: ‘They cannot be exact reproductions of what
was there, but are a picture of probability’ and in addition to being of ‘significant
value to the visitor experience, reconstructions serve also to bring together the
available archaeological and historical research’ (2007). In the Time Team example,
the visitor is the television audience (site of audience) and these modelling techniques
add a level of accessibility and visual experience to the audience that was
unobtainable in the past.
However 3D modelling often represents a logical conclusion to what archaeologists
have been doing since the adoption of ‘typology’ series. Once a pottery vessel profile
type is established, for example, even a small ceramic fragment (if it is a diagnostic
piece) can be placed in relation to that profile, even though no other portion of the pot
is found. A drawing of the whole pot of which the fragment is a part could then
be created based on the fragment and a detailed knowledge of the type series.
With 3D reconstruction a fragment is photographed and placed on the digital profile
framework, and extrapolated to present the whole vessel, complete with colour and
texture, to provide the viewer with a rotating photo-realistic 3D reconstruction.
The ability to seamlessly recreate a vessel from a small fragment and create a fully
photorealistic representation (of what it ‘probably’ looked like) does add a new
dimension to the archaeologist’s suite of research tools, and can be a very useful aid
in recreating an object or even an entire building or landscape.
The concept that the ‘artist’ will use all available archaeological and historical
evidence in their reconstruction and 3D visualisation is taken even further with
projects that recreate complete buildings or even cities. ‘The Rome Reborn Project’
(2013) is a prime example of where a virtual reconstruction of Rome will eventually
illustrate urban development from about 1000 BC to about 550 AD. Having several
phases already completed, the virtual model presents information and theories about
how the city looked at a moment in time (ibid.). A complete virtual environment using
selected video clips can be viewed on-line where the viewer can take a virtual ‘fly
though’ the city that includes building identification tags, street and market scenes
with animated figures, running fountains and nominated buildings with both exterior
and interior views. ‘The Rome Reborn Project’ is conceived of as a 21st century
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journal where researchers across the globe can keep adding to and updating the
model, and is an ambitious project that could see a radical change in the way we study
and view history and archaeology in the future. It also represents a new way of
thinking about the publication process and how future journals may appear.
These extensions from the still photograph require their own study, and are
acknowledged here as providing exciting and diverse possibilities. As previously
stated, however, the concern of this thesis is that of the role of the still photograph and
its role in the archaeological record. The praxis of photography is addressed by
reviewing current practice and assessment of how these roles are used to inform the
archaeologist at work. This will entail the review of technical elements and
innovations that digital photography has added to the photographic suite and how
these contrast with the elements of film.

The Janus figure analogy
The type of consciousness the photograph involves is indeed truly
unprecedented, since it establishes not a consciousness of the beingthere of the thing but an awareness of its having–been-there (Barthes,
1964, p. 44).

Central to this study is the view that photography has two faces, like a Janus figure,
simultaneously a pragmatic venture relying on technology while also an inherently
creative activity. The two faces of photography are pointing in different directions:
one is recording or documenting the events in front of the lens while the other
interprets those events drawing on artistic and creative inspiration. Again the science
(craft) versus art debate is raised. Photography has been plagued by this dichotomy
ever since its invention, but perhaps a more fruitful approach is that the two views
will always be present and inseparable. The dichotomy will continue as long as there
is a struggle between technology and creative elements that vie for supremacy.
All too often, discussions about photography are bogged down in camera models,
lenses or other technical specifications instead of the issues of what a photograph can
actually do. Furthermore, as the Janus figure (at least in Roman mythology) looks
both to the past and to the future, so does photography. The moment a photograph is
taken it becomes a record of the past; photographs have often been referred to as a
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window to the past. As time and distance increase, the view we have of history is
heavily influenced by this view of photography’s role with all its social and historic
trappings. On the reverse side: looking towards the future, the digital age hints at
some of the possibilities to come, and as a forward-looking medium, photography
is well placed to take advantage of future developments.

Figure 10. Janus Figurine, Pella: BN 090276
Left: 2009_Pel_2693, Right: 2009_Pel_2685 (opposite face)
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From Trench XXX11_AA. Context 33.20 (Pit). Iron Age I (c. 1150–1050 BC).
Digital photographs Bob Miller, 2009.

Democratisation of the photographic image
According to one web source (Martelli, 2013), by the year 2000, around 85 billion
photographs had been taken, and by 2013 that number increased to 3.5 trillion.
Further, by 2013 there were 250 million photographs uploaded daily to social media
sites (ibid.). The use of smartphone cameras and tablets has revolutionised the way
photography is being done, and under ideal conditions a well-taken smartphone
photograph is difficult to distinguish from that taken on a high quality professional
camera when only viewed at a small size or on screen (that comparison is no longer
valid when the image is enlarged or conditions are less than ideal). As part of the
changing nature of photography, the Kodak slogan that George Eastman coined when
he released the Kodak 1 camera in 1888, ‘You press the button, we do the rest’,
35

A German archaeological team found a rough parallel for the Janus face style carved from basalt stone at Tell
Zira’a (Wadi Arab – geographically close to Pella) dating from the same approximate period.
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revolutionised photography by providing the public with an easy to use and fun
camera. However, despite all best efforts it is not until the introduction of the
smartphone camera that the photographic process has been truly democratised.
The contemporary concept that ‘the best camera is the one that you have with you’
has largely been achieved with the widespread adoption of the smartphone and the
now ubiquitous use of the included camera.
Tablets with built-in cameras are now a significant communication and documentary
tool combined with their portability and ease of use that make them an attractive
addition for all aspects of the archaeological context. While some excavations are
using tablets to document in the field, there are some significant issues with screen
brightness and viewing the results, especially when on location under full sun
conditions. The Zagora project uses tablets, though full implementation has been
limited due to the brightness issue; however, when used, the archaeologists are able
to produce their field diaries complete with inserted photographs as they go.
Advances in screen technology may well overcome this limitation and see the
adoption of smartphones and tablets in field excavation as a standard reporting
method. The other issue for tablets and smartphones is that the zoom capability is
limited compared to a DSLR camera with an accompanying range of lenses, thereby
limiting the compositional scope of the photographs. However, perhaps the greatest
impediment to their use is that of resolution, where publication photographs are
required to be of a higher standard compared to the relatively small file from
the smaller sensor in current tablets. Issues of resolution will be discussed in detail
in Chapter Four.
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Chapter Two: Establishing a paradigm
The historical model
Although photography was adopted as a tool throughout the sciences,
from its very start archaeology in particular was the centre of the
justification of photography’s worth (Bohrer, 2011, p. 27).

The history of photography has from the outset shared a close connection with
archaeological practice, with many of the earliest examples of photography coming
from the archaeological community. A full history is beyond the scope of this thesis;
therefore, I have concentrated on the period from the end of the 19th century until
1914 as the time when the disciplines of photography and archaeology combined into
a scientific study on a broad scale. To provide a background to this movement I
include a brief overview of the significant key points in the lead-up to this period as
they provide the foundation on which the new methods were based. I have then
highlighted four influential people and their work as examples of the progress being
made both in Eastern archaeology and elsewhere. In particular I have included those
events that shed light on the central theme of establishing a relationship between
archaeology and photography as a mode of documentation.
Jeffrey Abt36 (2013) provides an account of Francois Jean Arago’s 1839 response
to the daguerreotype and how it could be employed for recording Egyptian
hieroglyphs. Arago, in the midst of the excitement around the announcement of the
invention of photography, immediately saw the potential for the photograph
to complete the unfulfilled Napoleonic venture to copy all the hieroglyphic
inscriptions in Egypt.37 Realistically, Napoleon’s project could never have been
achieved; there simply were not enough skilled drawers or enough time to draw by
36

While Abt’s topic is Breasted’s legacy it is interesting that he discusses more broadly the role of photography in
archaeology and also laments the lack of analysis of the role that historical photography has played in archaeology.
Abt records in his notes #22 and #23 (pp. 448–449) a discussion on the history of archaeological photography in
the Middle East including some of his concerns and examines early claims for the use of photography in
publishing hieroglyphs. Peter Dorrell gives a brief account in Chapter One of The Early Days of Archaeological
Photography (Dorrell, 1994). There are many excellent histories in print on the history of photography, though
very few dealing with archaeology as a specific topic.
37
Napoleon Bonaparte led a military expedition to Egypt (1798–1801) that included a large scientific contingent
including about 2,000 artists and engravers. One of the tasks included copying as many as possible of the Egyptian
hieroglyphics. The result was the publication between 1809 and 1829 of the Description de l’Égypte, ou Recueil
des observations et des recherches qui ont été faites en Égypte pendant l’expédition de l’armée française
(Description of Egypt, or the collection of observations and research which were made in Egypt during the
expedition of the French Army).
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hand each inscription. Arago immediately recognised the potential of the photograph
to complete the project with the use of daguerreotypes to copy an entire inscription in
a matter of minutes.
To copy the millions of hieroglyphics which cover even the exterior of the
great monuments of Thebes, Memphis, Karnak and others would require
decades of time and legions of draughtsmen. By daguerreotype one
person would suffice to accomplish this immense work successfully
(Trachtenberg, 1980, p. 17).

Arago made an over-ambitious claim and certainly the task was too great for one
person to fulfil, especially given the cumbersome photographic equipment of the
daguerreotype. It was not until James Breasted’s epigraphic work 50 years later that
technology and expertise combined successfully where Breasted (University of
Chicago) used a combination of photography, drawing and notes to record
inscriptions, a process that has become known as the ‘Chicago Method’ (Raymond
Johnson, 2012). Even so, the work is so great that it is still continuing today and
Breasted’s legacy is the work of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago.
The Post-Modern world and cultural deciphering of photographs is very different
from the tradition of 19th century photography. In the Victorian era, Romanticism
was dominant in Britain, while the French enjoyed the ‘Belle Époque’ period, and
throughout Europe the arts favoured idyllic imagery with exotic and classical themes.
Abt describes how photographs of the time reflected movements in painting.
The vast majority of images taken during the nineteenth century … aimed
to satisfy the West’s fascination with what was imagined to be the Middle
East’s exoticism and mysteries. The era’s photographs are mostly
picturesque landscapes, architecture or people in strange costumes
(2013, p. 275).
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Figure 11. Left: Francis Frith self-portrait while on tour in Egypt 1856–1859
One of many poses Frith took of himself in this costume (Nickel & Frith, 2004, p. Frontpiece).
Figure 12. Right: Roger Fenton self-portrait dressed as ‘Zouave 2nd Division’ Russia
Fenton appeared in a variety of guises (Hannavy, 2007, p. 94). Photographers helped to fuel the desire
for far off places by dressing up and creating self-portraits in costume to add to the exotic imagery on
display.

Pictorial landscape was the major photographic movement of the era, using sweeping
vistas and figures for dramatic effect. Another curious aspect of the Romantic
Movement was the depiction of the exotic where even the photographers would
‘dress up’ in local costume for self-portraits. The atmospheric treatment was less
appropriate for clear recording of archaeological detail; however, before the end of
the 19th century, in contrast to this Romantic movement there was a growing trend
within archaeological photography circles to provide photographs which documented
the excavations with an increasingly ‘proto scientific’ approach. The move from
scenic romantic views to scientific documentation and publication has been the
hallmark of the genre ever since.
Two aspects emerged in the 1880s that changed the way that archaeological
photography could and would be done. A movement had begun to systematically
(Trigger, 2006) excavate sites using a scientific approach based on the concept of
‘stratigraphic excavation’,38 Thus the great archaeologists of the time changed the

38

Charles Lyell’s published Principles of Geology (1830–1833) where he proposed the principles of
uniformitarianism in which he argued that because of natural depositional processes, soils at a lower level were
older than those laid over the top of them. Archaeologists began using this theory as a basis for classifying the
excavation process.
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practice from one of removal that we would today call tomb robbing and looting, 39
to a practice of discovery, recording and research. And as every item became
important under the new methods, the documentation of those items became an issue
to resolve in a logical and methodical manner.
Concurrently, there was also a major breakthrough in the technology of photography.
In 1871 Richard Leach Maddox proposed a system known as Dry Plate to replace
the wet plate (collodion) technique of photography. Dry plate used an emulsion of
gelatine and silver bromide on a glass plate that could be pre-coated before exposure
and developed at a later stage. It revolutionised the work of field photography;
processing no longer had to be done within minutes of exposure as dry plates could
be stored, exposed and developed at the photographer’s convenience; wet plates had
to be coated in a dark tent or room, exposed, and developed while still wet.
By 1878 dry plates were being commercially produced and in 1880 George Eastman
set up the Eastman Dry Plate Company40 in Rochester, New York. Additionally, the
first ‘roll film’ on a flexible paper support was introduced in 1885 with the first
transparent plastic roll film in 1889. The roll film made it possible to take a number
of photographs in succession and store the film for later processing. The move to
scientific excavation methods combined with reliable field photography changed
the nature of archaeological photography.
Egypt had come under the spotlight with an increasing number of archaeological
discoveries and the fascination of the era with Egyptian ancient culture and
monuments. During the 19th century there were perhaps a hundred or more
photographers working in Egypt, while many of the archaeologists of the time also
took their own photos. Auguste Mariette, Émile Brugsch, William Matthew Flinders
Petrie, James Henry Breasted and John Garstang were archaeologists and
photographers, while influential commercial photographers included names such
as Maxime du Camp, Félix Teynard, the Bonfils family, Antonio Beato, Francis Frith,
J Pascal Sébah, the Zangaki brothers, Friederich Koch and Horst Schliephack.
Many of the commercial photographs were aimed at fanning an appetite for exotic
39

Museums were a major player in their quest for enriching the collections by whatever means possible. For
example, Victor Place was ordered by the French Academy to ‘investigate the mounds which are close to the
Tigris and by way of excavations which he will carry out there to procure the largest possible number of
sculptures, vases, jewellery, cylinder seals and objects of all kinds which are used in daily life, and which the
Assyrian Museum lacks’ [Pillet 1918:2–3] (Larsen, 2014).
40
The name Kodak was not introduced until 1888.
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travel, and the Victorian ‘Grand Tour of Egypt’ was a very fashionable society event
that the photographs fed. Notwithstanding, great leaps in archaeological knowledge
were also taking place during that era.
Photography and Egyptology began to evolve around the same time. The
importance of their respective contributions shows that both promoted
new knowledge of and interest in ancient Egypt. Both disciplines –
photography and Egyptology – were emerging as exciting tools of
science and were, in their own way, describing the significance of ancient
Egypt to the world (Evans, 2000, p. ix).

Photography, archaeology and publication
From the time of the first photograph, archaeologists were experimenting with the
new medium, looking for ways to exploit its ability for what Fox Talbot referred to
as the ‘pencil of nature’, accurately reproducing nature, and to then include those
images in publication of their results. In this pre-Petrie phase there was no clear
consensus of approach or methodology.
The first structured attempt to record archaeological photographs in the Middle East
can possibly be attributed to Gabriel Tranchand41 who accompanied Victor Place
(1818–1875) in 1851 to excavate Khorsabad, the king’s palace of Assyrian Sargon II
(722–705) in Dur Sharrukin, about 20 kilometres from ancient Nineveh (Iraq). 42 Place
chose photography as a primary means for documenting the site despite its cost and
difficulties, and took Tranchand (a civil engineer) for the photography work.
Tranchand, who also assisted in the excavations, died, according to Place, as a result
of diseases contracted on site. It was a physically very demanding working
environment where it would take five workmen plus Place and Tranchand to carry the
photographic apparatus on site. The subsequent report demonstrates the importance
that Place gave to the new photographic process, though it appears he did not know
the difference in techniques as he refers to ‘daguerreotypes’ when in fact Tranchand

41

Dates unknown; little is known of Tranchand. Place reports that he died from diseases contracted while at
Khorsabad in 1852. See further in Appendix 1.
42
This expedition was to continue the 1843–1844 expeditions of Paul-Émile Botta (1802–1870). The French
National Assembly voted an appropriation of 8,000 French francs for the Place expedition in 1851, a significant
sum of money for the time.
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was using the Calotype method43 (Gastaldi, 2003; Bohrer, 2011).
The daguerreotype plates are the exact representation of the different
characters [figures carved Máltai]; as they are very prominent on the
rock, the view has little relief, but I preferred this to a drawing, so that the
Academy was perfectly certain that nothing was added or taken away
(Place, 1852, pp. 39-40).

And Place added that
I definitely want that all the views will have this degree of accuracy that
photography alone can give (ibid., p. 45).

Place used 51 salted monochrome prints (from paper negatives) in two reports: Report
No. 6, dated 20 April 1852 and Report No. 7 dated 28 May 1852. The photographic
prints were glued to paper and had hand written captions, and Place also added colour
ink to some of the images. Tranchand’s photographs are certainly unique, and for
a number of items the only record. En route to Paris, the ships containing the artefacts
were raided by the inhabitants of Koma, who seized much of the cargo, and the
photographs are the only record of many of the artefacts’ existence (Gastaldi 2003).
Very few of the original prints by Tranchand have survived, though Place reused
many of Tranchand’s photographs in an atlas accompanying two volumes of text:
V Place, Nineveh and Assyria (Paris, Imperial Printing, 1867–1870, now out of print).
Tranchand’s photographs are, according to Lyons et al (2005, p. 39), ‘imperialist’ in
nature with ‘portraits of archaeologists “capturing” statues … or climbing the
crumbling remains of vanquished empires’. Bohrer also suggests that Tranchand’s
photographs are notable for their representation of the hierarchy of the members of
the expedition and the importance of the process as a product (2005, p. 189).
Despite these limitations, the photographs from Khorsabad mark an important
beginning for the use of photography in recording archaeological excavations.

43

The Calotype produces a paper negative and a monochrome print on salted paper, which is what was used for
prints in Volume III Atlas by Place, although it is possible that Tranchand also used the collodion process. See
Glossary.
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Figure 13. G Tranchand photograph of Place and Thomas
Victor Place and Felix Thomas posed above the two Assyrian lamassu or winged bulls flanking the
intact arched gateway. Photography by G Tranchand, 1851–1852.

Bruce Trigger mistakenly credits Alexander Conze as the first archaeologist
to include photographs in a published excavation report, with his publications on
Samothrace, Greece. Trigger states that the 1875–1880 reports were also ‘the first to
include plans by professional architects as well as a photographic documentation
of the work’ (Trigger, 1989, p. 196). This is some 22 years after Victor Place’s
expedition to Khorsabad. Conze’s photographs were taken by Wilhelm Burger44
and remain significant in this context, as they look surprisingly modern in character.
Burger illustrated in detail artefact and site images of the excavation as well as the
classic Romantic overviews that are usually associated with the period.
44 Burger (1844–1920) Austrian painter and photographer He also accompanied the Austrian–Hungarian mission
to the Far East that commenced in October 1868 to establish commercial and diplomatic relations with the
countries of the Far East (Siam, China and Japan). He stayed in Japan for around seven months (Aug/Sept 1869–
March 1870). In 1874, Burger operated a photographic studio in Vienna.
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Burger’s photographs helped set the scene for the style of excavation photography
still in use today: straightforward, clear documentation, the subject placed square to
camera wherever possible. He frequently used tools ‘posed’ in the scene to provide
both scale and a hint of the excavation process and his photographs display distinctive
aesthetic values that he applied alongside the utilitarian recording mode. Conze45 is
credited for influencing his German contemporaries towards systematic excavation
and his holistic approach that included using photography to document even
seemingly insignificant items. The photographs were mounted onto the pages of two
folio volumes Archåologische Untersuchungen auf Samothrake46, as the technology to
reproduce photographs in a book did not exist at that time.

Figure 14. Photograph by Wilhelm Burger, Sacrificial Pit ‘A’
Photograph from north; a shovel and basket provide scale as well as a direct visual link to the digging
activity. Alexander Conze, Samothrake [Samothrace], 1880 (Bohrer, 2011, p. 49).

Working at the same time as Conze, Heinrich Schliemann was excavating Troy,
employing a Turkish photographer named Siebrecht and a Greek photographer
Panagos Zaphiropoulos. Schliemann published Trojanischer Altertümer (Troy) in
45

Conze was also a friend and colleague of Adolf Michaelis, and it is likely that the two collaborated, with a
dedication to Conze in Michaelis’s volume (Michaelis, 1906) on the history of (primarily German) archaeological
excavations.
46
Heidelberg. University Library
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1874 with 218 photographs depicting some 3,600 artefacts, with annotations relating
to both identification and location. Schliemann, like Tranchand before him, wanted to
use the images to provide ‘scientific proof’ of his excavation techniques; he showed
both chronological and stratigraphical order through the photographs presented.
However, the commissioned photographic prints mounted in the 400-page atlas
albums were poorly produced: ‘murky, poorly focused and hastily processed’ and
‘a great disappointment to Schliemann, who vowed not to use photography again’
(Lyons et al., 2005, p. 47). Regardless, the power of the visual record was too strong
to ignore and despite the Troy experience, Schliemann used photographs to publicise
his next great discovery, the shaft graves at Mycenae.
Increasingly, the major archaeological expeditions from the late 1800s turned to
photography for their documentation, and as the technology and excavation
techniques improved, photography and archaeology formed a symbiotic relationship
that persists to this day. The resulting photographs from the time are, by and large,
clear and highly detailed for the given processes. The expeditions were not only in the
Eastern Mediterranean, the focus of this study. Archaeologists were active wherever
the imperialist western nations forged ahead in the race to discover the world.
Further afield, the French were particularly active in South America. Augustus
Le Plongeon was a pioneering Mayanist whose archaeological credibility was brought
into disrepute following his unfounded diffusionist theories about the Maya (Getty
Research Institute, 2015)47. His great legacy, however, is his photographs,
for although he may have been misled in his theories, his images form an important
and unique record of the Maya and the Yucatán Peninsula. Le Plongeon studied
photography under William Fox Talbot in 1851 and was a photographer for 10 years
in San Francisco before moving to Peru. His wife Alice (née Dixon) was also an
accomplished photographer. Together they are now recognised for making the earliest
thorough and systematic photographic documentation of archaeological sites in the
Yucatán Peninsula, Mexico from the 1860s to the 1880s. Le Plongeon was a great
user of the stereo photograph, which when viewed through a stereo viewer gives the
user a three-dimensional image. There are references that suggest Le Plongeon
47

Le Plongeon proposed that the Maya civilisation was the world’s ‘cradle of civilisations,’ had contact with the
Lost Continent of Atlantis and were the ancestors of ancient Egypt. He refused right up until his death in 1908 to
accept that the Maya post-dated the Egyptians.
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influenced archaeologists in Egypt, Europe and England with his use of photography
in a more documentary manner, and in days of co-operation in enterprise he shared
photographic formulae with others, including those in the Middle East interested in
furthering his technique (Lyons et al, 2005, p. 33).

Figure 15. Warrior bas-relief stereo photograph by Le Plongeon c. 1876

Figure 16. A stereo viewer and cards
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Stereo viewer and cards courtesy and used with permission of Coe family. Digital photograph Bob Miller
2015.

Louis Le Prince was another Frenchman who took photographs in the Mexican
region. He had grown up around the workshop of Louis Daguerre, so knew
photographic techniques well and operated in the Yucatán region in competition with
Le Plongeon. An amateur archaeologist Désiré Charnay was also a French traveller
and archaeologist active in Mexico and Central America in the 1850s and 1880s and
in Australia and Java in 1878. He is known for his use of photography to document
his work and travels especially in the Yucatán. The resulting portfolio, Cités et Ruines
Américaines (1862) contained 49 wet plate photographs, taken with great difficulty48
in that hot climate (Barthe, 2007).
Returning to the Near East, Francis Frith is perhaps the best-known photographer
of antiquity with his well-publicised works on Egypt and Palestine. His self-published
volumes of photographs in a variety of formats gained prominence in Victorian
England and America. The superbly produced book by Nickel (Nickel & Frith, 2004)
on Frith’s work gives a thorough account of his photographs. Both artistically and
technically, Frith’s photographs are outstanding, despite the conditions under which
he worked and the wet collodion process he used. It was not unusual while under the
heat of the Egyptian sun to have the wet collodion dry on the glass plate before
it could be spread evenly. As it dried, the sensitivity fell, creating underexposure in
the negative and dark streaks in the print. The entire process including exposure had
to be made while the plate was still wet.
Frith’s photographs exhibit exquisite detail, hardly surprising when it is realised that
many of his images are taken on ‘mammoth plate’ (16⅛” x 20⅛” – 41 x 51cm) glass
negatives. Frith was considered prodigious, and it is interesting to note that Frith’s
negatives from Egypt and Palestine49 numbered less than 200 in total from his three
tours of Egypt and the Holy Land. Compared to the technical requirements necessary
for Frith, the ease and speed of contemporary photography is self-evident. On a
modern large excavation I may take over 2,500 site photographs in a six week period
as well as 2,000–3,000 artefact photographs (multiple views of each artefact are
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See Wet plate in Glossary for methods required for processing.
Frith later employed many photographers and the Frith Archive that he founded now consists of over 365,000
images taken between 1860 and 1970.
49
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normally recorded, especially for three dimensional objects, therefore the actual
number of items photographed is far less).

Figure 17. Francis Frith (No 13), 1857: Relief sculptures on walls of temple at Dendara, Egypt
Dark streaks on print created by collodion drying prematurely during coating process (Hannavy, 2007, p.
96).

Arthur Evans50 published his findings from the 1900 to 1905 Knossos excavations in
The Palace of Minos at Knossos: A Comparative Account of the Successive Stages of
the Early Cretan Civilization as Illustrated by the Discoveries at Knossos, a 3,100plus page four-volume set (first volume in 1921) including over 2,000 illustrations, of
which many hundreds are black and white photographs. Even earlier, Evans’s initial
field reports in the British School at Athens were well illustrated, for that time, with
photographs. From 1901 to 1905, Evans used 43 photographs in his annual reports,
and as the practice of using photographs to illustrate a report become standard
practice in the early 20th century this model for publication became established.
In 1870s England, General Augustus Lane-Fox Pitt Rivers (1827–1900) was
considered to be the first English archaeologist to apply scientific principles to
an excavation site. He was innovative by insisting that all artefacts were to be
50

Evans’s use of photography may be questioned in light of his doctoring of images; see Section 1.6, Trust and
photographic truth in Chapter One.
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collected, documented and catalogued, and pioneered the use of photography for the
documentation of his excavations in Cissbury Hill and Cranborne Chase (Spencer,
2012, p. 4). However, Pitt Rivers did not fully utilise photography to provide a serious
proof of argument for his archaeological hypotheses and relied more on the detailed
drawings and plans for his publications. Christopher Evans (2014) suggests that
Pitt Rivers used photography more to set the scene of the site, though he does
acknowledge that he took section photographs that could have been used to ‘prove’
his excavation theories but then failed to use those section photographs in the
extensive volumes that he had privately printed.
Another noticeable omission in Pitt Rivers’ work is any serious application
of photography as a formal basis of proof … being employed to both
illustrate artefacts and for scene-setting purposes. Indeed, more than
anything else it is the latter that has come to dominate our perspective
upon his fieldwork for scene-setting purposes … Yet, it seems telling that
photographs were not used to illustrate sections, which had, after all,
been the main point of proof-related consternation earlier (ibid., pp. 7-8).

There is no doubt that Pitt Rivers was highly influential in scientific and
archaeological circles, and his emphasis on collecting and recording all artefacts
influenced those who followed, including William Matthew Flinders Petrie whom
he had met in 1877. While there does not appear to be a direct link between
Pitt Rivers’s use of photography and that of Flinders Petrie, photography was
certainly in use at the Cissbury Hill excavations that Petrie visited in 1878 and there is
a strong possibility that Petrie was also influenced by the Pitt Rivers’s images
(Spencer, 2012) and realised their potential for his own work following his first
season in Egypt in 1880.
The inclusion of workmen and tools was a common feature of archaeological
photography right up until the 1960s, when the introduction of Processual
archaeology changed the photographic documentation with a strict set of conventions
that precluded the workings of an excavation from the image as it
consciously subjected archaeological evidence and data to scientific
analysis in an attempt to provide a more ‘objective’ explanation for
observable changes in the archaeological record. The camera, with an
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adherence to strict conventions – the absence of people and tools,
except for those necessary to provide scale – would now be viewed as an
impartial observer (Bosworth, 2012).

Figure 18 Excavation of the earthen defences at Cissbury Hill; Pitt Rivers, 1875
Note the large-scale pole held by possibly Pitt Rivers with a workman seated with spade and a broom
and other tools in the pit. (Bosworth, 2012)

The first paradigm of archaeological photography
Though the world does not change with a change of paradigm, the
scientist afterwards works in a different world (Kuhn, 1996, p. 121).

My proposition that William Matthew Flinders Petrie established the ‘first paradigm’
for the archaeological photograph is based on his pivotal position in history together
with his formulation of a coherent method of photographic research in the field of
archaeology.51 He used photography to support his theories of ‘seriation’, thereby
instituting a method of research begun previously but only partially developed by
51

Petrie’s contribution in these areas needs to be seen in the light of his contemporary environment, and not the
modern context. That is to say that his contribution when viewed in his period was ground breaking, even though
we may find fault with some of his practices from the vantage point of current methodology.
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other archaeologists. To fully realise his seriation method, it was imperative that all
the artefacts were recorded, and photography was the ideal method by which to record
and catalogue large numbers of items, representing a new concept for the role of
documentation, taking it from a pictorial mode to a scientific recording mode.
In 1904 he published his seminal work, Methods and Aims in Archaeology in which
he presented the first complete method of photographic practice in archaeology.
Prior to 1900 there was no consensus, set standards or methods;52 rather,
archaeological photography was carried out by a variety of researchers as a nonsystematic activity, often in an uncoordinated manner. As the 19th century drew to
a close, archaeologists across the globe were gravitating towards a framework for
procedure that combined new ideas of archaeological practice, such as systematic
excavation, with technological advances (Trigger, 2006). That movement directly
influenced the quality and operation of the photographic work. From this mêlée of
new ideas and methods, Petrie emerges with particular clarity to form a coherent
system (which developed into a tradition) in which photography could be employed as
a vital component of archaeological research. His objective criteria, as outlined in his
writing and practical work, gained consensus among the scientific community,
as evidenced by not only the adoption of methods championed by his immediate
colleagues, but also the basis on which archaeological photography proceeded.
That paradigm was then refined and added to, but not substantially changed until
the digital age.
Recording is the absolute dividing line between plundering and scientific
work … the unpardonable crime in archaeology is destroying evidence
which can never be recovered; and every discovery does destroy
evidence unless it is intelligently recorded (Petrie, 1904, pp. 114-115).

Using Thomas Kuhn’s development by accumulation in which ‘universally
recognized scientific achievements, for a time, provide model problems and solutions
for a community of practitioners’ (1996, p. 10), Petrie’s methods can be seen to
represent a pivotal moment for the archaeology of his time. The practice and ideals of
Petrie’s fellow archaeologists culminated in his written account on the importance
photography assumes in the archaeological process. Petrie is well known as the
52
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Kuhn refers to this type of activity as a ‘pre-paradigm phase’.

‘father of modern archaeology’, and his name is synonymous with the establishment
of archaeological excavation behaviour through which the process changed from
‘plundering’ to one of scientific analysis. In this examination of Petrie’s contribution
to the photographic process applied to archaeology, I propose that he was also the
leading advocate for the use of photography to fully document an archaeological
expedition. His work was the culmination of the era, building on the pioneering work
of other archaeologists such as Alexander Conze, Augustus Le Plongeon, General
Augustus Pitt Rivers and Heinrich Schliemann.
Archaeological photography after Petrie entered what Kuhn (1962) calls ‘normal
science’, where the research is carried out within the context of the dominant
paradigm, and where a general consensus within the discipline continues. Two years
after Petrie published his Methods and Aims, the German classical archaeologist
|and scholar Adolf Michaelis also published an analysis of archaeological practice in
Die Archäologischen Entdeckungen des neunzehnten Jahrhunderts53 (1906) ‘where he
repeatedly hailed the new use of photography’ (Bohrer, 2011, p. 132).
Michaelis confirmed what Petrie had already presented. The art of photography,
to effectively document an archaeological excavation and finds and to provide
scientific rigour and veracity to the record, had evolved into internationally
recognised practice, thereby establishing a paradigm of recording that would remain
in place until the digital age. Underlying and fundamental to this paradigm
is publication of the results, as archaeology relies heavily on the publication of sites
and reports and on the exhibition of material that also promotes the publication model.
The procedure stipulated by Petrie is still the norm in archaeology.
Perhaps the only fundamental difference is that it is now performed by a
specialist photographer (Bohrer, 2011, p. 84).

Petrie was the first archaeologist to articulate the importance of photography as
a vital step in the scientific recording process and this became a hallmark of his
recording method. He wrote of his own work that, ‘Photography is incessantly in use,
both during the course of the working and for preparing publications’
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Translated as A Century of Archaeological Discoveries (Michaelis, 1906). Michaelis accompanied Conze to
Greece in 1859–1860 and held the Chair for Classical Archaeology at the University of Strasbourg from 1872.
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(Petrie, 1904, p. 5). Publication, both then and now, is the primary destination for
archaeological documentation.
There are then two modes at play in the archaeological arena that are relevant to this
discussion. One is the ‘mode of publication’, where the universal expectation is the
publication of the archaeological research using all forms of documentation including
photographs. The second mode, the focus of this study, is the role of the photographic
image, that is, how and why a photograph exists; and while it can be seen as lying
under the umbrella of publication, it constitutes the central theme of this thesis
and creative work.

William Matthews Flinders Petrie (1853–1942)
Petrie’s first expedition was nearly 40 years after the daguerreotype made its debut,
and great improvements in the quality and use of photography had occurred in the
intervening years. Archaeology had taken to the new medium from the earliest times;
however, there was no initial systematic approach to the photographic record used on
archaeological expeditions.

Figure 19. Hilda Petrie’s sister Amy Urlin and Flinders Petrie, 1901
In courtyard of the dig house at Abydos. (Drower, 1995).
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It is known that William Flinders Petrie met General Pitt Rivers in 1877. He visited
Pitt Rivers’s excavations in 1878 and presumably knew of his use of photography.
However, Petrie did not take any photographic equipment on his first expedition to
Egypt in 1880–1881 (Petrie, 1931, pp. 15-16).

Interestingly though,
the following season [Petrie] decided to add photography to the record;
never having owned or used a camera in his life, he set to work to design
one
(Drower, 1995a, p. 48).

Petrie describes in his 1881 diary the construction of his first camera, completed just
in time for his second expedition. He began the planning process on 26 August 1881,
and was still testing54 new plates on 22 September, purchasing five-dozen glass plates
on 28 September and leaving for Egypt on 1 October (while ordering more plates to
be forwarded to Egypt).55 Petrie does not record why he chose to make his own
camera; whether for economic prudence, or rather more likely, considering his nature,
a desire to master completely the medium and have total control. Petrie appears to be
a non-conformist of the Victorian era in terms of his aversion to the then ‘modern’
inventions, and this desire to make his own camera is another indicator of
that character.
Constructed with japanned tin about the size of a biscuit tin, this first camera
famously became known as Petrie’s ‘biscuit tin’ camera. Petrie used two apertures
made from drilling a small hole56 in a sheet of metal that used a ‘pinhole camera
technique’ which gave exposure times between two and thirty seconds (Petrie, 1904).
This original biscuit tin camera has since been lost; however, Petrie continued to use
variations, with only small improvements in his cameras for the rest of his career.
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His first test exposure on 20 September of a line of newsprint achieved a resolution of 1/600th of an inch with
an eight-inch lens (Unseen Images, 2008. p. 12).
55
Sixty dozen plates were ordered to be delivered directly to Egypt; some were too thick to fit his camera plate
holder and therefore not able to be used (Petrie journal 1881–1882).
64
Petrie gives a detailed account of his technique where the smallest hole of 1/16 th inch provided in an aperture of
f128, allowing for an exposure of 30 seconds using the full sunlight of Egypt. (Petrie journal 1881–1882).
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George Eastman’s Eastman Dry Plate Company made photographic dry plates
commercially available in 1880, the same year as Petrie’s first Egyptian excavation
season. While alleviating the requirements of the wet plate (collodion process) which
required coating, exposing and processing before the emulsion dried – a difficult task
in the Egyptian heat57 – the early dry plates still required development soon after the
exposure. As a result, Petrie developed his negatives each evening. Petrie mostly used
glass coated ‘quarter plates’ measuring 3¼” x 4¼” (8.25cm x 11.5cm)58 that were
insensitive to red light.59 As a result Petrie was able to develop negatives by a lamp
covered in red paper, visually inspecting his negatives during development to get the
best possible results. However, even with the advantages of the dry plate, the
equipment necessary for photography in the field remained bulky, heavy and fragile.

Figure 20. Petrie photo No. 928: Birket Qârûn, 1890
The photographs displays a prominent dark area just below the centre which is evident in a significant
number of images from this series, leaving one to speculate that the pin hole lens was creating a
shadow area, a fault that is less likely to have occurred with a glass lens (Quirke, 2013- image online
catalogue).
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See example above by Francis Frith.
For size comparison, compare this to the ‘mammoth plate’ used by Frith (above).
59
Panchromatic film, sensitive to all colours of the visible spectrum, only became available around 1900.
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Petrie’s photographs from the early seasons60 were taken in places where he was able
to transport his camera equipment. As a result, very few photographs were taken in
the outlying countryside; most were taken near where he had his various camps such
as Tanis, other sites he visited and occasionally when on survey with sufficient
resources for carrying his equipment such as at Wadi Tumilat. By necessity he had
to be selective about his subjects, but Petrie does not indicate in his writing on what
basis he chose his images; rationing of supplies and materials would have been
a major consideration especially under the conditions in which he worked.
Even near his camp-sites, places Petrie wished to photograph could be difficult to
access with all his equipment as he commented:
The path goes down a cleft in the rock with merely footholds in many
places to step on, and I found it rather awkward with a camera and
measuring rods (Drower, 1995b, p. 55).

Figure 21. Petrie photo No. 731
Rock texts, including Khnum before Amun-Min and Satis with cartouches of Mentuhotep and Khnum
before Amun-Min with cartouche of Neferhotep I (Quirke, 2013). [online catalogue].
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For a detailed assessment of Petrie’s photo numbering and dating of photographs, see web article by Stephen
Quirke, ‘Petrie’s photographs of Egypt’ (Quirke, 2013).
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It is interesting that Petrie was not a follower of the latest technology or fashion.
He was known to walk great distances rather than take a ride in one of the early
motorcars, shunning modern technology and even in regard to his photographic
techniques was highly critical of ‘modern’ innovations such as wide angle lenses as
only fashionable items (Petrie 1904, p. 73). The fact that he took up photography with
such enthusiasm can only be attributed to his realisation that this was indeed a
technology of great use to him as an archaeologist, allowing him to apply scientific
principles of recording his finds with photographs. Petrie continued using his
homemade photographic equipment and materials long after they were superseded
by what many would argue as better contemporary resources. He even had Eastman
(Kodak) make special order ‘very slow’ plates so that he could continue to use
the long exposures he liked to use well after other photographers were using
new commercial quality ‘fast’ plates and film that gave quick and reliable results
(Petrie 1904, p 75). One reason Petrie preferred the long exposure was that the
exposure time could be made by simply removing the lens cap 61 for a desired number
of seconds (ibid., p 75). The exposure time could be calculated and achieved more
reasonably than a short exposure where small differences in timing would have had a
far greater impact on the results.
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Mechanical shutters would have been less reliable under the conditions Petrie was working, where the
combination of wind and sand would have infiltrated the mechanism.
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Figure 22. Khaefre pyramid c. 1881–1882 (PMAN 946)
Taken with the biscuit tin camera, possibly with an aperture of f/100 as this was his preferred working
aperture in full sun combined with an exposure of ½ to one full minute (Renner, 1989).

Petrie was not concerned with comfort or propriety, and only adopted those elements
of ‘modern life’ that advanced his view of what was necessary for the success of the
archaeological expedition, not caring for the approval or the genteel thoughts of
others. He was well known for roughing it, and Frances Breasted62 wrote in 1894 that
Petrie must have
lost many of the niceties of feeling by so continuously ‘roughing it’ … he
wore no stockings and his dusty foot was exposed. I thought it a pity to
be quite so careless in feminine company (Breasted, 1943, p. 77).

Even by the standards of the time, Petrie’s camp conditions were primitive, and
considered by many to be difficult if not intolerable. Charles Breasted (James
Breasted’s son) wrote of Petrie’s camp that
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Noted by Frances Breasted while on honeymoon with James Breasted. They spent several days with Petrie
at Coptos.
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conditions were Spartan indeed … with the extreme of rags, dirt,
malnutrition, chronic dyspepsia and almost total absence of the most
rudimentary creature comforts (1943, p. 76).

These traits underline the character of Petrie, his refusal to adopt ‘modern’ styles or
methods for the sake of fashion, and why his prodigious adoption of photography is in
contrast so extraordinary.

Figure 23. Left: Petrie photographing at Abydos 1900
As can be seen in the photograph, his equipment and set-up methods were ‘primitive’ by any stretch of
the imagination.
Figure 24. Right: Photograph taken at the time of figure 23
A squashed bronze vessel from the tomb of Khasekhemwy. (Fig. 24 & Fig. 25: Spencer, 2012)

Petrie the archaeologist was concerned for the thorough documentation of the site
presenting this in his resulting publications, ultimately writing over 100 books during
his career. His artefact photographs could be described as utilitarian: he had a final
outcome already in his mind while taking the photographs and arranged the objects
as he wanted them to appear in print. It should be noted that Petrie considered
it ‘essential’ for photographs to be used where there was an item of ‘artistic interest’
to be depicted. In his chapter ‘Recording in the Field’, concerned with the photograph
and the recording process, Petrie stated that,
To undertake excavating, and so take the responsibilities for preserving a
multitude of delicate and valuable things, unless one is prepared to deal
with them efficiently, both mechanically and chemically, is like
undertaking a surgical operation in ignorance of anatomy. To turn over a
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site without making any plans, or recording the positions and relations of
things, may be plundering, but it is not archaeology. To remove and
preserve only the pretty and interesting pieces, and leave the rest behind
unnoticed, and separated from what gave them a value and a meaning,
proves the spirit of a dealer and not that of a scholar. To leave a site
merely plundered, without any attempt to work out its history, to see the
meaning of the remains found, or to publish what may serve future
students of the place or the subject, is to throw away the opportunities
which have been snatched from those who might have used them
properly. Recording is the absolute dividing line between plundering and
scientific work … the unpardonable crime in archaeology is destroying
evidence which can never be recovered; and every discovery does
destroy evidence unless it is intelligently recorded (Petrie, 1904, pp. 114115).

Figure 25. Petrie 1890; Photo No. 949
Photograph in album with descriptive notes for objects. Kahun & Gurob antiquities 1890 Faience and
glass objects; Kahun & Gurob antiquities – all Gurob XVIII–XIX Dynasty (Quirke, 2013- online
catalogue).

Why is this significant? And how does it contribute to my claim to establish the Petrie
Paradigm? In Petrie’s own words, once he saw the value of photographs,
he ‘photographed incessantly’, and as the quote above reflects, he perceived the
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photograph as a vital and integral component of the excavation and research, and
subsequent publication. Implicit in this, and indeed in all subsequent archaeology,
the publication of results and finds is core to the archaeological method. Drawing by
comparison is too labour intensive, slow, and costly to consider for such a herculean
task of documenting all of the diagnostic finds. Photography on the other hand is the
ideal medium for such a need, allowing for relatively fast set-up and documentation.
As Bohrer noted, Petrie
virtually invented the technique of seriation, in which large masses of
artefactual evidence are placed in relative chronological order (2011, p.
82).

To do so, he needed a methodical means of recording and to achieve this Petrie turned
to photography, establishing over a 20-year period a set method of recording which he
detailed in his Methods and Aims in Archaeology, and where ‘the procedure stipulated
by Petrie is still the norm in archaeology’ (Bohrer, 2011, p. 84). The modern
archaeological photograph owes a direct debt to the pioneering work of Petrie. For a
modern digital comparison to Figure 26, see Figure 61 displaying a group of picrolite
figurines type series from excavation at the Souskiou–Laona settlement, Cyprus.

Figure 26. PMAN 3640
Stone vessels found at Tarkhan, mainly made of calcite, P221 (Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology,
Picton, Pridden, Serpico, & Friends of the Petrie Museum. 2008).
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Throughout his career Petrie continued to use his ‘tried and true’ methods
(as identified from the Archive Photographs in the Petrie Museum, Vol. 1: Gurob,
Sedment and Tarkhan63). Petrie was prolific in his photographic recording with
over 4,000 negatives from identified archaeological sites, also 3,000
negatives, mostly glass, comprising object photographs and various other
images some of which are still to be identified (Serpico, 2008, p. 10).

Petrie did not have time to produce prints himself, and so lodged negatives with a
local photographer and circulated the album to friends who might want to order a
copy of any particular item. No information is provided on whether Petrie profited
from reproduction or sought to retain copyright.
Figure 27 shows a page from Petrie’s field notebook from the Tarkhan excavation
(Notebook 99 in the Petrie Museum archive). The numbers and illustrations show the
arrangement of artefacts from different graves that were recorded on 12 separate
photographs as indicated, with Petrie Museum Archive Negatives (PMAN) negative
numbers alongside all but two of the arrangements. Only negative PMAN 3577
was published as a photograph (Petrie 1913: plate. 1); the rest of the artefacts were
only reproduced as outline drawings. However, the list does show Petrie’s working
method from which he could also annotate the negatives. Given the vast number
of items, without these notes and annotations many objects would be impossible
to identify at a later stage, while even so, some objects are still unaccounted for.
The top two lines in his notebook page indicate where no negatives have yet been
identified for those objects.
The objects were sorted into the positions that would suit the published
plate in the final excavation report (Quirke, 2010, p. 7).
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The negatives are held in the Petrie Museum (University College London) archive as the major repository of his
photographs and artefacts.
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Figure 27. Photograph layout page from Petrie’s notebook
Note corresponding museum negative numbers added for reference (Petrie Museum of Egyptian
Archaeology. et al., 2008, p. 226).

Figure 28. PMAN 3633
Six stone bowls with the grave numbers written on the negative – Photograph corresponding to
notebook entry
in Figure 27 (Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology).
Figure 29. PMAN 3577
Photograph corresponding to notebook entry in Figure 27. (Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology).

While Petrie was certainly building on a groundswell of change in the archaeological
world of the time, when archaeologists were changing from plundering sites
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to scientific study, he was also making use of another new technology: book
production using photographs to promote his methods. Until the 1880s, image
reproduction

in

print

was

the introduction of the halftone

limited
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to

line

engravings;

however,

meant that continuous tone images could be

converted by this process into a pattern of different sized dots, which seen from
an appropriate distance merged in the viewer’s vision to form an illusion of
continuous tone, including the tones of a photograph. This development in printing
methods allowed archaeologists to reproduce photographs in cost effective
publications. Petrie seized on this advantage as it allowed him to quickly and with
minimum space depict his collections of artefacts.
In past generations the ideal was to define in words the conclusions and
speculations of the author, and, where unavoidably necessary, to
illustrate them by some costly engravings … [However] inefficient such
publications may be … As form may now be almost as cheaply
expressed as words, the ideal is widely changed … hence nowdays the
main structure of a book on any descriptive science is its plates, and the
text is to show the meaning and relation of the facts already expressed by
form 65 (1904, pp. 114-115).

Petrie, as the ‘father of modern archaeology’ (Drower, 1995b, pp. 428-435) heralded
both a scientific method of excavation and a coherent method of recording
archaeological excavations using photography. His importance in photographic
history lies in his wide-scale adoption of photographs to document both sites and
artefacts and in his subsequent publications. As the first to articulate these uses
of photography, and given Petrie’s status in the development of archaeology as a
science, it seems reasonable to regard his approach as a foundational one that was
to become a paradigm for the use of photography in archaeology.
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See Appendix.
A.3 Halftones.
65
However, it should be noted that in his list of 66 illustrations (plates) included in the publication (Petrie, 1904),
Petrie himself does not distinguish between the photographs and drawings as they are considered of equal
importance.
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Photography 1900–1914 and its relationship to
archaeological fieldwork
I have selected the archaeologists James Breasted, Gertrude Bell, John Garstang and
the ‘professional’ photographer Horst Schliephack as examples of the use of
photography to document archaeology in the Eastern Mediterranean in the early
1900s. In the years prior to World War I they were influenced by, and were exponents
of, Petrie’s scientific methods. Together their work contributed to methodical and
scientific photographic practice in use, and I have focused on the following specific
collections as examples of early 20th century archaeological photography: the James
Breasted collection 1900–1914 (including the Lost Nubia collection 1905–1907
University of Chicago, US); the Gertrude Bell collection 1904–1914 (University of
Newcastle, UK) and the John Garstang collection 1907–1911 (Liverpool University,
UK) to examine their contributions to photography and the archaeological record.
While there were certainly further technological advancements during and following
World War I, I suggest that the structure and process of archaeological photography
was already entrenched according to the principles and procedures established by
Petrie and did not undergo further significant change.

James Henry Breasted (1865–1935)
James Henry Breasted is considered one of the great American archaeologists and
historians of Middle Eastern studies. His reputation was established though his work
recording the Egyptian hieroglyphics published as Ancient Records of Egypt:
Historical Documents from the Earliest Times to the Persian Conquest (1906). In this
work Breasted photographed every historical inscription he could find along the Nile
between Aswan and Khartoum.
Like Petrie, Breasted only took up photography when there was a discernable benefit
to his research. Originally from Illinois, he was the first American to obtain a PhD in
Egyptology (Berlin University, 1894) and immediately following his graduation he
left for Cairo to see first hand the Egyptian hieroglyphics he had been studying.
Petrie had written cordially urging Breasted to spend a week with him on his two
excavations, Coptos and Nagada, below Thebes (Breasted, C. 1943, p. 64). James
Breasted left Cairo to begin his first journey along the Nile on 21 November 1894.
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Breasted’s enthusiasm was such that when he reached Nagada by boat he
‘jumped ashore and without waiting for a donkey to ride, hurried off to find Petrie’
(ibid., p. 75). He stayed for several days, absorbing all that Petrie showed him, which
undoubtedly included photography. Breasted came away from this first excavation
experience determined to take up what he regarded as the goal that had already been
forming in his mind – to record every Egyptian inscription (Wilson, 1936, p. 99).

Over the following years, James Breasted was instrumental in developing a new
method for studying and transcribing inscriptions. In 1899 after seeing Breasted’s
work on translations of hieroglyphics, the Egyptian Dictionary Committee asked
Breasted to begin copying all the ancient Egyptian monuments in Italy (Breasted, C.
1943, p. 108; Abt, 2011, p. 76). With such a daunting task, James Breasted could not
copy by hand quickly enough, and turned to photography to assist him in the
recording process.

He wrote in 1899 that
I could work much faster when photographing the museum collections …
if I could afford to use roll film instead of glass plates. I can load for
twenty pictures a day, and I spend most of each evening in darkness,
unloading and re-loading plate holders66 (Breasted, C. 1943, p. 109).
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Roll film was more expensive than the glass plates. It is interesting to consider that given the lower quality of
roll film at the time, would Breasted have been happy with the compromise?
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Figure 30. James and Frances Breasted and son Charles
Temple of Amada, Nubia, Upper Egypt, 1906 (Breasted 1943).

This project became the launch pad from which Breasted then undertook the
mammoth task of copying all the Egyptian inscriptions, resulting in two expeditions
(1905–1906 and 1906–1907) covering between them the length of the Nile. Preparing
for the inaugural 1905 Egyptian expedition, Breasted assembled his equipment
From Germany came glass photographic plates packed in sealed cartons
enclosed in hermetically soldered tin cases. A large mahogany camera
with a great bellows, using eight by ten inch glass plates had been
superbly constructed in Vienna by Kurt Bentzin, one of the ablest camera
builders of his day and fitted with lenses by Carl Zeiss (Breasted, C.
1943, p. 156).

Germany was a major centre for Middle Eastern and Egyptian studies, and many
German specialists were working in the Middle East at the time. Therefore it is hardly
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surprising that Breasted employed a German photographer Friederich Koch 67 as
Breasted spent much of his time in Germany when he was not in the US or Egypt. Not
only had he studied in Berlin, it was the hub of Egyptian studies of that time.
At the conclusion of the first expedition Breasted had sixty 8” x 10” negatives and
forty 5” x 7” negatives from a smaller (unspecified) camera used more for general and
non-epigraphic images68. Koch was a talented photographer who contributed many
beautifully taken images to the expedition as well as the more technical views of the
hieroglyphs. His photographs display complete mastery of the technical photographic
requirements such as exposure, processing, and camera controls, as well as the
aesthetic qualities of composition and light that leave the viewer in no doubt about his
artistic ability. Unlike Petrie, Breasted chose to employ commercial photographers
(Koch in 1906 and then Schliephack in 1907) for the majority of the work, even
though Breasted himself was quite able to take the photographs. By using a specialist
photographer, Breasted was able to devote more time to his primary goal of
transcribing the inscriptions.
Breasted developed a new method for hieroglyphic recording that was the foundation
for his work and became known as the ‘collation’ technique
which, though simple, and obvious enough, had never so far as known
been employed before: Herr. Koch would photograph an inscription,
make blueprints from the negatives, which my father would then collate
with the original, thus combining the accuracy of the camera lens with
that of the expert epigrapher’s eyes (Breasted, C. 1943, p. 164).
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Very little is known of Friederich Koch the photographer, although he continued to work as a professional
photographer for other expeditions in Egypt and was still in Egypt two years later when Breasted was planning his
third expedition. In 1912 Koch photographed under the auspices of the Ernest von Sieglin expedition to Luxor.
(Larson, 2006, p.xi).
68
Breasted’s expedition outlays for photographic equipment and the cameras purchased are outlined by Abt (2011,
p.122).
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Figure 31. Friedrich Koch, 1906
EGYPT: El-Dakka. Saturday, 24 March 1906. Example of the high quality photography by Koch from
original 8” x 10” glass plate negative (Oriental Institute P-2673).

Blueprints used the Cyanotype method of photography, where the resulting prints are
a cyan (blue) colour. The blueprint images were low in contrast and definition, and
after only a week or so into the expedition they abandoned them in favour of silver
gelatine black and white printing paper. More expensive and more difficult to process,
they nonetheless produced better quality. Breasted continued to use this collation
technique that became known as the ‘Chicago House photographic method’
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(Raymond Johnson, 2012, pp. 31–38)69 with subtle improvements for all future work
on inscriptions, and it is still used today with digital photography.

Figure 32. Relief: Abu Simbel, ‘Collation’ photograph and epigraphic notes, James Breasted
Field book January 1906. Photograph notated with red ink and notes on accompanying page Photo 21 x
26.5cm (image by Oriental Institute D-17464).

Breasted does not mention in his diaries why he did not re-employ Koch for the 1906
expedition. Certainly, Koch’s photography was of a very high standard and from what
historical accounts there are, he continued to work in Egypt after 1906.70 However, for
the second expedition Breasted employed Horst Schliephack instead.71 Breasted also
contributed a number of photographs to the record for both expeditions himself,
though he tended to take photographs of a more ethnographic nature, focusing on the
current inhabitants and their way of life, leaving the main work of recording the
inscriptions to Koch and Schliephack. When film was used instead of glass plates, the
results were not as sharp (as the glass plate negatives), a characteristic that seems
comparable with other contemporary results. Generally, film production techniques
had not been adequately refined at that time.
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For a detailed account of the Chicago House photographic method see the chapter, ‘The Epigraphic Survey and
the Chicago Method’ by W Raymond Johnson, (2012, pp. 31–38).
70
Breasted mentions Koch again in 1908 when he is attempting to put another expedition together, though Koch
does not even appear in most historical sources.
71
See Appendix A.4 Diary entry – Breasted, 1906, entry by Breasted on employing Schliephack.
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Figure 33. Gebel Barkal, Breasted, 1906
SUDAN: Gebel Barkal: Excavating in the ruins of the large rock temple, late December 1906.
Photograph by James Breasted from original 3½“ x 4¾” film negative, (Oriental Institute P-B851)

Working in the Middle East at that time had immense difficulties. One of the practical
problems was developing the negatives. At one stage, the water brought from the
River Nile in sheepskins, even when strained, was so full of mud that is was almost
unusable for photographic processing. Daytime temperatures would rise to 130º
Fahrenheit (54º C)72 or 140º F, too hot for developing where a temperature of 68º F
was required. Concentration must have been difficult to maintain in those conditions
and on one occasion ‘Schliephack exposed negatives all day using the wide-angle lens
without computing that the …lens demands five or six times the exposure of the
ordinary lens’ (Abt, 2011, p.144). As a result they lost not only a full day’s work, but
also a lot of glass plates when supplies were already running low. On 25 January 1907
James Breasted wrote in his diary
The inexorable north wind has no mercy … at noon today the wind
quickened again into a furious gale which buried us in vast clouds of dust
and sand … it sifts into all the boxes and cupboards, penetrates between
72

Measurements were recorded in Fahrenheit by Breasted. 68 degrees Fahrenheit (20º C) was specified as the best
temperature for developing film.
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glass negatives, ruins the chemical solutions in trays in the dark room 73
(Breasted, C. 1943, p. 201).

Breasted wrote on another occasion that the wind blew ‘so viciously’ that
photography on a ladder was impossible and that conditions for photography were a
constant challenge.

Figure 34. Pyramids of Napata, H Schliephack, 1906
SUDAN: View from Gebel Barkal (Napata), December 1906. Photograph by Horst Schliephack from
original 8” x 10” glass plate negative, (Oriental Institute, P-3049).

Breasted was one of the first to appreciate an aerial viewpoint for archaeological
photography. The summit of Gebel (Mount) Barkal provided a high vantage point,
which when combined with a telephoto lens enabled photography of the steep sided
pyramids of Napata (Figure 34) providing what could appear to be an aerial view.
Breasted went on to experiment with aerial archaeology using aircraft (Teeter, 2012, p
47), to take photographs in 1920 of Egyptian pyramids, and also of Dura-Europas in
Syria. In doing so, he foreshadowed the ‘official’ birth of aerial archaeology in 1923
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The ‘darkroom’ was located at times on the boat on which the team traversed the Nile (p. 146) and a portable
darkroom tent for land based work. (Photo of tent on p. 143 of Abt, American Egyptologist.)
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by O.G.S. Crawford with his claimed ‘first systematic investigation’ from the air for
archaeological purposes when he photographed Stonehenge Avenue from an
aeroplane (Barber, 2011, p. 138).
The second Breasted expedition came to a close on 5 March 1907. Awaiting them in
Aswan was a letter from the Sudan Government that accused Schliephack of having
cut his name into the stone at the temple at Naga. As a result, Breasted had no
alternative than to fire the culprit, the incautious photographer Schliephack, ending
their profitable relationship. At the conclusion of the season Breasted wrote that
The notebooks and negatives produced by the expedition’s two
campaigns will when published make a complete corpus of the
monuments of Nubia in about 16 folio volumes74(Breasted, C. 1943, p.
208).

Breasted planned a third expedition and contracted Koch to return as photographer;
however, following political intrigue back in Chicago and funding cuts, the trip was
cancelled. Breasted was never to fulfil his dream of continuing his fieldwork in Egypt.
Breasted used photography as an integral component in his quest to record all
Egyptian hieroglyphics, proving that the techniques he employed resulted in accuracy
not achievable with illustration drawings or even rubbings. The ability to then study
the images at a later stage and to go over and over the details gave the photographs an
advantage that no other medium had ever achieved. It is worth emphasising again that
the Chicago House method continues to use and rely on the digital photograph for the
modern version of the collation technique.

Horst Schliephack (dates unknown)
Horst Schliephack appears in the historical record only briefly,75 and photographically
for an even shorter period. Born in Russian Georgia of German parents in the 1870s, 76
early records list Schliephack as fluent in Russian and classified as a ‘skilled human
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The folio volumes were never published due to lack of funding.
See Appendix A.5 Edited details from personal emailed notes by Dr P Freeman (University of Liverpool) on
Horst Schliephack.
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Currently no birth or death dates are known. His age is based on Breasted’s account.
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bone specialist’.77 He worked on Anatolian archaeological material for the Berlin
Museum. Nothing is known of his art or photographic training, although he worked as
a photographer for the German army in 1900, possibly until 1904. Following his
archaeological period (1906–1912) Schliephack returned to the Berlin Museum in
1912. He joined the German army before the outbreak of war and worked as a
Russian translator. He disappeared from view some time following World War I,
though there is a possible reference to him as a staff member (with unknown duties)
at the Berlin Museum immediately after the war. After this the trail goes cold.
Schliephack joined James Breasted78 for the Nubia excavations as a professional
photographer. When they arrived in Cairo (October, 1906) Breasted’s impression of
him was of
A great six foot four, happy go lucky, good natured, inordinately boastful,
tawny haired and bearded Russo–German photographer in his middle
thirties, named Horst Schliephack, who had been photographer on the
German military expedition to Pekin after the murder there of the German
ambassador in 1900 (Breasted, C. 1943, p. 173).

Schliephack’s work connects that of both Breasted and Garstang, providing high
quality photographs for each which are remarkable, especially considering the
equipment in use and the conditions under which he worked. His photographs, mostly
on large format 8” x 10” glass plate are rich in detail and aesthetic appeal.
Fortunately, the combination of Breasted’s diary entries and photographic notes
(which include not only the date, place taken and subject, but also the photographer)
give an excellent record of the expedition photographs (Larson, 2006). In his field
diary entry for 10 January 1907, Breasted gave an account of Schliephack’s difficulty
in securing a photograph of the hieroglyphics on the Great Stela of Thutmose 1 at
Tumbos (Figure 35).
The large one is on a huge conical boulder 25 feet high. The boulder has,
since the engraving of the monument, fallen on its side at an angle of 45
deg, at the same time falling backward to about the same angle. This
double obliquity made photographing intensely difficult. Our first day’s
77
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It is not clear from the records what Schliephack’s duties entailed for this position.
Breasted does not give an account of how he was introduced to Schliephack.
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work on it was almost a failure. Returning home Tuesday evening
[January 8] after fruitless efforts to adjust the camera, I built a wooden
triangle, with clamps for attaching it to the top of our photographic ladder.
I mounted the big camera on this, and yesterday morning, with some
additional adjustment, we were able to tilt the camera to the proper
sideward incline for taking the big stone. The negatives have been
developed and are a perfect success. Meanwhile Davies and I had
exhaustively collated the monument, securing several new readings,
while the large photographs, each giving one quarter of the inscribed
surface, are the first facsimiles ever made
(Larson, 2006, p. 56).

Figure 35. Horst Schliephack on ladder photographing stelae
SUDAN: Near the Island of Tumbos, Thursday 10 January 1907; the great stelae for Tuthmosis 1.
Photograph by James Henry Breasted, from original 3½ x 4¾ film negative (Oriental Institute P-6332),

James Breasted does not mention Horst Schliephack having any duties other than that
of photography, and it can be reasonably safely assumed that he was fully occupied in
that role. When Schliephack was dismissed from the Nubia expedition he was
introduced to John Garstang. Schliephack was in luck as Garstang hired him
immediately. Talented and multi-skilled, Schliephack became a core member of
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Garstang’s expeditions from 1907 until 1912 as he was employed as staff assistant
and photographer for the Liverpool Institute of Archaeology.

Figure 36. MISC-H-003 Garstang and team members having a meal
Garstang on right with team while on the survey – Schliephack is possibly the figure at left. 1907
180 x 130mm glass plate (Garstang Museum of Archaeology).

In viewing the range of images it is evident that Schliephack contributed significantly
towards the study with understanding, insight and interpretation of the images.
He created not only photographs, as he also added other artwork to the Institute’s
collection including paper squeezes (Figure 37) for the Institute.79
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A paper squeeze is formed by pressing layered, wet, mouldable paper into an inscription and leaving it to dry,
creating a 3-D mirror-image representation of the original.
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Figure 37. Paper squeeze drying on stone monument
Garstang, The Land of the Hittites, XXXV pp. 173f.

Figure 38. Left: ‘A Living Amorite’
The background has been ‘painted out’ on the glass plate to leave just the head and shoulders.
Photograph by Horst Schliephack (Garstang Museum of Archaeology).
Figure 39. Right: Sketch ‘Surviving Hittite Type’
Sketch by Horst Schliephack that he created from a photograph (Garstang Museum of Archaeology).
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Both the modified photographs and sketches for ‘A Living Amorite’ (Figure 38) and a
‘Surviving Hittite Type’

80

(Figure 39) (Garstang, 1910, p. 321) typify Schliephack’s

contribution, in this case towards Garstang’s study of ethnic types. From Garstang’s
own account we can attribute almost all of the photographs from the 1907–1912
period to Schliephack. Schliephack’s images have a consistency of style and structure
that display organised and sophisticated compositions. The photographs have a strong
sense of subject by filling the frame that gives the viewer no doubt as to what the
photograph represents. In his architectural and archaeological photographs a central
composition is Schliephack’s most common structural device, often combined with
‘leading lines’ that draw the eye to the subject. The landscape photographs portray
a great feeling for depth in the image, often with a foreground component leading the
eye through the middle ground where the main subject tends to be, and then further
on to the background.
He also managed to capture people in his photographs in very natural looking settings
and poses. Given the cumbersome apparatus he would have been using, this seems
remarkable. It would seem to me that most people put on a ‘camera face’ when they
know they are being photographed, yet Schliephack managed to take photographs
without the formality that is so easily assumed in front of a camera.
The 5” x 7” glass plate of a nomad’s camp (Figure 40) is carefully framed to provide
a view of the valley receding to the Cilician Gates81 pass in the distance. The lines of
the mountains, both near and far and the tent ridgeline bring the viewer back to a
dominant focal point in the centre of the frame. An old man is seated on the ground,
centred by both the frame and the surrounding group of nomads. Three figures look
back at the camera, the others seemingly going about their daily business. Adding to
the central composition, seemingly arbitrary elements combine to provide structure
and balance to this image. A pile of bound stakes lying casually on the ground points
towards the figures while even the cow and row of rocks to the image right act as
leading lines to bring our focus to the central subject. There is a deliberate placement
of the camera to not only record the Cilician Gates pass through the mountains in the
background and the nomad camp, but to provide a visually dynamic image that draws
the viewer into the photograph.
80
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Both images Plate LXXX1V, The Land of the Hittites (1910), p. 321.
The Cilician Gates or Gülek Pass is a pass through the Taurus Mountains about 44km north of Tarsus, Turkey.
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Figure 40. HIT-CIG-008 Cilician Gates
Titled, ‘The westward drift: Nomads passing into Asia Minor through the Cilician Gates’ Plate LXXXV
(Garstang, 1910) (Garstang Museum of Archaeology).

For the expeditions to Meroë, the first party consisted initially of only Garstang and
Schliephack, and it is tempting to think that Schliephack contributed more than just
his photographic skills to such an expedition, especially considering what (little) is
known of his background. Garstang gives full credit to Schliephack’s photographic
contribution to the expeditions with an inclusion on the title page ‘Photographic
Illustration by Horst Schliephack’ in his resulting book on Meroë (Garstang, 1911).
It is rare, both then and now, to get such acknowledgement for the photographer. 82
F. Griffiths provided the chapter in the Meroë book on the inscriptions and was aided
‘in endeavouring to fix the reading of the cartouches from the excellent photographs’
(Garstang, 1911, p. 58). The volume is extensively illustrated for site, inscriptions
and artefacts.
A typical example for the collections and typologies Garstang created are found on
Plate XLII with group photographs of ‘Examples of common pottery from
the Necropolis’ and the following plate shows a similar layout with ‘Examples of
Black and Decorated Pottery’ (Figure 41). The depiction of assemblages
82

It is very common – often the norm – for the photographer to go unrecognised and uncredited even in current
publications.
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was becoming a standard technique for archaeological reproduction in the early
20th century.

Figure 41. Plate XL11 from Meroë, The City of the Ethiopians
Examples of Black and Decorated Pottery. Meroë, The City of the Ethiopians (Garstang, 1911).
Photographs by H Schliephack (Garstang Museum of Archaeology).

Photographs of assemblages such as this also have a strong resemblance to those
made by Petrie, and it is plausible to consider that as Garstang had worked with Petrie
he would emulate that style, and direct Schliephack towards a similar outcome.
Schliephack’s major legacy is his photographic work for Breasted in Egypt
and Garstang in Anatolia and the two seasons with Garstang at Meroë in the Sudan.
The Honorary Secretary’s report for the Liverpool Institute of Archaeology
(1908–1909) stated that
Herr Schliephack’s camera has also provided a fine series of photos of
the monuments and scenery of Egypt and Asia minor, some of which
have been enlarged and have become part of the teaching material of the
staff. He has also made for the Institute a series of impressions in plaster
from paper squeezes of some of the Hittite monuments found recently at
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Sakje–Geuzi83
(Secretary, 1908-09, p. 12).

John Garstang (1876 –1956)
Like Petrie, Professor John Garstang84 had a long and distinguished career in
archaeology. Within the context of this study I will only refer to a brief period of that
career and discuss how his adoption of photography reinforced the establishment of
the paradigm of archaeological photography.
Garstang is generally credited for taking his own photographs in his early
excavations, including the Roman fort site of Brough-on-Noe in England.
Having worked as field assistant to Flinders Petrie in Egypt in 1899 at the age of 23,
there is no doubt that Garstang was well versed in the value and use of photography to
record archaeological evidence and remains. Garstang’s written notes were often
minimal and the photographs largely acted as a substitute for these, forming the visual
diaries to which he would later refer.
While Garstang wrote a great number of scholarly books, his use of photography to
act as his record and visual notes continues the theme developed here: that
photography could be used as a primary form of documentation supplying such a rich
visual recording that provides even more than what was initially asked for. His books
illustrated his use of photography as documentary evidence of the excavation and
finds, for example: The Burial Customs of Ancient Egypt as illustrated by tombs of the
Middle Kingdom: an account of Garstang’s excavations at the Necropolis of Beni
Hassan during 1902–04,85 Meroë, the City of the Ethiopians (1909–10), and The Land
Of The Hittites: 1910. In his extensive Egyptian tomb excavations, the photographs of
the tomb goods are the primary record of the artefacts found there, and with their
richness of detail provide an excess of visual data beyond the original purpose of
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Modern spelling for Sakje–Geuzi is Sakçagöze.
Garstang was honorary reader in Egyptian archaeology 1902–1907, and later Professor of Methods and Practice
of Archaeology 1907–1941 at the University of Liverpool.
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While in Egypt and Nubia, Garstang worked at 20 sites, amongst them Abmyeh (1900), Beyt Dawd (1901–
1902), and he also discovered the Beyt Khallaf tomb (1901).
84
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documentation. Garstang’s lack of written notes is in contrast to Breasted and Bell in
particular who were both prolific writers.

Figure 42. SG-003
John Garstang on right and his team taking tea next to their tent at Sakje–Geuzi – Schliephack is
possibly in the middle (Sakçagöze, Turkey) 1908 (Garstang Museum of Archaeology).

It is not surprising, given his early experience and especially having worked for
Petrie, that the University of Liverpool appointed Garstang as Professor of Methods
and Practice of Archaeology, a role that suited his expertise and, in this case, his use
of photography. In 1907 Garstang reported to the Institute of Archaeology at the
University of Liverpool that he had returned to England with over 600 photographs
from his survey team’s two-month journey across Anatolia and Asia Minor.
While today only about 400 of those field photographs survive, they provide a unique
and invaluable record from the expedition. The subject range includes images of
Hittite archaeological sites and localities, the Anatolian landscape, anthropological
studies, towns and villages, and the occasional team photo. By comparison, a similar
number of photographs could easily be captured in a day or two on a modern
expedition, giving greater depth and detail to the coverage than ever before.
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For the 1907 Asia Minor survey, despite his acknowledged expertise in photography,
Garstang

relinquished

the

role

to

his

assistant

and

team

photographer

Horst Schliephack. The two worked together on Garstang’s expeditions for the next
six years. In the ‘Author’s Preface’ to The Land of the Hittites: 1910 account,
Garstang wrote:
The bulk of the illustrations, however, are the handiwork of Mr. Horst
Schliephack, and they speak for themselves. Anyone who has attempted
photography under the conditions of travel in Asia Minor will realize the
skill with which these results have been obtained (1910, p. xiii).

A key element in my assessment of the 1907 photographs was Garstang’s intention to
use them in multiple ways. Firstly, the photographs were included as documentation
of events and places visited and were his visual diaries. The photographs would then
go on to provide the foundation for Garstang’s seminal work The Land of the Hittites:
1910 and his later volume on the Hittites, The Hittite Empire: Being a survey of the
History, Geography and Monuments of the Hittite Asia Minor and Syria 1929.
Secondly, Garstang used the photographs as ethnographic field notes. He used
photographs to document and illustrate his theories of racial and ethnic ‘types’ during
his travels. These photographs were instrumental in providing Garstang with lecture
material to support his theories with reference to Hittite, Semitic and other ethnic
groups and their descendants in the regions of Asia Minor.
Our photograph taken at Kulakly discloses the same prominent facial
details and sturdy figures as we have previously seen in the woodlands
above Kartal in the north of Syria … it is strikingly reminiscent of the
Amorite element among the Hittite allies on the Egyptian battle scenes
(Garstang, 1910, pp. 33-34).

Seen today, these images form a fascinating historical account of society, dress and
living conditions in the early 1900s as well as illustrating the preoccupations of a
theorist of the time.
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Figure 43. Ethnic groups from Garstang’s type series
Left: Kulakly Keui, types of inhabitants, HIT-KUL-001. Right: Caesarea, types of Semitic Settlers, BOS071 The Land of the Hittites (1910), Plate XV, p. 35, and Plate LXXXVI, p. 334 - see pp. 12, 23, 33 text
references.(Garstang, 1910).

Thirdly, the photographs were intended to be a resource to illustrate the many journal
articles and books planned for the future. Garstang published a report including
photographs in 1908 Notes on a journey through Asia Minor in the Liverpool Annals
of Archaeology & Anthropology 1 (Garstang, 1908) as well as his later volumes on
the Hittites.
Finally, the photographs were intended to add to the then fledgling lanternslide
collection of the Liverpool Institute of Archaeology. A lanternslide is a positive image
on a glass plate of 3½” x 4”86 that was projected onto a screen much like a modern
film projector. These slides were used by Garstang as well as other staff at the
Institute for lectures and for public viewings, and were also loaned to various local
societies. The lanternslides in the collection, some handcoloured, contain
photographic images of the various sites, maps (showing both locations and
expedition routes across Asia Minor and Egypt), lists of names and place names and
notes that would have been used in illuminating a lecture, and typologies of artefacts
both as photographs and line illustrations. The 1907–1908 Honorary Secretary’s
Report for the Institute of Archaeology (Liverpool) recorded that
The Institute’s stock of lantern-slides has now become more efficient,
under the superintendence of Mr. Schliephack, whose artistic work has
given the greatest satisfaction. The Classical Department has now 2,200
catalogued, the Egyptian 900, while there are some 300 on subjects like
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The original camera negatives are larger than the slide size, requiring a camera to reduce the image and also to
copy any artwork.
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the Archaeology of Babylonia and Assyria and of Western Asia
(Secretary, 1907-08).

And in the 1908–1909 report that:
the stock of lantern slides illustrating various branches of archaeology, of
which the Classical, the Egyptian and the Hittite are best represented,
has now become very efficient, and it is hoped to maintain this standard.
The issuing of slides on loan and the sale of duplicates, shows signs of
becoming widely appreciated, and this branch of the Institute’s work
might be developed with material advantage
(Secretary, 1908-09).

Horst Schliephack was certainly an integral member of Garstang’s and the Institute’s
team. Many of the negatives in the collection remain in very good physical condition
showing excellent detail. This is evidenced in the 1908 photograph of a sculpture of
a lion, a winged lion and a relief carving of two men (Figure 44).

Figure 44. SG-044 Sakje-Geuzi No 32
‘Sakje–Geuzi Portico, right corner’ (180mm x 130mm) 1908, The Land of the Hittites (1910), Plate
LXXX.

The large plate glass negative has superb rendering of the sculptural detail, with the
dominant lion projecting centrally into the composition and a workman included on
91

one side to provide scale. The camera, too large and cumbersome to hand-hold, would
have been set up on a wooden tripod with a black cloth over the head and camera.
To accomplish photography with a large format camera such as the one Schliephack
was using, the photographer (while under the black cloth) would compose and focus
the image onto a glass screen before inserting a plate holder. A ‘dark slide’ would
then be removed from the plate holder, allowing the exposure of the plate. A dry plate
glass negative from this time may have had a speed of around 12 ISO87 (modern speed
equivalent) requiring, even in full sunshine such as this image, an exposure in the
order of one-eighth of a second with an aperture of f16.
Only three cameras remain from Garstang’s archaeological career. They are held
by the Palestine Exploration Fund (PEF) collection in London, with the most notable
a Thornton–Pickard ‘Royal Ruby Triple Extension’. The PEF collection of Garstang
equipment includes what is identified as ‘Camera 1’ a Thornton–Pickard Patent
‘Royal Ruby’ Triple Extension camera made of wood and metal (steel & brass), glass,
with 7” leather glass plate negative holders.88
It is most likely that the Royal Ruby was the main camera for the 1907 and later
expeditions. Considered one of the best of its day, the camera was exceptionally well
built and capable of sharp images. This was supported by an unknown smaller
camera, possibly what is referred to as ‘Camera 2’ at the PEF89 with no manufacture
details. The film negatives and the glass plates that would appear to have been taken
on the second camera do not have the clarity of sharpness and tone that are evident in
the large plate camera images, suggesting an inferior lens as well as the low quality of
film at that time. They also usually display uneven masking around the edges of the
frame, with one side bowing in slightly. Both cameras would have been capable of
taking glass plates and film by using a special film holder, though it is assumed that
all the film negatives were taken on the second camera due to their lower
overall quality.
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The most commonly used ISO settings on digital cameras would be a minimum of ISO 100, and often ISO 200
to 400 are used, while with recent model digital cameras ISO speeds of 6,400 can easily be achieved with
acceptable results.
88
See Appendix A.2 John Garstang’s camera equipment at PEF.
89
The third camera in the PEF collection is from a later period of Garstang’s career.
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Using a second smaller camera that could be hand-held when necessary parallels the
example made by James Henry Breasted. Breasted used a second camera with large
format roll film to supplement the professional glass plate photography of Koch and
Schliephack, specifically for ethnographic and candid photography. Overall, it is only
on rare occasions that both film and glass plates were used to record the same subject
in Garstang’s photographs, as in Breasted’s work. It is also rare to have multiple
images of the same subject in either medium. With limited photographic supplies,
it would seem only natural that images were not duplicated unless there was
a perceived need.
In 1908 and 1911 Garstang excavated a site at modern Sakçagöze, Turkey90 (recorded
as Sakje–Geuzi by Garstang). Fewer than 300 negatives remain today from
the combined two seasons of excavations. They are far more uniform in size than the
1907 survey negatives, with 38 4” x 5” glass plates, while the majority conform
to metric sizing with 112 plates 180mm x 130mm, 88 plates 190 x 125mm and only a
few odd sizes. As in the 1907 survey, it was likely that a second camera91 was used for
the smaller sizes; however, the quality is uniform across the images, suggesting that
if used, it was a superior quality camera and lens than that used in 1907.
Only a couple of film negatives exist from the combined seasons. It is tempting
to speculate that the lower quality of the 1907 survey film images, combined with
early fears regarding the volatile nature of Nitrate Film, resulted in the near
abandonment of film in favour of the dry glass plate. It is not recorded how many
photographs were actually taken on the two excavations during this period so it
is uncertain what percentage of the originals survive.
Garstang’s use of photography demonstrates its usefulness as a research and recording
process, with the visual records substituting for long written accounts both in wide
ranging surveys and excavations. His photography also validates the publication
model promoted by Petrie, as well as offering evidence in the form of photographic
‘truth’, supporting his archaeological and anthropological theories. Garstang
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Located about 50km west of modern Gaziantep, Turkey. The site consists of two mounds called Coba Höyük
(written as ‘Jobba Eyuk’ by Garstang) and the largest called Songrus Höyük (‘Songrus Eyuk’ by Garstang).
91
There are no records as to which ‘second’ camera was used in either of these expeditions.
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used photography for both recording and providing documentary evidence for
his excavations.
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Gertrude Bell (1868–1926)
Gertrude Bell is something of an enigma. On one hand she was declared an ‘honorary
male’ (Wallach, 2005, p. 196)92 by the Arabs, as ‘Mesopotamia’s uncrowned queen’
(ibid., p. 324).
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and an explorer of the Middle East. On the other hand, she

participated in a great deal of gossip, descriptions of personalities of people she comes
into contact with, fashion, and other social activities such as catering for parties, in
her correspondence. She kept a detailed diary and was a prolific letter writer. 94
What she does not elaborate on is her photographic training or technique, her
cameras, and neither did she record anything even resembling technical notes.
As a result, the modern historian is only able to guess at her knowledge of
photography. At best Bell may make a reference to her activity, such as, ‘I had heard
there was a ruin, and found a most charming tomb of the Roman period which
I photographed and planned’ (Bell, 1874-1926, Letter 12 June 1909).
The first woman to gain first class honours in Modern History from Oxford
University in 1887 (aged 19 years), Bell began travelling after graduating. She
enjoyed two ‘world trips’95 before adding the Middle East to her itinerary. It was here
that she became interested in archaeology, and began publishing articles on her
archaeological observations. In 1904 Bell studied under the French archaeologist
Salomon Reinach and had a scholarly letter published on the geometry of the
cruciform structure (cross-formed churches) in the Revue Archéologique. In January
1905 Bell set out with her cameras for her second journey in the Syrian Desert.
She extended her travels into Anatolia (modern Turkey) where she examined
Byzantine architecture with a goal of combining her archaeological and
anthropological photographs into a book, The Desert and the Sown (1907) first
published in 1907 and still in print.
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Women were generally not allowed an audience with high ranking religious figures so to overcome the impasse,
the locals gave her the status of ‘honorary man’.
93
Bell was dubbed the ‘Queen of the desert’ in The New York Herald, July 1921.
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Bell’s diaries and letters have been transcribed alongside her photographic archive and are available as an online
archive (Bell, 1874-1926).For full text of Bell’s letter 12 June see appendix A6.
95
Bell’s earliest photographs on record are from these trips.
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Figure 45. K_218 Gertrude Bell in 1909
Bell standing outside her tent while visiting archaeological excavations in Babylon. (Bell online archive)

She also published five articles with accompanying photographs in the Revue
Archéologique on her Notes on a Journey through Cilicia and Lycaonia in 1906–
1907. These focused on the region known as ‘Binbirkilise’96 or The Thousand and
One Churches where she extensively detailed her reports with plans and 78
photographs of the Byzantine architecture that she encountered. Bell’s photographic
documentation certainly exceeded that of her peers. Two years later Bell published
a more comprehensive volume ‘The Thousand and One Churches’ with William
Ramsay (Ramsay and Bell, 1909) which includes 386 plates consisting of a mixture of
photographs, plans and illustrations.
Bell’s wide travels resulted in a unique photographic record of not only the region that
is today modern Turkey, but also modern Syria and Iraq. The Bell archive at the
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Some sources use ‘Binbirkilise’ while others use ‘Bin Bir Kilise’. The region is located on the northern slopes
of the volcano Karadağ, around 30km north of the province capital city of Karaman in modern Karaman Province
(antique Lycaonia) of Turkey. About 50 Byzantine church ruins are in the region.
96

University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne contains about 7,000 negatives,97 and in the
context of this study I have limited discussion and analysis to only those images
relevant to Binbirkilise. Bell formed a professional partnership with Sir William
Ramsay after meeting him in Konya, Turkey in 1905, and the pair undertook
a thorough survey of Binbirkilise in the year of 1907.
Of all of Bell’s works, the classification of Byzantine architecture using her
photographs is amongst her most enduring work and is still considered a highly
valuable resource. One aspect of Bell’s work that seems surprising today is her lack of
interest in other evidence besides the architecture. A number of times she mentions
frescos for example, and does not bother to photograph them, even though they would
deteriorate far more rapidly than the stone structures. For example, Bell’s letter dated
12 July 190798 is rather interesting; in it she details her day, starting out on horseback
at 6 o’clock in the morning until making her camp below Akserai at 5.15 that evening.
Her gossipy style includes her visit to three sites, two of which she comments on the
quality of the frescos. One church ‘is full of frescos many of which are almost perfect’
(Bell, 1907) and the other, ‘inside it is covered with fresco. I should think it is
10th century’ (ibid) and yet there are no photographs of these frescos.
The contemporary visitor to the sites that Bell recorded in the region is faced with
only fragmentary remains of those frescoes. From both Bell’s photographs and a
modern inspection of at least some of the sites, I cannot see any obvious technical
reason for Bell not photographing the frescoes. Possibly some were inside with
insufficient light for her equipment, while other frescos appear to have had adequate
light (especially where the roof had already caved in), and I can only come to the
conclusion that they did not interest her in the same way that the architecture did. It is
also possible that she did not trust the frescoes to be necessarily original, or
contemporary with the original construction (though she does suggest a 10th century
date in the letter of 12 July for at least one fresco) and in keeping with current
thinking of the time, not worthy of her photographic recording.
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I have had the opportunity to examine and report to the curator of the Bell archive on the condition of Bell’s
negatives which are primarily Silver Nitrate (highly flammable and toxic).
98
See Appendix, A.6 Gertrude Bell letter for the full text of Bell’s letter 12/07/1907 (Bell, 1874-1926).
97

Bell devotes over five pages of text in The Thousand and One Churches (Ramsay &
Bell, 1909) to Church 1 in the Kara Dagh, with seven photographs and six line
illustrations and records that
Probably all the interior of the church was plastered and frescoed, and
this applies to every church in the Kara Dagh. Traces of fresco can be
seen in the narthex and under the arches … here indeed the freso is
often well preserved
(Ramsay & Bell, 1909, p. 46).

Figure 46. 2012_TKY_0768 Interior of Church 1 in 2012
Digital photograph Bob Miller, 2012.

Sections of plaster fresco fragments with geometric designs can be seen in this view
of the south-east corner of Church 1 in 2012 (Figure 46). What little remains of the
fresco is faded and badly decomposed, only remaining intact near the corner of the
building where it has the most protection from the elements. Bell’s photograph of
Church 1, apse (Ramsay and Bell, 1909, p.48) (Figure 47), shows the east wall and
the apse to the north (taken directly opposite the structure shown in my photograph Figure 46) with what appears to be fresco on the east wall, though it is hard to make
out any design from her photograph. It would appear that Bell’s interest is primarily
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architectural, and perhaps studying architectural form under Reinach influenced her
later approach to the antiquities she encountered.

Figure 47. D_205. Church No. 1.
Interior looking east towards apse which has three arched windows, and engaged piers. Maden Sheher
– Turkey, 1907, 5th Century AD. Bell online archive album D; image #205

Bell was a pragmatist, buying photographs from other photographers when it suited
her purpose,99 and at times developing her own film and prints, though mostly using a
commercial laboratory for developing and printing. By comparison, Petrie insisted on
taking and developing all his own photographs while Breasted and Garstang who
were well versed in all aspects of photographic technique employed professional
photographers, as well as taking very successful images themselves.
It is not known which cameras Bell used, though we can deduce from both my study
of her film archive and the report by Godfrey (1998)100 that she used roll film and
possibly nine different cameras between 1899 and 1911 including panoramic cameras.
The inferior quality of her negatives is immediately obvious, as her images do not
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This was presumably as she was not in a position to get those images herself for reasons that are not made clear
in her diaries. It would appear that she only developed her own films occasionally, mostly relying on commercial
developing.
100
For further detail on Bell’s cameras and photography see Appendix A.7 Unpublished preliminary report on
Gertrude Bell, photographer; and Glossary; Film formats.
99

have the clarity and tonal range compared to photographs from glass plate negatives
such as those used by Breasted and Garstang. This is partly due to the nature of the
film itself, which had not been perfected at that time and was not as fine a quality as
glass plate. The smaller negative sizes (for example her 1905 negatives were
3½” x 4½”, only slightly more than half the size of the typical 5” x 7” glass plates
used by the others such as Breasted and Garstang) certainly contributed to the
reduction in quality.

Figure 48. I_080 Hassan Dagi
Khan Monastery – apse’s interior, Bell, July 1907. Note that the roof has collapsed, as it had on many of
the churches, suggesting the possibility that frescoes even in 1907 were at the mercy of the elements,
and importantly without a roof there would have been sufficient light to photograph the ‘interior’ frescoes.

It is also quite probable that the cameras Bell used were not as high a quality as the
large cameras, with possibly inferior lenses by comparison with those used on other
archaeological expeditions. Her pragmatic choices for equipment and film were
presumably made on the basis of portability and ease of use, and considering the type
and conditions of Bell’s travels, the use of roll film and compact cameras seems a
logical conclusion. Indeed, for her desert travels a large format camera with glass
plates would have been at the very least a major hindrance – if not a complete
impossibility, and even for her study of the Binbirkilise region, transport, speed and
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accessibility were highly significant factors that would make using a roll film camera
a logical choice.
What makes Bell unique in this discussion is the way she used photography not just to
illustrate or even document an archaeological expedition, but also to create a visual
‘typology’ of Byzantine churches and architecture. Bell wrote to her stepmother on 8
June 1907, ‘It will be a very dull book, you understand, but I intend it to be
magnificently illustrated’ (Bell letters, 1907). To her credit, the published book on the
south-central Anatolian region of Binbirkilise located on the Karadağ101 titled, The
Thousand and One Churches102 included 386 photographs and line drawings in its 580
pages. To say that was lavish is undoubtedly understating the situation, especially
considering the time it was first published. By comparison, the Jebel Khalid (Syria)
excavation I have photographed since 2004 has had a recent volume published, Jebel
Khalid on the Euphrates, Volume 3: The Pottery, by Heather Jackson and John
Tidmarsh (Mediterranean Archaeology, Supplement 7, Meditarch, 2011). At a
comparable size to Bell’s volume, the Meditarch volume at 554 pages contains only
36 black and white photographic plates and four colour photographic plates. The
extremely low number of photographs103 in the volume was stipulated by the
publisher, and seems surprising considering modern printing techniques and the
comparative low cost of both black and white and full colour printing even for a
specialist book with a relatively short run.
In order to research Bell’s work I visited the Karadağ (Turkey) region in 2012 and
undertook a re-photographic (re-photographing the location shown in the original
image as closely as possible)104 study of a sample of her work. Armed with a copy of
the reprinted volume I attempted in a very limited time to recreate her images using
digital photography. What is immediately apparent is not only the colour, adding a
great deal more detail than seen in the black and white, but also the sharpness and
clarity of the digital images. Bell’s black and white films were orthochromatic, that is,
not sensitive to red, with a resulting compressed tonal range for colours, while blue
sky is rendered as black on the negative, leaving detail-less white (no sky or clouds)
101

Modern Turkish usage for phonetic spelling by Ramsay & Bell of Kara Dagh.
The Thousand and One Churches (Bin Bir Kilise) was republished in 2008.
103
To complement the volume, Jackson is planning an online catalogue of photographs to illustrate the pottery.
104
Rowan Conroy, a former student of mine, used a re-photograph process for his 2011 doctoral thesis,
‘Archaeologies of the Present: Rephotographing the William John Woodhouse Photographic Archive’ (Conroy,
2011).
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on the prints. Her images lack detail in the shadows, which are better represented
again in the digital images.

Figure 49. G_098
The throne of the Anatolian god with the three hieroglyphic inscriptions and sculpture, appearing on
page 509 of The Thousand and One Churches, taken on 8 June 1907, the day Bell wrote to her mother
regarding the future book illustrations (Ramsay & Bell 1909, p. 509).
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Figure 50. 2012_TKY_1002
Digital re-photograph of Hittite throne, 20 August 2012. A number of large rocks including some of the
sculptural reliefs and hieroglyphics have fallen since the 1907 photography by Bell.
Digital photograph Bob Miller, 2012.

Some of Bell’s photographs were taken on a panoramic camera (Figure 51: G_248),
and to that extent I was only able to approximate her composition using a digital SLR
camera and cropping the file to provide an aspect ratio comparable to Bell’s
photograph.

Figure 51. G_248 (May/June 1907) Narthex from S, exedra
Church 7 General view from south (Ramsay & Bell, 1909, p. 88) panoramic camera image by Bell, 1907.

Figure 52. Digital re-photograph of Church 7 from the south
2014_TKY_0824. Digital photograph Bob Miller, 2012.

Figure 53. Carlo Colantoni with Bell’s book. Left: Church 7 from the south; Right: From west
2012_TKY_0823 & 2012_TKY_0840. Digital photographs Bob Miller, 2012.
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Figure 54. Left: G_251 Church 7 Narthex
(May/June 1907) Narthex from west, Church 7 – lintel in middle of narthex is door leading into nave
(Ramsay & Bell, 1909, p. 92)
Figure 55. Right: Digital re-photograph of Church 7
Several metres of the narthex have fallen since Bell’s photographs.
2012_TKY_0841. Digital Photo Bob Miller, 2012.

Bell’s photograph (Figure 56) of the Hittite inscription leading to the Throne and fort
of Kizil Dagh (north-east of Binbirkilise) is one of two similar negatives of the Hittite
inscription at the gate. The original negative size is 4½” x 3½” showing significant
light fogging on left and more fogging on the right edge.
The already inferior quality negative was cropped as a detail for publication (Figure
373 in The Thousand and One Churches) (Bell 1907, p. 509) resulting in a rather poor
reproduction where it is difficult to make out the hieroglyphs.105 As she did not have
any better photographs of the inscription, she used the inferior cropped version.
Despite the quality issue, Bell chose to lavishly illustrate her volumes with
photographs that not only supported her archaeological claims, but also gave the
reader a visual connection with both an exotic landscape and the lost civilisations. My
2012 re-photograph (Figure 57) of the same inscription shows the clarity of modern
digital photography where despite a further 100 years of weathering the inscription is
clearly detailed.

105

See also exhibition print 2012_TKY_0981 to see this inscription located in the landscape.
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Figure 56. G_105 Inscription at gateway to Kizil Dagh, Bell, June 1907.
Hittite inscription at gate (full image left and right, Ramsay & Bell, 1909, p. 509).

Figure 57. Re-photograph of Hittite inscription at gate of Kizil Dagh.
2012_TKY_0979. Digital photograph Bob Miller, 2012.

I would suggest that Bell was not a great technical photographer; and while her
photographs form an invaluable historical resource, I do not consider them to be
inspiring in terms of their artistic or technical qualities. Aesthetically, Bell’s
photographs lack the sophistication of her contemporaries, and particularly of
professionals such as Koch and Schliephack. She used roll film and cameras
technically inferior to theirs, but that in itself does not account for her lack
of composition, or at times, poor lighting. She had the advantage of not requiring
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a tripod and cloth over the head to compose and take each of her images, though
occasionally her images suffered from a degree of camera shake. That extra degree of
freedom offered by the roll film camera does result in some more spontaneous
photographs by Bell as evidenced in the photographic archive. The roll films were not
subject to the care required of glass plate, plus the convenience of small size
and weight were necessary for her extensive travels on horseback and by camel
when in the desert.
Issues of light fogging,106 sharpness and clarity would not have been seen until the
film was developed, and going by the records107 we have, I can only surmise that
processing was done primarily after Bell’s return to England. Even if developed in the
field, the retaking of her subjects would have been virtually impossible as she was
moving from place to place usually on a daily basis.
Gertrude Bell more than makes up for technical and aesthetic deficiencies with her
treatment of the subject matter, and with her use of the photographic medium to
describe and document the Byzantine architecture. Working under adverse and often
rudimentary conditions, her photographic work gives a depth to the architectural study
far beyond that of written accounts. Many of the monuments and buildings Bell
recorded have since suffered significant damage and some have disappeared
altogether. Her photographs remain as an enduring testimony to the state of the
buildings at the time, and her typology has stood the test of time. Her inclusion of so
many photographs in her publications is a significant contribution to the
archaeological record and adds weight to a paradigm based on publication. In light
of the concepts presented in this thesis, Bell’s placement is significant as she
demonstrated the use of photography to quickly capture detail in archaeological
fieldwork, providing the researcher with visual data that exceeds her original vision
and interests.
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Given that Bell would have been travelling for extended periods in hot to very hot conditions with the exposed
films, it is amazing that they do not show more signs of heat effects.
107
Bell’s letters are prolific, but an extensive search of the archive gives virtually no hints as to how she processed
the films. (Bell, 1874-1926)
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Summary
Archaeologists of the late 19th and early 20th century, including Breasted, Garstang
and Bell, advanced the practices Petrie proposed in his Methods and Aims in
Archaeology (1904) and, by the outbreak of war in 1914, archaeological photography
had become an indispensable component of systematic excavations.
During the following years there were significant improvements in camera and film
technology, especially post WW11 when the 35 mm camera came to the fore and
became a realistic option for site photography, providing a greater range
of photographs than was possible with the cumbersome large plate formats.
The rise of Processual Archaeology in the 1950s and its belief in ‘scientific methods’
shaped photographic standards, eliminating all elements such as people, footprints and
tools to create the anonymous, objective photograph.
The Post-Processual movement in archaeology, while challenging Processual
Archaeology on matters of objectivity and ‘scientific methods’, appears to have had
only limited impact on photographic methods and as a result, at least in the Eastern
Mediterranean, the ‘scientific method’ still tends to prevail.
As noted in the introduction, this is not a ‘complete history’ of archaeological
photography; rather the research focuses on moments when I suggest that there have
been major changes. Archaeological photography, from 1914 to the ‘digital age’
around 2000, underwent changes that were primarily built on established methods,
and did not break with tradition until the introduction of the digital photograph.
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Chapter Three: Towards a new paradigm of
digital photographic archaeology: initiating
research
A paradigm shift
Digital photography has encouraged new directions for visual representation and
interpretation in all forms of its use, and this is especially the case within the field
of archaeology. The recent development of sophisticated digital photography allows
for significant advances in the volume, quality and immediacy of information
available to the excavator and the net result is that the digital photograph can act
as the initiator for research.
I suggested at the beginning of this research that as outlined in Thomas Kuhn’s
Structure of Scientific Revolutions, archaeological photography has entered into
a period of ‘revolutionary science’ making it a good candidate for a new paradigm.
According to Kuhn in his chapter Progress through Revolutions, a paradigm shift
must seem to resolve some outstanding and generally recognised
problem that can be met in no other way. Second, the new paradigm
must promise to preserve a relatively large part of the concrete problem
solving activity that has accrued to science through its predecessors …
and third, that the new paradigm must solve more problems than its
predecessor (1962, pp. 168-169).

Digital photography fulfils all three of these parameters in its archaeological role.
Firstly, the digital photograph allows the researcher to ask and solve questions that
were not conceivable in the past. Secondly, this process of asking previously
un-thought-of questions builds on the established roles, methods and uses that
photography has traditionally held. Thirdly, with the immediacy of digital combined
with photo-excess, new avenues of research are open that did not exist under
a traditional film model.
The role of the digital archaeological photograph, while continuing to encompass all
that the film model had achieved, has significant advantages that I believe clearly
surpass film. It is not just a matter of the digital photograph recreating the film image
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without the limitations of film in processing and storage; the digital file exceeds
the use of film and opens up new possibilities not considered under the previous
model. This premise is further expanded on in the following chapters where I explore
the media more fully and suggest that the digital photograph is proving to be ideally
suited to the archaeological context and method.

The ‘still gaze’ and images
Rather than completely capturing or recording, the photograph’s value is
its filtering, reorganising, and fundamental improvement upon real
conditions. … Straightforward as this may seem, this is, I submit, a prime
example of the archaeologizing vision of photography, one in which the
photograph is valued not so much for capturing or transcribing, as for
going beyond (or beneath) an artifact’s superficial appearance, in order to
capture what is deemed most valuable in it (Bohrer, 2005, p. 184).

One of the most important contributions of photography to a field of study such
as archaeology is the ‘static’ image or what I will term ‘the still gaze’ – the ability to
scrutinise an image over and over. While not a specifically ‘digital’ attribute, the
ability to gaze at a photograph whether in print or on screen, the still gaze allows
a level of inspection unobtainable in real life, hence the ‘Chicago style’ (Raymond
Johnson, 2012) method for inscription recording that was discussed in the chapter on
Breasted and still used today with digital photography. Studying photographic detail
is very different from viewing the real scene, where the eye only sees in ‘real time’
and cannot hold an image except in memory. This ability to review an image
to unlock the reading of the image is a key feature of why photography is so important
in archaeology (and other areas where close scrutiny of a subject is required).
The digital image adds value to this process in its immediacy of viewing, allowing
simultaneously a large image on screen and the ability to further ‘zoom in’ on detail
appearing on monitors. This is a foundational feature to all the discussion in this
thesis as it complements the concept of photo-excess. In this context the still gaze
acts as a research tool for an archaeological excavation.
Combined with the ability to scrutinise, the immediacy of digital photography
provides the researcher, or even the casual viewer, unparalleled access to the image
content. This has proved to be a key aspect during the January/February 2015
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excavation season at Pella Jordan, where different archaeologists have commented on
how much more they have seen in the photographs than was apparent on site while
excavating. The colour of the digital photographs provided information that assisted
the understanding of the archaeology, as in the photograph Figure 58, where a grey
top layer of soil was difficult to see as different from the brown layer immediately
below it while on site (both lying above a layer of yellowish clay surface), but is
readily visible in the photograph when viewed on screen.

Figure 58. 2015_PEL_S_0592 XXXIV F/1, Section through 72.1, mud plaster against W25.
Archaeologist J Fraser commented that in reviewing this photograph, the soil colour was far clearer than
what was observed in the field, with a grey layer evident above the mid-brown and yellow clay lining.
Close analysis of an enlarged photograph on screen provided better viewing conditions compared to the
actual experience, resulting in additional information useful in excavating the area the following day.

There was also a related episode soon after in an adjoining area. Photographs were
taken during the day of a section showing a potentially Early Bronze Age (EBA)
‘squatter’ occupation layer directly on top of an earlier EBA city wall in a section
with a destruction layer and possibly Middle to Late Bronze Age (MBA/LBA)
mudbrick collapse on top (Figure 59).
Within a short time the soil had dried out slightly, combining with a change in light
quality that resulted in the colour bleaching out, making further direct observation and
analysis very difficult. The image was brought up on screen that evening and soon
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attracted a number of archaeologists discussing the possible sequencing and
interpretation of the layers as displayed, including the project director who had been
unable to personally observe that part of the excavation during that day. Despite the
fact that the photograph had to be taken when the light was not ideal, with the area of
interest in shadow, the screen image allowed precise viewing of the section, zooming
in and out to review various aspects. Especially important in this discussion were
subtle colour and texture changes as they suggested several possible interpretations
of the material. Based on the robust discussion, a plan was adopted to investigate the
area on the following day. To the uninitiated viewer, the photograph would seem
rather uninteresting; however, to the archaeologist it provided a rich source of detail
for interpretation. Importantly, this method of using digital photography as a research
component can alter the way archaeological material can be analysed in the field,
and give new ways of interacting with the archaeology. Extended discussion with
Dr. S. Bourke (Pella Director) on the role of photography as an excavation research
component suggested that even for experienced archaeologists, the use of digital
photography to provide an analytical approach to the archaeological process remains
an evolving process.

Figure 59. 2015_PEL_S_1244 XXXIV F, destruction in section.
EBA Destruction layer in section cut by another feature with possible MBA/LBA mudbrick collapse on
top. Archaeologically, the placement of the destruction burnt layer in the section and the way it suddenly
ends signified an important distinction in the archaeological sequence and reading of the material.
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The still gaze allows the eye to explore the photograph in minute detail, going over
each aspect time and again until a thorough understanding is achieved. No wonder
Bothmer found it easier to transcribe ancient carved inscriptions from a photograph
rather than the original inscription, a view expressed by other philologists from
Breasted to Stuart.
In contrast to film, the immediacy of the digital image is a major contribution to the
analytical process. We can now respond in real time to field questions and
immediately enhance the photograph in the field in a way not possible with film. Even
with the best equipment and facilities, it is not always possible to extract from a film
image the same information as from a digital image. In the new paradigm, a question
can be framed regarding an archaeological feature and the photograph can then
be taken and reviewed immediately if necessary.
Key aspects108 of this analysis in addition to the still gaze are:
1.

Immediacy: the ability to review the images instantly in the field and then again
processed on a monitor the same day. (The archaeologist may review the images
on the camera screen as they are taken, confirming that they include the critical
regions.)

2.

Colour: the ability to adjust in software the colour to produce the most natural
colour possible (colour film was fixed at the time of processing and could not
be modified); the digital files may also be temporarily boosted in colour
to emphasise subtle differences.

3.

Contrast: the ability to (temporarily) adjust the contrast for emphasis can assist
in determining if there is a real difference or not.

4.

Viewing: apart from the initial viewing on the camera screen, full images on
a monitor allow for further enlargement of segments of the image for closer
scrutiny to interrogate parts of the image.

5.

Selection: with film photography, it is unlikely that more than a couple of
photographs would be taken of a feature, and possibly only one. Digital, with
its comparatively low cost, seemingly unlimited scope allows for a series
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These key aspects of Immediacy, Colour, Contrast, Viewing and Selection are used here as additional elements
to the definitions in the previous section.
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of photographs showing different angles or viewpoints to be taken, thereby giving
greater choice for analysis and systematic review.
By way of illustration, American excavators Funk and Richardson (1958) excavated
an area on the main Tell at Pella in Jordan in 1958, and their published excavation
photographic record consists of two black and white photographs109 for a seven metre
square excavated to a depth of over six metres. The information gained from that
excavation raised interesting prospects for further excavation, but trying to understand
exactly what their excavations revealed is difficult to visualise given the paucity of
photographs and plans as published. For an adjoining area (Sydney Area XXIII) to
the Funk and Richardson ‘Square 1’ of excavation, I have provided some 170
photographs in the 2011 season, 240 photographs in 2013 and a further 260
photographs in 2015, revealing a rich Hellenistic horizon, where the photographs
provide a comprehensive series of views of both overall scenes and details that can be
used to illustrate the finds and reveal dramatically the extent of the Hellenistic
structures. An important component of the archaeological research for understanding
the area is the destruction of Pella by Alexander Jannaeus in 83/82 BC.
The photograph (Figure 60) of burnt red mudbrick walls and in situ vessels blackened
by a fierce fire give a visual appreciation of the intensity of a massive destruction
event that, combined with Carbon-14 dating, point to the sacking of the city
by Jannaeus, recorded in the writings of the historian Josephus (Funk and Richardson,
1958 pp. 85–86).
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The site photographs consist of one distant photograph from another nearby hill of a large area on the Tell, and
an image showing walls without any other discerning features for a trench that were rich in finds. A second similar
sized area was also excavated at the opposite end of the Tell, with only a further two photographs published.
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Figure 60. Area XXIII D, burnt mudbrick wall in Hellenistic destruction layer.
Digital photograph 2013_Pel_1919. Wall 15 in locus 31.

The taking of a photograph within an archaeological context is a very deliberate act; it
is planned and considered. Control is needed for each image element: subject
orientation, composition, lighting, space, scale and exposure. For site photographs,
the archaeologist can review the images on the spot using the camera screen to
confirm that all the important aspects are included to suit the research purpose.
The digital camera screen for instant review is a far superior process than looking
through the viewfinder to confirm a view, as the screen displays what has actually
been recorded, and, if not quite perfect, another shot can be immediately taken.
One of the challenges facing the archaeological photographer is to have a concept of
what each site contains, how to best visually describe that information, and to provide
a visual reference for the layers and contexts of the excavation. Again underlining the
value of the immediacy of the digital camera with its review screen is the possibility
for the archaeologist and photographer to actively engage in the images as they are
taken, reviewing them on the spot, discussing the options in real time and then taking
further images to satisfy the archaeological questions. It is then up to the photographer
to visually interpret that context.
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For artefact photography, standard views are generally required: square on, side on
and profile and where appropriate a plan – top or bottom view. Lighting may require
everything from strong raking light to bring out texture or soft light to wrap around
a form. Artefacts are largely photographed because they are ‘typical’ and therefore
depict a sample of that type (Figure 61), or they are atypical and therefore require
recording to demonstrate variations or differences.

Figure 61. 2014_SL_1241 Group Picrolite figurines #1.
Group of Picrolite pendant figurines to display type series from excavation at Souskiou–Laona
settlement, Cyprus. Digital photograph Bob Miller, 2014.

A paradox and two crises
The primary question has to be addressed to us as a society. Will we put
the new technology (digital photography) to use recycling what we
already know or use it to attempt new understandings? To what extent
will these technological advances be employed to enhance the
development of a derivative, postmodern culture, devouring its own past
as it substantially alters our own collective memory ? (Ritchen, 1999, p.
128).
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Geoffrey Batchen in Phantasm, Digital Imaging and the Death of Photography (1994,
p. 47) suggests that photography is facing two crises: one technological with the use
of digital manipulation; and the other epistemological, as culture, knowledge and
ethics come to terms with the digital world.
In Chapter One, ‘photographic truth’ was discussed, leading to a conclusion that every
photograph is manipulated in some way. Film negatives are adjusted during
development depending on the way the photographer wishes to render tones.
The acclaimed landscape photographer Ansel Adams (1981) provides a clear example
of how the two crises facing photography played out with his work, albeit using film
technology. Adams carefully measured the brightness levels in a scene and adjusted
his development technique based on those measurements and how he wished to
represent the scene, providing a technological solution to the problems facing
photography of contrast range. Ansel Adams created the ‘zone system’ to solve these
combined problems of brightness, exposure and development.
However, Adams is also widely known for his fundamental philosophy regarding
photography; one of ‘pre-visualisation’; that is, not just the literal scene in front of
the photographer, but how that scene would be rendered for the audience in the final
print (1980). This concept of pre-visualisation is critically important for this thesis.
Viewing a literal print from an Adams’s negative, and comparing that to a finished
print where he has made his adjustments demonstrates the way Adams visualised the
image, usually vastly differently from what the standard version displays. Adams is
touted as saying, ‘You don’t take a photograph, you make it’, emphasising that it is
in the developing and printing that a photograph transforms from a series of chemical
reactions to a visible rendition that has distinction. Critically, the technical output is
a means to achieving a concept or belief in the way the image should be rendered
to represent the selected scene.
All photographers manipulate their images to some extent in the way an image
is edited for viewing; even an automatic digital rendering uses criteria built into the
program that has the ‘look’ that the designers created. With digital photography,
there is a tendency to accept the software default version of how a photograph will
be rendered, rather than creating how an image will appear. The alternative trap that
many fall into with digital photography is that it is easy to create a variety of visual
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effects with software’s pre-set parameters, and to apply those settings indiscriminately
without considering the effect on the image.
Digital manipulation without the application of a value based knowledge system
to create edits has in many ways devalued the process of photography; contemporary
society has to deal with a technological crisis where manipulation is both seamless
and ubiquitous, and not generally comprehended. The craft of ‘creating’ a
photographic image is overlooked in many parts of our modern culture.
An underlying issue then is one of intent: Why is an image being created and what
purposes will it serve? What was the vision (was there pre-visualisation?) of the
photographer at the time of taking the photograph, and how has that played out
in the final image? Within the scope of archaeology, these issues of intent and
purpose are constantly at play in the works that I have selected to study in this thesis.
Photography editor, critic, author and Associate Professor of Photography and
Communications (New York University) Fred Ritchin likens the ethical qualms
that the photo industry has about digital images to the use of words in writing of
news stories.
Saying, ‘the camera never lies’ is as foolish as asserting that the
computer always does. Just because words can be fictional does not
require the outlawing of news articles; similarly with photographs. The
initial clarification that is needed is the separation of one kind of
communication from the other, properly labelled (1989).

Ritchin argues in In Our own Time (1989) for a distinction between fiction and nonfiction in photographs: those that have been deliberately altered and those that
represent a perceived reality. However, there is a paradox; and in his next book
In Our Own Image (1999) Ritchin suggests that even those photographs that are
considered factual must be seen in context.
The photograph is not only selective and potentially distorting, but despite
its apparent precision often highly ambiguous (1999, p. 76).

He goes on to suggest that just looking at a photograph cannot allow one to verify its
literal accuracy, and even the caption may not be helpful or accurate. Ritchin
advocates that, particularly in this digital era where manipulations are almost
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undetectable, it is up to the photographer to verify to the audience the authenticity of
the work. Consider for a moment the photograph (Figure 60) of the Hellenistic
destruction that was discussed in the previous section. Without the caption,
the photograph may be of some reddish and black mudbricks from almost any era,
and yet the caption places this as part of a defined event that the viewer would accept
as an accurate description – providing they trust the archaeological source that has
given that information. Therefore the credibility of the archaeologist is just as much at
stake as the authenticity of the photograph.
Gillian Rose also suggests that it is the researcher using the coding and descriptive
devices who must establish the meaning of the image (2007, p. 244). Therefore
modern society needs to be visually literate, decoding the photographs that they view
and appreciating when photographs are edited for artistic emphasis or are presented as
factual representations. The audience needs to interrogate the visual image to
understand if it is purporting to be factual or fiction, and then, based on these criteria,
make an informed assessment of what they see. As stated earlier in this thesis,
the criteria of credibility and truth represent an inherent doctrine in a field of research
such as archaeology.

Two ages and hidden collections
I suggest that there is a parallel between the historical and the digital ages as each
establishes a paradigm for archaeological photography. By reflecting on technological
advancements and the use of photography, the two ages have each helped shape the
way archaeological practice has evolved. At the turn of the millennium, digital
photography became a viable alternative to film photography. As the next decade
unfolded, not only did it begin to dominate the way photography was done, but also
the possibilities emerged for photography to drive research questions and open up
new ways of interrogating the archaeological record.
While there are many excellent publications on the history of photography,
historically, surprisingly few comment on the ‘role of the archaeological photograph’
in what is recorded, as opposed to its technical uses and techniques. However, recent
works that do include discussion on the role of the archaeological photograph are
Photography and Archaeology (Bohrer, 2011), Antiquity & Photography (Lyons,
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et al., 2005) and Picturing the Past (Green, et al., 2012). Picturing the Past is not
only amongst the most recent, it actively engages with the role of current and future
digital developments in imagery including satellite imagery, computer graphics,
3D modelling programs, VR (virtual reality) models and CT scans to investigate
archaeological evidence.
In recent years there has also been a proliferation of scholarly articles, books and
exhibitions on 19th and early 20th century archaeology and archaeologists.
These include such publications as American Egyptologist (Abt, 2013), Francis Frith
in Egypt and Palestine (Nickel, 2004) John Henry Haynes (Ousterhout, 2011) and
Unseen Images: Archive Photographs in the Petrie Museum (Picton and Pridden,
2008). There may be a number of reasons for this proliferation of interest in
archaeological histories, including a fascination with the period and the passing
of techniques that are now antiquated. However, I believe that instrumental to the
resurgent interest is the digitisation of archival photographs, which is bringing to light
images that were buried in the archives and only available for special projects, and
even then at considerable effort.
Prior to the digital age, a photograph (negative or print) could only be duplicated on
either traditional film for high quality, or microfilm for low quality and volume.
However, the scanner (and digital copy camera) and resulting digital file have
provided a new medium that has allowed for the relatively quick and easy process of
digitising traditional media. Negatives that have been copied are easily inverted to
a positive image using software to provide a clear positive for screen or print. With a
degree of experience and minimal photo editing the exposure, contrast and colour can
be adjusted for optimal reproduction of the copied photographs.
With editing, software images that are damaged or faded can be ‘rescued’, at times
returning their qualities to detail levels approaching their original look. While this is
only possible on some types of degradation, it can be extremely valuable when it does
work. There are ethical considerations to consider when editing images, especially
if that means repairing parts that are no longer there (e.g. by cloning an area) or
‘touching up’ an image to make it look better. Professor Clarke (ANU) related to me
as part of a general discussion on photo editing how he had to stop a person editing
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a digital photograph displaying white spots on the ceramic surface thinking they were
mistakes, when in fact they were white inclusions in the clay material.
Most, if not all, major collecting agencies now have digitisation projects under way,
as museums make increasing use of digital copying, archiving and retrieval. Legacy
collections are undergoing their own revolution110, largely as a direct result of the
accessibility of the images through the use of digital imagery and computer networks.
While scanning is a major method used for these projects, it is not always the best
solution, as the scanning light also creates heat. Heat and an intense light are not
desirable for sensitive archival objects, and particularly for silver nitrate film, which is
extremely volatile when exposed to any heat source. The films can instantaneously
self-combust into a fierce fire that gives off poisonous fumes. As such, the risk
of scanning is too great. Some institutions, such as the University of Liverpool
‘Garstang Lost Gallery Project’ (Greaves, 2010) have used a digital camera and
purpose built copy arrangement to re-photograph both glass and silver-nitrate film
negatives without subjecting the originals to the scanner, thereby avoiding the heat
and light issues associated with the delicate originals.
Additionally, the upsurge in interest in archival photographs can be attributed to
a new level of availability as a result of digitisation programs. Until recently, many
photographic collections were largely unpublished apart from the relative few
that made it to reports and books. The majority remained as archival material in
various institutional collections. As those institutions have begun the process of
copying the original negatives onto digital media (at least initially for archival
recording), the combination of digital copies and the internet has provided a vehicle to
show off these previously unseen archives. This new accessibility allows researchers
the world over to view difficult to access or previously unknown photographic
collections for the first time111, and when combined with the power of metadata tags
to classify the images and internet search engines, the possibilities for research are
vastly improved.
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E.g. The Garstang Lost Gallery Project, The Bell collection, Breasted (Lost Nubia).
E.g. Stuart ‘Maya Decipherment’

In December 2014 it was announced in the media (Kelly, 2014) that a researcher from
the Australian National University (ANU), Dr Stephen Munro had come across what
appears to be the earliest known example of an etched pattern made by humans. The
find came while reviewing a collection of mollusc shells he had digitally
photographed during a study trip in 2007. One of the shell photographs caught his
eye, and stopped him in his tracks. Examining the images revealed deliberate mark
making and Munro suggested that
These engravings don’t stand out. Its possible that without the digital
image it may not have been discovered (Kelly, 2014).

The shells were located in the Dutch Naturalis Museum in a collection taken from
Java by Eugene Dubois in the 1890s and which have been dated to at least 430,000
years ago. In this case, a digital photograph of a legacy museum collection has aided
in a discovery of world importance as the engravings are thought to be four times
older (Kelly, 2014) than the earliest known example of deliberate marking, and
provides new evidence for the behaviour of Homo erectus.

Visual culture and the photograph
The study of visual culture in archaeology and specifically that of the role of the still
photograph is limited in scope and depth, although the closest field to archaeology –
anthropology – has paid significant attention to the role of both film112 and
photography. The ANU has a Centre for Visual Anthropology (CVA) which
according to the ANU website ‘is the only Australian university to offer courses in the
practical and conceptual methods of visual anthropology’.113 There is a continually
growing study around the use of ‘film’ in visual culture, though it appears that the role
of still photography is languishing.114 Another example is the Brown University
(Rhode Island, US) program which hosts the Joukowsky Institute for Archaeology
(Brown University, 2015) which listed among its past courses ‘Representing the Past:
Archaeology through Image & Text’. Notably, this subject has not been offered for
study since 2007. What is of further interest is the reading list for that course: 139 of
112

Film is used as a generic term to encompass all the various forms of moving image capture formats including
traditional movie film, video tape and digital movies.
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Goldsmiths at the University of London and the University of Manchester in the UK offer the same.
114
There are some recent examples of research using still photographs in anthropology: Elizabeth Edwards, Jane
Lydon, Royal Anthropological Institute conference, July 2014.
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the readings are from the 1990s or before, 59 are from 2000 to 2005115 and only 13
are 2006 or later. While the 2006 data is understandably low because of the date of
the course, the five years from 2000 to 2005 had a proportionally significantly lower
output than the previous decade. This could indicate that current interest in the topic
has waned compared to earlier studies.
It is worth noting that at the 2011 Visualisation in Archaeology Conference (VIA) at
Southampton University (UK), a recent showcase for visualisation as archaeological
research, there were only three papers (Miller, 2011) focused on the still photograph
in the archaeological record. Other papers at the conference discussed illustration,
3D visualisation and virtual reality representation as modes of visualisation.
The reasons for so few papers on the still photograph are unclear, though perhaps it
is a sign of the times when a focus on newer emerging technologies has greater
appeal. Overall, these combined references point to a reduction in publications on
visual anthropology and specifically on the still photograph, with what I would
suggest is even less emphasis on the still photograph in the field of archaeology.
Due to the lack of relevant discussion in the archaeological framework, I refer briefly
here to some of the anthropological discussion. While this is by no means an
exhaustive analysis of the topic, it does shed some light and provide some parallels
that can be used in the archaeological record. Malcolm Collier in his chapter
‘Approaches to Analysis in Visual Anthropology’ (2001) discusses the context
of photographs, and where the camera is used to make visual records. The choices of
those records we make are shaped by the photographer’s own intentions and
relationship with the subject. He goes on to suggest that it is not a matter of ‘good’
or ‘bad’ photography, but rather ‘good research images contain complexity’ and
‘are often unremarkable at first glance and take time to read’ (2001, p. 38). Malcolm
Collier is continuing the debate that his father, John Collier, had already begun.
John Collier and Malcolm Collier, in the updated 1986 volume Visual Anthropology,
(1986) claimed that vision has its own grammar that needs mastering to be
understood, and that meaning can be manipulated by shifting the visual text. This is
a theme that Edward T Hall adds in his preface to Colliers’s Visual Anthropology that
vision is both ‘structured and deeply contextual’ (ibid., p. XVI).
115
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Envisioning the Past (Smiles & Moser, 2005), where various chapters account for eight of the 59 listed texts.

John Collier also discusses the importance of contextual annotation, building on the
work of Barthes discussed here in chapter one. Collier provides an example of how
the images he was researching lacked any written evidence. Little in the photograph
provided much assistance in the analysis of a photograph of a farm labourer taken 65
years earlier by his father (M. Collier, 2001, p. 38). In this, as in archaeology,
the importance of the text to identify and place the photograph in context is essential,
requiring systematic methods. The ability to provide good quality notes that are
embedded into the photograph’s metadata gives the digital photograph a major
advantage. It was quite possible that John Collier had original notes that became
separated from the photograph in the intervening years.
It is interesting to then compare this contextual annotation process to the use
of photography by Professor John Garstang,116 who did the complete opposite.
Garstang used photographs to replace his written notes, relying on the visual
information to supply the evidence and detail of his excavations and later his racial
theories. One can only speculate as to how much richer Garstang’s records would
be if he had also annotated his photographs with detailed captions. Many use
photographs as a memory aid, though without any other information, the photographs
have little if any meaning to others who do not share the same interests. A common
scenario is that of a person’s travel photographs, where the detached viewer has
no idea of what they are looking at regardless of whether or not the photographs,
the scenes and places have meaning or interest.
The photograph viewer, no matter what discipline or genre, is always looking for both
visual clues and additional information (text or verbal) to the identity of the images.
The viewer rates the importance of a photograph accordingly. As humans we classify
all the images we came across according to the visual codes we individually assign
based on who we are and our personal experience. This applies to both the image and
the image’s context. Cultural items such as what people are wearing, mode
of transport, etc., often give visual clues as to the approximate or even precise dating
of photographs.
Irrespective of its origins, no image can be ever totally objective, not even
a scientific image made with objectivity in mind. Someone has to decide
116

See John Garstang (Chapter 2) for a detailed discussion on Garstang and his methods.
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what manipulation and adjustments are necessary to create the final
output, when to capture the image, and how to present the end product.
A practical knowledge of how the information is influenced by the
disparate sequences of collection, detection, data handling, and
transmission are essential skills for a scientific photographer. The creator
of the image has to understand each of these steps to convey and
interpret the information it contains. Scientific photography is thus not
simply everyday picture making of a scientific subject, although it may be
in some daily application (Malin, 2013, p. 500).

A connection with a photograph will also provide the viewer with a sense of
relationship. For example, while reviewing photographs by John Henry Haynes
(Ousterhout, 2011) I instantly recognised many taken in places where I have also
travelled and photographed. Haynes’s photographs provide a wonderful sense
of connection to the places in Turkey and Greece from the 1880s and 1890s.
While some had changed and are unrecognisable today, others such as the relief of
King Warpalawas117 in Turkey looked almost identical despite 125 years
of weathering.

Figure 62. Left: King Warpalawas prays to the Hurrian sky and storm god Tarhunzas.

117

The carved figures of King Warpalawas and the Hittite storm god Tarhunzas located at the foothills of the
Taurus Mountains near Ivriz, south-east of Konya and Çatal Hüyük.
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8th century BC neo-Hittite rock relief near Konya. Photographed by Haynes in 1887 (Ousterhout, 2011,
p. 104).
Figure 63. Right: Digital photograph Bob Miller, 2012 (2012_TKY_1262).

Text, whether in the form of notes, title or caption associated with an archaeological
image, gives an image meaning and context. With accompanying text a photograph of
a pot is no longer just a picture of any jar. The photograph shown in Figure 64
is labelled 2007_KT_A_1385: a Late Bronze Age (LBA, c. 1300 BC)118 red-painted
jar from one of the world’s earliest imperial states – the Hittite Empire – and so the
photograph takes on added significance. Reconstructed from fragments in Room One
of the Stele Building at the site of Kilise Tepe, this painted jar provides the first
full profile excavated, giving the archaeologist size and shape as well as the
decoration style from the period. The presence of a storage jar in the building also
suggests combined cultic and storage functions during the turbulent years around the
collapse of the Hittite Empire. Context gives this particular jar heightened
significance, and the caption affirms this for the audience.
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The Bronze Age is classified in the Three-Age Stone–Bronze–Iron system and is generally divided in the Near
East as Early Bronze (EBA) about 3300–2100 BC; Middle Bronze (MBA) 2100–1550 BC; and Late Bronze
(LBA) 1550–1200 BC.
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Figure 64. 2007_KT_A_1385.
The first full profile of a Kilise Tepe Late Bronze Age red-painted jar (from Room 1, Stele Building).
Inv. C7/412 J20c/d Context 78023. Digital photograph Bob Miller, 2007.

To restate the point made in Chapter Two, text alone is insufficient in the recording
process. As Petrie recorded,
Hence nowadays the main structure of a book on any descriptive science
is its plates,119 and the text is to show the meaning and relation of the
facts already expressed by form (1904, pp. 114-115).

Therefore, this example is not a new concept, rather illustrating one that has been in
operation since the inclusion of plates in printed form became available. The theme
that the plates including the photographs provide a visual experience greater than
words can convey continues throughout the published archaeological record.
119
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Petrie here is referring to the photographs, drawings, and plans as plates for publication.

Bernard V Bothmer provided a detailed account of taking photographs of Late Period
sculptures (Dynasties XXV–XXV1) in the Cairo Museum (Cody, 2004)120 in an
article for the 1970 Newsletter of the American Research Centre in Egypt. For
Bothmer, the written description cannot fully render what is seen, and therefore the
best means of documenting is the photograph.
Further a good photographer can reproduce…what the eye, touch and
above all what the mind registers under the influence of visual and tactile
impressions (Bothmer 1970, p. 241).

The philologist and inscriptions
The selected writing of Bernard V Bothmer on Egyptian Art, edited by Madeline
Cody (2004) includes more than 450 photographs Bothmer originally selected to
illustrate his object-based methodology. The work introduces scholars and the public
to new fields of art historical inquiry. Bothmer, in identifying his site
of audience as both specialist scholars and the general public, is appealing to all
interested parties. Bothmer comments on how he used photography for the study
of inscriptions:
If the philologist cannot copy the text from the original, he copies it from
photographs … and likes to have detailed views of the inscriptions
because they save him time (1970, p. 244).

And further on he added that:
The greatest recompense is, however, when the philologist admits that
he can see a detail of an inscription better on the photographs than on
the original
(ibid., p. 247).

A modern comparison is the example of Professor David Stuart from the University
of Texas at Austin, US who is using the web to further academic discussion in
a digital context. His weblog Maya Decipherment (Stuart, 2013) focuses on the
dissemination and serious discussion of ideas related to Maya hieroglyphic
decipherment (Figure 65). It aims to routinely post observations on epigraphy and
120

Reprinted in Egyptian art: selected writings of Bernard V Bothmer, edited by Madeline Cody, 2004.
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related archaeological and linguistic topics, and invites colleagues from the world of
Mesoamerican studies to participate directly by posting and providing contributions
and feedback (Stuart, 2013). A screen capture of one page from the weblog shows
how Stuart is able to disseminate information to a wide audience for comment and
study. Stuart, like Bothmer, is using photography to reach his audience, but, by using
a digital platform, is doing so on a much wider and immediate scale to advance the
understanding of the artefact or inscription.

Figure 65. Stuart webpage accessed 10 June 2013 (Stuart, 2013).

Dr Jane Masséglia from the Centre for the Study of Ancient Documents, University of
Oxford has used Reflectance Transformation Imaging (RTI) (Amos, 2014) in a new
study of the Philae Obelisk, a 2nd century BC obelisk brought to England in 1821 by
William John Banks and erected in the grounds of the Kingston Lacey Estate in
Dorset, England. The obelisk was instrumental in the decipherment of the Egyptian
hieroglyphics as it contained both Greek and hieroglyphs of the same story. However,
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even in the 1820s sections were illegible, and the stone has weathered further in the
intervening 190-plus years. The inscription around the base is in Greek while
hieroglyphs run up the length of the pointed shaft. Repetition of the names of Ptolemy
and Cleopatra in both forms was the key to deciphering the Egyptian hieroglyphics.
The RTI is an exciting new technique that uses a combination of scanning and digital
photography with light from many different angles, combined with stacking of the
total imagery to depict sections that are illegible using traditional lighting techniques.
In the process, the new imagery has confirmed that lithographs done in the 1820s
were accurate for the sectors visible at the time. Importantly in addition to that already
known, sectors previously damaged have now been made visible, increasing the
decipherment of the ancient story. RTI is being investigated for use on excavations
and research projects dealing with inscriptions including surveys of the Jordanian
interior and Wadi systems for ancient texts by archaeological teams based at the
American Centre of Oriental Research (ACOR), Jordan.

Figure 66. Philae hieroglyphs pictured in normal daylight (L) and using Reflectance Transformation
Imaging (R).
RTI detail of the Philae Obelisk at Kingston Lacy. Copyright: CSAD, University of Oxford. Photo: B.
Altshuler
(Amos, 2014).
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Summary: The reach of a researcher
The advent of digital photography has revolutionised the photographic workflow. The
speed of accessing information even in the environment of field archaeology has been
vastly accelerated. Digital photography substantially improves the recording,
interpretation, ordering and accessing of visual information gained during excavation.
In the science of archaeology, a photograph preserves an image that has been revealed
through excavation and may soon cease to exist in its current state. Archaeology
destroys its own evidence as each succeeding layer is excavated. Consequently, the
accurate recording of each stage is vital to retaining a picture of what has happened,
and to any future attempts to reconstruct what was there. One can understand, though
not condone, how Evans doctored his 1921 photograph to depict a wall that had not
been recorded photographically (Figure 9). The perceptions of the archaeologist and
photographer together provide the basis for the final portrayal of the subject.
The image selected by the photographer then becomes more than a mere record,
for by selecting the particular view, composition and lighting, the photographer edits
what is recorded. Photographers then shape the image for their intentions, depending
on their circumstances or point of view. This informed view may have the potential to
alter the direction of the excavation process through the reviewing of the photographic
records. Thus digital technology allows the user to ask questions of the archaeological
site not enabled in the traditional analogue model.
Continued access to an original artefact once it has been submitted to a museum
archive is a real concern for every researcher. The difficulty for the researcher is that
most artefacts must remain in the country of origin (excavation), and permits for
removal of items are strictly controlled in most if not all countries. In many museums,
once an artefact has been submitted to a local authority, it can be difficult to regain
access, as museums are largely overburdened and storage retrieval limited. Therefore,
the reach of a researcher is largely limited to direct field experience or secondary
evidence. Notes, drawings, possibly moulds or squeezes and photographs taken in the
field provide that evidence. However, the photograph does more than just record the
details; used in a creative way the photograph goes beyond the purely representational
view to an interpretative view, one that has the ability to drive research forward.
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Chapter Four: Resolving resolution and the
case for digital photography
I eagerly await new concepts and processes. I believe that the electronic
image will be the next major advance. Such systems will have their own
inherent and inescapable structural characteristics, and the artist and
functional practitioner will again strive to comprehend and control them
(Introduction to the second edition, The Negative), (Adams, 1981).

A short and personal review of digital photography
I have been fortunate to be involved with digital photography from the mid-1980s,
commercially utilising some of the first digital cameras to come to Australia. In 1999
I used a Nikon/Kodak digital single lens reflex (DSLR) that was the first model under
$25,000 to be released in Australia at that time. It cost over $12,000 and had
a resolution of 1.3 megapixels (millions of pixels or MP), less resolution than the
average phone camera five years later. It suffered badly from noise (unwanted signal
variations) at the slightest hint of underexposure or low light levels. However, I was
able to use this camera successfully in 2000 for a world first: photographing
an expedition across the Simpson Desert in Australia including the uploading of
images via satellite phone to the internet on a daily basis. The results had some
limitations, but were acceptable for the project. At that time, I thought it would be
a minimum of five years or more before digital photography could make a serious
challenge to film-based photography.
Digital photography had a watershed moment within three years when, in 2003,
Canon released the first DSLR camera offering reasonable quality at an entry-level
price. Boasting 6.3MP, the (EOS) 300D represented a significant milestone in digital
cameras. Canon had launched a ‘prosumer’121 model camera earlier that year, the EOS
10D, (using the same sensor and lens mount as the 300D) replacing the D30 (3MP)
introduced in 2000 and the D60 (6.3MP) camera from 2002. I had used the D60
model camera for the Herakles ring (Figure 73) photos in Syria 2004. The tables had
changed as the quality provided by digital cameras, while not quite matching film
121

A prosumer camera is placed between those models designated for professional (high end both in quality and
price) and consumer usage (built to a budget with fewer features and lower build quality).
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in theoretical resolution, produced a very useable image for most work, including
publishing for archaeology.
At the high end of the market, in September 2002 Canon released the EOS 1Ds,
the first full frame122 DSLR that boasted 11MP which, according to the way film
resolution is measured, for the first time matched or even bettered film in many
circumstances. Nikon, by comparison, did not release a full frame DSLR until 2007.
Every camera model has continued to be upgraded with increased quality and
performance; and as with all aspects of digital technology, camera development and
specification changes are destined to continue at a rapid rate as a range of camera
manufacturers produce digital cameras. By 2015 full frame professional DSLR
cameras advertised 36 to 50 MP resolution, while even the prosumer models boasted
around 18 to 24 MP resolution.

Three aspects to resolution
Resolution is one of the most commonly confused aspects of photography with a great
deal of misinformation promoted by various sources. The following discussion
assesses both film and digital resolution issues from the principle that resolution is a
key factor in photographic quality. Therefore a careful examination is warranted here.
It is difficult to provide an exact comparison between film and digital resolution, as
there are a number of factors that contribute to the overall result. Theoretically,
a 35mm film (image size 36 x 24mm)123 under ideal conditions and the very best
lenses, perfect exposure and processing, can achieve a resolution equal in digital
terms to 50 million pixels, though in reality that is rarely achieved, and real world
results are significantly lower. Initial estimates comparing a 100 ISO 35mm film
(a standard fine grain choice) to a comparable digital image capture suggest the
equivalent of 20 million pixels (MP).
Other research based on effective real world use has reduced this down to a modest
figure between four and 16 million pixels, depending on the type of comparison
parameters used (including films and optics). Film resolution diminishes rapidly
122

Digital ‘full frame’ equates to approximately the same image size as traditional 35mm film (36mm x 24mm)
Sensor area of 864mm2 for full frame and 329mm2 for APS-C sensor. The 1Ds had a sensor 25.8 x 23.8mm with a
maximum resolution of 11.1MP; the 1Ds MkIII released in December 2007 had a 21MP sensor.
123
36mm x 24 mm = 1 3/8 th x 15/16 th inch (approx.).
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as the film sensitivity increases, and even more so with less than perfect exposure or
processing. With contemporary digital cameras returning 18MP or more, they
commonly

exceed

film

in

real

world

results.

For

practical

purposes,

many photographic experts (Vitale, 2009) would agree that a digital image of around
10–16 million pixels gives sufficient quality for publication photos with as much
detail and resolution as a standard film photograph. In the context of archaeological
publication, the vast majority of images are rarely printed larger than half page,
and most are considerably smaller. Therefore, the demand for the highest possible
resolution may be of little consequence. The issue is, of course, that when taking the
photograph, the final significance and subsequent use for that photograph is not
known.124 For many archaeological photographs, the primary viewing is more likely
to occur ‘on screen’ rather than in print, and therefore it is important to have sufficient
quality to allow the researcher to ‘zoom in’ on a part of the image for detailed
analysis. On that basis alone, I advocate using the highest quality available at the
time. Each new generation of digital cameras seem to increase the resolution, and new
model cameras rapidly supersede what may seem to be the best practice of the time.
For film resolution, there is both the resolving power of the physical film material and
the resolving power of the lens. Resolving power is expressed as lines per millimetre
(lp/mm), where targets of equally sized black and white lines are photographed,
and the lp/mm is a measurement of how closely the lines are spaced. The closer the
lines are that remain visibly separated, the greater the resolution or resolving power.
With digital, the term ‘resolution’ is usually used when referring to either the quantity
or volume of data, or to the density of data in the image, and is equal in concept at
least to the film material resolving power. Additionally, just as with film,
the resolving power of the lens is also a factor in digital, although many sources
choose to overlook this factor. References to the number of megapixels or ‘millions of
pixels’ (MP) a digital camera captures and the number of megabytes (MB) a file
contains relates to the total volume of data in an image. The use of pixel per inch (ppi)
resolution relates to the density of information or the number of pixels that fit into
a given space or linear length, where the default measurement is the inch. To examine
this in detail will require a review of a number of technical terms and their effect
124

Current publication may range from a web resource, a pamphlet printed on a low quality printer, book
reproduction to large scale posters and exhibition material.
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on the photograph. Tim Vitale125 has written a number of in-depth articles for the
American Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works that provide
a thorough examination of the issues referred to here and are recommended reading
for those interested in greater detail.
Film resolution
While colour film has a theoretical resolution limit of 5080 ppi native
digital equivalent … It is true that most digital sensors don’t exceed the
resolution of the film-data-sheet-values for the best films, but most films
do not approach their native resolution (Vitale, 2007, p. 16).

All film manufacturers publish Professional Data Guides in which the resolving
power of each film is listed. For example, Fuji Velvia film (Fujifilm, 2005)
is universally acknowledged as a high-resolution slide (transparency) film of up to
160 lp/mm against a high contrast target. This measurement is only for the base film,
without any additional lens loss. Taking the ‘optimal’ resolving power of 160 lp/mm,
and multiplying it by the 35mm film image size (36mm x 24mm) results
in 22,118,400 (thus 36 x 160 x 24 x 160 = 22,118,400).
Converted to digital terminology, this rounded out equates to about 22MP126 in
a digital file. This is without any other environmental, lens or quality (processing,
etc.) factors taken into consideration. However, against a low contrast target and other
quality losses the film only resolves about 80 lp/mm – virtually half of the optimum.
The 1987 version of Kodak T-Max 400 black and white film, used on many
archaeological expeditions, had an optical resolution of only 60 lp/mm or 3048 ppi
under ideal conditions. Older generation films had an even lower resolution and
Vitale provides an estimated figure, where using only a 40% loss for lens quality
(2007, p. 20) the resolution equates to about 1068 ppi for an average film/glass plates
(black and white) from around 1900.127 In reality, the many lens and processing
variables would have been closer to an 80% loss, or a result in resolution of around
125

Vitale has published a number of detailed investigations into comparisons of film and digital resolution
including Digital image file formats – TIFF, JPEG, JPEG2000, RAW and DNG (version 20, 2007).
126
I would consider this as a fair comparison between film and digital as they are both measuring the actual image
characteristics at this base level without environmental or camera issues.
127
Vitale provides this figure as an estimate as there are no published figures for historic films. Resolution
reduction for 1890–1920 film/plates with all possible faults combined could be reduced as much as 80% (p. 18).
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450 ppi in digital terms. Using these figures as a base, the conclusion is that even
modern film does not reach its full potential, and the resolution of film in measured
terms is less than expected.
Fortunately, the result to the viewer is not as detrimental as these numbers suggest.
The major advantage in viewing the 19th century photographs is, despite the
comparatively poor optical resolution, the physical size of large format negatives
(4” x 5” and primarily larger – up to the mammoth 16” x 20” plates used by Frith)
where the large negative size translates directly into images that reproduced a great
deal of fine detail.
Lens resolution
Lenses have a direct effect on resolution, and inferior lenses can cause a drastic
reduction in quality regardless of film or digital capture. According to Vitale,
exposing film through even a high quality (professional level) lens will reduce the
physical film’s resolution by at least 40%.128 One of the advantages of film though,
is that film can be used in a variety of camera and lens combinations, with the quality
of the film stock remaining constant for both high-end and low-end equipment.
The best 35mm camera lenses will have a resolution of 60–200 lp/mm. In most cases
the lens quality will not be better than 80 lp/mm, and will likely be only about 40–60
lp/mm for many zoom lenses (Vitale, 2009, p. 15). Typically, zoom lenses, and in
particular older model zoom lenses (even professional models), had significantly
lower resolution with the resulting photographs displaying poor to very poor
definition, so much so that until lens design improved significantly from about the late
1990s onwards, many professionals would not use zoom lenses. Newer lens design
has increased the quality of zoom lenses to the point where they are the most common
lens type in use at all levels of photography.
Digital cameras are just as subject to lens variations as film cameras, and even at the
high-end professional level there are some lenses that outperform others. A recent
example is the Canon EF 24–70 f2.8L II USM series (Professional series) lens
introduced in 2012. Compared to its immediate predecessor (24–70 f2.8L I USM),
128
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Lens resolution loss can be as high as 60% and up to 80% for large format cameras lenses (Vitale, 2007, p. 18).

the new model has a noticeable improvement in resolution ‘matching or surpassing
any other lens in its class’ (Westlake, 2013). The real time results are visibly better.
Despite the recent advances in lens technology there are considerable variations
in lens design, and digital cameras are subject to even tighter parameters than their
film counterparts. The absolutely flat nature of a digital sensor requires the light to
be precisely focused in all colour wavelengths at precisely the same plane, whereas
compared to the thickness of film with its layered construction there is a minute
amount of latitude. Due to these requirements, the digital camera is better used with
lenses designed for a digital capture for the sharpest image results.
Digital resolution
Digital cameras continue to improve technically in a number of aspects, especially
in regard to light sensitivity, operational speed and software processing, while the race
for more and more megapixels seems, at least for the moment, to have become less of
an issue. In a surprise move, Canon reduced the resolution of their 2012 flagship
professional camera EOS-1D X from the previous model of 21MP to 18.1MP,
in favour of faster operation and ultra-high light sensitivity. The 1DX boosts a top
light sensitivity of 51,200 ISO, while the Canon 5D MkIII has a sensor of 22.3MP and
a staggering top ISO of 102,400 (also released 2012). A current Nikon D800 sensor is
36MP while the Nikon D4s camera boasts an ISO of 102,400, and it
is expected that other manufacturers will soon follow. There is no doubt that with the
rapid advancements in digital technology even these figures will soon be obsolete.
The physical size of a sensor is a fundamental element that affects a number
of photographic characteristics; and in general terms the larger the sensor, the better
the image quality. Digital cameras come in all forms, from high end professional to
the ubiquitous phone camera. Most contemporary smartphones, including the iPhone
5 (8MP), use a tiny 1/3.2 inch image sensor. In real terms this measures just
4.54 x 3.42mm and explains how the manufacturers are able to keep devices so
slim and light, but also why image quality and low light performance suffers.
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Each pixel, or picture element, is a semiconductor material that converts light
(photons) to electronic signal (electrons) and it is also referred to as a photosite. 129
Typically, each pixel records the component colours of red, green, or blue, which
optically combine when seen as a whole, the result providing a full colour image.
As the pixel count (density of pixels on the sensor) is used to describe the resolution
of the sensor, the pixels vary in physical size depending on the sensor. Cameras with
higher resolution either have more (smaller) pixels packed into the sensor, or a larger
sensor. There is a trade-off between pixel size and resolution, as the smaller the
physical size of the pixel, the less surface area. Smaller surface area translates into
requiring a comparative boosting of the electronic signal to record the light compared
to a larger pixel, and that affects the amount of ‘signal noise’ present. The larger the
pixel is, the greater the surface area. The light signal is stronger as more photons can
reach a bigger pixel sensor over a given interval of time (the exposure),
which generally translates to a cleaner image with less noise. Noise can be defined as
‘non-image forming pixels’ that do not make up part of the actual image. All digital
sensors have some signal noise; it is a matter of how much is acceptable. The DSLR
cameras with larger pixels (compared to smaller sensor cameras, pocket cameras or
phones) gain more information and are capable of producing photos with better
dynamic range, less noise and improved low light performance than a smaller sensor
camera.
The pixels per inch (ppi) resolution term is only applicable in the context of viewing
an image on a screen or printing an image, and does not measure the volume of
information contained in the image. More specifically, it relates to how the pixels are
distributed on the printed page. For printing, the ppi resolution is an issue. It affects
the overall density of information in the printed image, and thus the final print quality.
Generally speaking, the best results for printing are obtained when the image is sized
to match the resolution at which the printer renders the image data. For many users,
the 300 ppi setting for printing has become the default setting; however, that is not
always the best, and where the optimum settings are known these should be used
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While the term pixel and photosite are often interchanged, a photosite is often described as the physical place
or device on the sensor exposed to the light, and is mapped to a pixel as the basic structural element.
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in preference to the default.130 In an offset press environment, the resolution is
generally set to 300 ppi, and in the absence of any other information from the printer,
is considered a safe setting to use, though a better strategy is to consult with the
printer where possible to determine which settings to use.

Compression in file formats: JPEG, TIFF, PSD and
Camera RAW
It is valuable to have at least a foundational understanding of file formats when
considering digital photography, as the file format chosen at the time of capture
directly influences the results and future options for the digital file. An important
consideration in distinguishing different digital image file types is whether or not they
are compressed. Compressed files are significantly smaller than their uncompressed
counterparts, and fall into two general categories: ‘lossless’ and ‘lossy’. Lossless
compression ensures that all image information is preserved, even if the file size is
larger as a result. Lossy compression, in contrast, can create file sizes that are
significantly smaller, but achieves this by selectively discarding image data.
Lossy means that some data or information in the file compression process is ‘lost’,
that is, it is discarded, resulting in a lowering of actual image information.
That information cannot be recovered from the file once the file is closed and saved.
The resulting compressed file is therefore no longer identical to the original. Visible
differences between a compressed file and the original are termed ‘compression
artefacts’. The compression numbers are only relevant for a closed file, and once the
image is opened the full file size is displayed.
JPEG format
The Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG or jpg) file format was developed
in 1988 in response to a need to have a standardised definition and treatment of digital
images. Not released as an International Standards Organisation (ISO) standard until
1991, what is commonly known as a jpeg is the JFIF (Jpeg File Interchange Format)
implementation (described by Eric Hamilton in 1992). This makes up the vast
majority of images viewed today by browsers on the world wide web (www).
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Many printers have a ‘native’ resolution of 360 ppi, which would be the ideal file resolution under those
conditions.
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The jpeg baseline system decomposes the input image into (8x8) pixels source blocks.
Blocks are divided into smaller parts based on the differences in colour. Areas of
similar colour or tone in adjacent pixels are merged using mathematical formulae to
describe the combined area using a variable set of parameters. The file format is
designed to form a coding of continuous-tone still pictures with digital compression
using ‘lossy compression’. This is very useful for storage and as a transmission format
as the files are smaller, requiring less hard disc space and allowing faster transfer.
Typically, the only thing that the user can control in jpeg compression is the quality
setting, and as every jpeg conversion uses lossy compression, by definition every file
contains imaging errors. Therefore the jpeg file format should not be used for ‘master
files’, but because of their small size are very useful for working files. The perceived
quality and file size advantages, when deciding how much compression to use, is
a matter of judgement based on when the errors become perceptible. The jpeg
compression process introduces more ‘artefacts’131 at lower quality settings.
These become particularly visible near edges, and in areas of solid colour where
boundaries between colour variances can show irregularities. The most common
visible effect on photographs showing the effects of compression is known as banding
or posterisation, where a colour that should transition smoothly from one colour
(or tone) to a different colour has a visible division or difference. Smooth areas such
as sky, water or skin are often the first to suffer from this compression effect.
By comparison, a photograph comprising complex tones and detail will not only
compress less, the results will not be as noticeable to the viewer.
Many cameras only offer the jpeg format as a capture mode, and while not ideal from
a quality and archival perspective, a well-exposed jpeg that does not need strong
adjustments (exposure, tone or colour) can achieve excellent results. The generally
accepted advice for those using camera images captured in jpeg format is to save
a master file132 and also make a duplicate file that becomes a ‘working copy’, on
which any adjustment can be made. A master file version provides a way to return to
the original set of information.
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An ‘artefact’ in a digital file is deemed as a non-image forming element; a very different usage from the term
‘artefact’ in an archaeological setting.
132
A TIFF file is also a suitable ‘Master file’, and it is often recommended to convert the original JPEG to a TIFF,
which although there has already been a quality loss, the resultant TIFF then becomes as good an archival file as
presently possible.
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Additionally, whenever a change is made that requires the actual image file to be
re-saved to the hard drive (or other storage location) there is some degradation in
image quality. So even if only the metadata for a jpeg is changed, it is quite likely that
the image file itself is re-saved, and thus the image quality reduced even if only
a minute amount. Every jpeg save has lossy compression applied to it, even if only
minimally. The jpeg compression artefacts can be visible in the image, especially with
relatively big enlargements, and while in most cases the artefacts may not be
significant, they will exist.
Repeated cycles of opening and closing (without any adjustments applied) a jpeg file
located on the same drive or media will not normally affect the quality. However, any
editing of an open file will definitely result in further compression when the file
is saved. Once information has been lost, it cannot be recovered from a jpeg. The only
option to regain lost detail is to start the process again from the original file. Trying to
improve the appearance of a jpeg image by re-processing at a higher quality setting
achieves very little (except an increase in file-size). If a jpeg requires editing it
is recommended to convert the file into a lossless editable file like Adobe Photoshop
(PSD) or a TIFF, thereby avoiding further compression.
Issues of image preservation are of great concern to the archaeologist, and file formats
that run the risk of data loss require careful management to ensure future use.
I discuss these issues further in chapter four on ‘Digital asset management’.
TIFF format
TIFF (Tagged Image File Format) is a file format for images that has gained wide
acceptance among graphic artists, the publishing industry, and photographers in
general. The TIFF format was created in 1986 by the Aldus Corporation to create
a common standard for scanning images for ‘desktop publishing’. The initial TIFF
was only a binary format (only two possible values – black or white) as that was all
desktop scanners could attain at the time. As scanners improved, and as desktop
computer disk space became more plentiful, TIFF grew to accommodate greyscale
images, and then colour images. Adobe Systems acquired Aldus in 2009 and now
holds the copyright to the TIFF specification. Generally, a TIFF file when it
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is compressed uses ‘lossless’ compression133 and has the option of not having any
compression applied.
TIFF files are platform independent, meaning that they will work on all operating
systems including Macintosh and Windows. The TIFF format is widely supported by
software using image-manipulation applications, by publishing and page layout
applications, by scanning, faxing, word processing and optical character recognition.
Because of their wide application and acceptance, recent developments in software
have resulted in the TIFF format gaining even greater acceptance as the format now
allows for almost all editing processes. Importantly, this includes the use of layers,
one of the fundamental editing requirements. This editing capability combined with
universal acceptance means that other proprietary134 file formats such as Adobe
Photoshop are no longer the preferred format for many users. However it should also
be noted that when using these advanced features of TIFF files, they might be only
readable by select programs that support the additional features.
Capturing ‘in camera’ a TIFF or converting an original RAW to TIFF does discard
some data during the conversion process, though not as much as a jpeg conversion
does. This is a fundamental difference when using TIFF files for capture compared to
storing image data. When used for ‘data storage’ any compression is ‘lossless
compression’ or none, and therefore they may be edited and re-saved without losing
any image quality, making them the preferred option for many archiving scenarios.
TIFF files are often used as the master file, even where the original format was a jpeg
capture. The conversion from a jpeg to a TIFF file for a master file has no further
degradation, providing a safer workflow and better archival format. Where a
workflow uses the TIFF file as the master file, and jpeg format for working copies,
there is less likelihood of confusing the ‘master’ with a ‘working’ file.
TIFF files are often requested for archiving (master file) because of their wide
acceptance, though they are generally larger than the corresponding RAW files, which
are usually 20 to 30% smaller (see following section on RAW files).
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TIFF files can be saved using either no compression or by using lossless compression.
Proprietary software is the exclusive property of the owner, where the source code is not made available (as
opposed to open source).
134
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Issues of image conservation, permanence and preservation were once the realms of
the conservator; now it is more likely a computer archivist who has gained
responsibility for the care and preservation of the images. Having a clearly
determined workflow that identifies ‘Master’ files becomes a significant issue with
the archaeological project gaining increasing numbers of digital files.
PSD format
The PSD format is a propriety Adobe Photoshop file. It has been regarded by the
photographic industry as the default editing program, offering the most sophisticated
editing and adjustments available. The Adobe Photoshop program using a PSD file
is still the most powerful editing combination available. However, the PSD requires
the user to have the Adobe Photoshop program to effectively use this format,
and therefore has a restricted use for widespread and divergent users, as many
archaeologists do not use this software. Recent changes to the TIFF format have
allowed the TIFF files an increasingly greater amount of editing, and are currently
used where greater compatibility is required and as an alternative to the PSD format.
Camera RAW format
The RAW file format will emerge as the glass plate negative of old
(Malin, 2013, p. 507).

A Camera RAW file is not an image file per se; rather it is a file that holds
the unprocessed data that comes directly from the digital camera sensor. RAW is not
an abbreviation or acronym, as it refers to the original nature of the data in its
‘raw state’. All the information from both the pixel (photosite) and the camera settings
are saved as metadata, and require a converter to render that information into a visible
image. For that reason, some users avoid the RAW format because they do not wish
to use additional programs to access their images or may be concerned that an
appropriate converter might not always be available in the future.
Providing a detailed and concise description of the content of RAW files is highly
problematic as there is no universal RAW format. Every manufacturer uses their own
proprietary format, and further, new formats are adopted with each new camera
model. Cameras that support RAW files typically come with proprietary software
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for conversion of their image data into standard RGB images. Other third party
processing and conversion programs are available and provide their own processing
algorithms while software developers update their products to support the RAW
formats of the latest cameras. Many authorities agree that appropriate converters will
remain available in the future and therefore should not be a major concern.
RAW image files are often referred to as ‘digital negatives’, as they fulfil the same
role as the negative in film photography: that is, developing the data into a viewable
image is analogous with the film negative. The encoded data is not the final image,
but it contains all of the information to convert the photographic film into
viewable prints.
The negative is the equivalent of the composer’s score, and the print the
performance. Each performance differs in subtle ways. - Ansel Adams
(Eastman House, 2002, p. 644).

Because of the lack of widespread adoption of a standard RAW format, more
specialised software may be required to open RAW files than for standardised formats
including jpeg or TIFF. Adobe Systems launched the Digital Negative (DNG) RAW
image format in September 2004 in an attempt to create a universal file format,
obviously playing on the concept of the film negative analogy in the naming.
The DNG is the one possible standard format that has the potential to gain wider
appeal, though regardless of the advantages (see following section) DNG has only
been adopted by 12 camera manufacturers, with about 38 camera models as their
standard format at the time of writing. Any other camera RAW format can be easily
converted into the DNG format.
Despite some of the obstacles of file compatibility and access, a RAW file does have
significant advantages, and represents the complete set of data available for a digital
camera image. The NSW Heritage Office and the US Library of Congress state that
the DNG RAW file is the recommended format for archiving images: it keeps the
original data, the DNG is the most universal RAW format available, and it is an ‘open
source format’.135 At the time of writing there are over 200 software applications that
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‘Open source format’ can be defined as a format that is fully published and available royalty-free, and where
the coding and future directions of the format are controlled by an open industry organisation with a well-defined
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support the DNG file format to some degree, including a variety of image
optimisation, management, and processing applications. The American Society of
Media Photographers (ASMP) website for best digital practice states that
DNG holds all that data that proprietary raw files hold and DNG is
suitable for archiving image data since it is an open source format (2013).

Importantly, all the calculations for a RAW conversion to a visible image are
performed in one step on the base data. With a single process, the resultant pixel
values will be more accurate with a higher image quality and exhibit less posterisation
than situations where a file undergoes successive calculations before the final version
is available.

A case for the Camera RAW format
Camera RAW files have 12 or 14 bits of information at capture, compared to the
compressed eight bits stored in jpeg files. Further, a RAW image converted
in software can be edited in 16-bit per channel mode, which can help ensure that there
is no posterisation (loss of smooth gradations of tone and colour) within the image,
even if very strong adjustments are applied to the image. The contents of RAW files
include more information, and potentially higher quality than the converted results
and RAW data leaves more scope for both corrections and artistic manipulations,
without resulting in images with visible flaws. As RAW formats typically use lossless
compression from the camera’s sensor, the conversion software allows users to
manipulate more parameters and do so with greater variability.
RAW capture has at least one to two stops of potential compensation for a less than
perfect exposure, with the sensor capturing a greater range of tones than a jpeg is
capable of. If a camera exposure was a little too dark or bright, it is possible to make
adjustments in the RAW conversion that will help ensure minimal loss of detail in the
image; though, as with film, an under- or over-exposed file is detrimental to the
image quality.
If more detail is needed than the sensor is able to record when a single exposure is
required, additional exposures can be made and combined to provide what is referred
inclusive process for evolution of the standard. In contrast, most camera manufacturers have propriety formats that
have parts of the file coding reserved as trade secrets and hidden from public view.
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to as ‘High Dynamic Range’ (HDR)136. There are a number of options of how this is
achieved, with the important advantage that detail can be combined from the darkest
to lightest portions of a scene into the one image, something completely beyond the
possibilities of traditional film-based photography. A typical archaeological field
photograph, especially in regions such as the Mediterranean rim, has areas lit by
bright sunshine, while deep trenches are in areas of total shade. The resultant dynamic
range can easily exceed the capability of both film and the digital file; however,
with a HDR digital approach it is possible to retain all the visible information.
In practice, this technique allows a photograph to contain information at both the
brightest and darkest parts of a scene. This can be a problem in photographing an
archaeological excavation where there is a mixture of dark shadows in a deep
excavation and bright sunlight on the surface.
An important feature of the RAW processing is that ALL the changes made on a
RAW image file are non-destructive; that is, only the data that controls the rendering
(the physical way an image is seen) is modified to make different output versions,
leaving the original underlying data unchanged. For example, different de-mosaicing
(interpolation or colour reconstruction) algorithms can be used to process the image
into a viewable form, not just the one coded into the camera, and different software
interpretations can create a variety of results. As software has developed, better results
are obtainable than from earlier software versions using the same image data. All of
my images have been reprocessed using the latest software available, which has
resulted in better image definition than the previous versions were capable of at the
time of taking the photographs. Also, as the operator gains greater experience, more
information can be extracted from the image data. Significantly, this reflects
traditional photography where a master printer137 can produce a better photographic
print from the original negative than a less experienced operator. In this way the
RAW file is once again comparable to a film negative,138 in that the image can
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A HDR image is a combination of multiple exposures of the same scene, where each exposure captures tonal
detail not recorded by the other exposures – lighter or darker. When digitally combined the total effect is detail
extending into both the lighter and darker portions of the image compared to a traditional single exposure. The
actual exposures may come from any camera format, though based on the preceding discussion the RAW format
captured on a high quality DSLR camera will generally have the best options available.
137
I was considered an expert black and white printer, delivering master classes in ‘fine art printing’ for
professional photographers.
138
A black and white negative has the potential for many different renderings for the final print depending on the
use of the image and the aesthetic concerns of the operator.
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be processed in a number of different ways depending on the final use and the
experience of the operator.
The feature of non-destructive processing combined with the complete data set from
the capture gives the RAW file format a valuable advantage over all other formats.
Most cameras that provide an option to capture in RAW format also have a setting
that records both a RAW file plus a jpeg conversion simultaneously for each
exposure. This is an excellent option for users who are not experienced in editing
RAW images, and those who need a useable file without the time of editing
immediately. The two files written to the memory card are saved. The RAW file can
then be adjusted for optimum results at a later stage, and is very suitable for archiving,
while the jpeg is available for immediate use.
The base data held by a Camera RAW file (where the original capture information
is retained) is sometimes admissible in a court139 or other instances where the integrity
of the image is crucial as evidence. This can happen in archaeology, for example
when an important find is recorded that could change the way history is understood
and the digital file can be verified as an un-altered and original image.
The other advantage of RAW capture is that it provides more flexibility with
the colour space that can be set even after the capture. Colour temperature
adjustments are not applied to the actual RAW capture data; therefore if the white
balance setting is not optimal from the camera’s sensor, the white balance can be
adjusted in the RAW conversion without penalty in terms of image quality. This has
significant implications for an archaeological environment, where photographs are
taken at different times of day and under a variety of differing lighting conditions.
The colour of the daylight changes constantly. As the colour of the image is largely
determined by the light quality, and colour can be an important research element,
the ability to manipulate the colour of the image without sacrificing any quality is
a significant advantage in all forms of photography. In the archaeological setting this
advantage of digital colour compared to film - which has a fixed colour response - is a
huge benefit.
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Film-based negatives were often seen as evidence in court as any alteration could be detected by examining the
original film. With digital photographs, the ability to seamlessly alter images without leaving a trace resulted in a
general mistrust of the digital photographs authenticity. A RAW file offers the possibility of verifying the accuracy
of the data from time of capture.
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A growing number of institutions are developing protocols for using digital
photography. For example the NSW Heritage Office currently advises on their
website that
Heritage photography requires quality images and the photographer
needs to make choices about image sizes, compression, and file formats.
These choices determine the image quality and image file size. The
photographer should undertake the following: photograph at the highest
quality; record image in RAW format to capture the maximum amount of
information; and provide client with a copy of the image in RAW format
and a copy converted to TIFF format, a universal format. DO NOT save
images in JPEG format as this uses lossy compression which degrades
the image to some extent (2006, p. 17).

The above requirements do emphasise the decisions to be made regarding file type
and size, though I do believe that there is a place for the jpeg file, especially in
relation to web uses and databases, etc. Even if the only option available is capturing
in jpeg format, the TIFF or PSD file formats are a better format for saving the master
file. When it comes to saving images as jpeg images later in the workflow, the jpeg
Quality setting is a consideration, creating a need to strike a balance between file size
and relative image quality. A low quality setting results in a smaller file, with
a corresponding lower quality, while the highest quality setting while still reducing
the physical file size is naturally enough inherently larger.

The argument against Camera RAW format
The greatest disadvantage of the RAW format is the need for specialised software to
access, view and edit the images. This is further complicated with each camera and
manufacturer retaining proprietary formats. While there is some concern that current
files may not be able to be accessed in the future, there are a growing number of third
party and open source programs available that work with all the currently available
files, making future redundancy unlikely.
The fact that Camera RAW photographs are not suitable for printing directly from the
camera without some form of adjustment known as ‘post processing’ is another
obvious disadvantage. While photographing in this mode offers a considerable control
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over the images, it takes additional software and extra time to open and edit each one.
The time taken in the image workflow is an important factor when choosing between
RAW and ready-to-use image formats such as jpeg. Workflow practices that ensure
best practice, minimise effort and maximise time usage are a necessary consideration
in any environment including an archaeological expedition that invariably has tight
restrictions on budget and time. With modern photo editing software, the additional
time needed to process RAW images has been greatly reduced, but it still requires an
extra stage. Where the primary aim for a photograph is to illustrate a report that is due
immediately, as often happens in contract archaeology for example, the time in
preparing photographs in specialised software may not seem justifiable, whereas
a jpeg image direct from the camera may be quite adequate. Many cameras support a
function that captures a RAW file and a jpeg simultaneously, allowing for both
immediate use of the jpeg and later refined processing of the RAW.
The time and skill levels required to edit each RAW photograph may be beyond the
level of many users, including the archaeologist who has only limited photographic
knowledge. For the working archaeologist, it may be desirable (funding issues aside)
to have a third party operator or laboratory to process their images just as they would
have done with film-based photographs.
A Camera RAW file size is typically two to six times larger than a jpeg file size,
which means that digital media cards and computer hard drives require more storage
capacity. However, with the cost of storage on a constant downward trend that
argument holds less ground than it did in the early digital era.
For an image that was properly exposed in the first place, and does not require strong
adjustments, the advantages of RAW capture are not as apparent, and the casual user
may not notice a great difference in the final result. There are a number of
photographers who capture in jpeg and have excellent results, but there is always
some degree of loss involved.
Archiving the original RAW or DNG files as a master allows any user to alter
the original photographer’s processing of the image and thus the interpretation of the
photograph. This may be perfectly acceptable, but as the original can be either opened
as the photographer saved the file, partially altered or completely reprocessed, there
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remains the possibility of changing how a photograph appears to the viewer, for better
or worse. However, a RAW file can always be returned to its original capture state,
so the original data is never lost.
While it can be desirable to convert (proprietary) RAW files into the DNG (universal
RAW) files, or to export an image directly out as a DNG file, some users consider the
DNG format incapable of rendering the full saved data, though because of the ‘closed
nature’ of proprietary RAW files, this is difficult to ascertain. I do not find this to be
a significant issue, and because of the other positive qualities of the DNG, this is my
preferred file format.

Summary for camera file formats
Other practitioners may have differing ways of dealing with the intricacies of digital
photography despite the deceptive simplicity of the digital medium. Therefore my
methods may not be the same as others; each has to make up their mind as to the
importance of the various techniques available, and as the landscape changes adapt
with new methods. What I propose here works for me, and in the absence of a
better alternative, I suggest it as a reasonable approach for others attempting
similar assignments.
There is no question that I prefer to have as much ‘insurance’ as possible. That is why
I capture in RAW almost exclusively, and highly recommend to others the advantages
of a RAW camera capture. I then maintain the original RAW (saved to DNG) as my
Master file, use TIFF files for wider distribution (for others this becomes a ‘local’
Master), and jpeg working files for printing and digital display. While I highly
recommend the RAW format for camera capture, there are times where the potential
advantages are outweighed by practical considerations, and a well-taken jpeg image
may provide suitable results for a particular situation. Every photograph involves
a series of decisions on a number of levels, practical and aesthetic; most important is
making the best choices for the specific circumstances. A very useful option may be
a camera setting (available in many cameras) that records both the original RAW file
alongside a jpeg version for immediate use.
In summary, I would not save a master image as a jpeg, but rather I would only use
the jpeg file format for a derivative image created from the master image. The master
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image would always be either a RAW capture – perhaps with some adjustments
applied via programs such as Adobe Lightroom or Adobe Camera Raw140 – or a
layered image saved as either a TIFF or PSD file. Regardless of what methods are
employed, a research orientated digital paradigm requires the best options for images
available. Then as new questions are asked of the archaeology, the photographs will
be presented in the best possible light.

Digital editing and preserving data
For many archaeologists digital photography is still relatively new, and
largely used only as a recording medium. We all trust, to some degree,
the evidence we see in a photographic image. We know the images are
constructed, that they can be made to “say” almost anything we want
them to, and we also know that in our daily lives we look at photographic
images and think (and we aren’t wrong) that we have learned about
something beyond the photographer’s ideas and beliefs (Becker, 2002, p.
4).

While there are a number of software programs for editing digital photographs,
the dominant professional choice worldwide is the program Adobe Photoshop.
The general file options for editing digital photographs then are Photoshop (PSD) and
TIFF formats, and in the current professional environment these two options are
similar. In most cases TIFF yields a smaller file size when one of the lossless
compression options is used. From an organisational standpoint I prefer to use PSD
for editing, though as the TIFF format gains even greater editing control that situation
is changing. This is in part a mindset that results from the fact that for many years
Photoshop was the only format to allow full editing. The disadvantage of PSD is that
it requires Adobe Photoshop to open the files, and many external users do not have
the appropriate software, while the TIFF file (even if it has to be flattened first) can be
accessed across different software and computer platforms.
Adobe Photoshop 1.0 was introduced in February 1990, and by June 1991 Photoshop
2.0 was released, though it was not until version 3.0 in 1994 that layers were
introduced, making it possible to edit on separate layers while leaving the underlying
image intact. The introduction of layers was a crucial step in image editing as it
140

Other versions of software also produce excellent results for RAW processing.
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allows an image to be superimposed on another one. The layer can cover the entire
image, just a part of it, or, in some cases, a bigger part than the final picture, and can
interact with the underlying image in different ways. The other even more important
aspect of layers in a file is the ability to make adjustments on a layer, rather than the
base image. Using this technique, any editing is non-destructive to the base data.
The resulting file, while larger in terms of its total file size, allows for selective
editing that can be turned on and off to review the results, providing great flexibility
in editing and preservation of the original data.
Virtually all of my own archaeological images are in the DNG format, except where
I have used cameras that do not capture RAW. Depending on software, at the time of
writing most processing for fine-tuning exposure contrast and colour can be
accomplished directly with the RAW file, and only more extensive editing requires
editing as a PSD or TIFF. Finally, there may be a variety of derivative images saved
in other file formats.141

The colour of photographs
True colour across the entire visible spectrum is the ‘holy grail’ of colour
photography and is to all intents and purposes unobtainable. All colour photography
has biases, and all the best photographic operator can do is use the best biases for their
given purposes. Every film manufacturer and even film type has had their own colour
palette, and films were often known for their use in rendering some colours better
than others. For example Kodak’s Kodachrome film was considered especially good
with yellows and reds while Ektachrome better for blues, Fuji film with greens, while
Agfa142 film was very good for recording browns.
Colour balance is an important technical aspect of colour photography and has
implications for the archaeological photograph, where differences in colour can be the
signals of changes to the archaeology. The colour of visible light changes depending
on the time of day, the conditions and the light source. The light from early morning
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Derivative images used for online sharing, web-browsing, databases, slideshows, etc., are usually saved as
JPEGs.
142
Agfa film, because of its excellent rendition of the colour brown, was often used by archaeologists interested in
soil colour. However, based on personal observation, the Agfa films have subsequently faded at a significantly
greater rate than many of the other brands, with disastrous results in terms of archival storage. Kodachrome has
often been favoured for archival purposes and has generally maintained good results with minimum fading.
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and late afternoon has a substantial shift in its colour compared to the middle of the
day, with the actual colour of the light measured in degrees Kelvin and expressed
as the colour temperature. Film is therefore manufactured to provide optimum colour
under a particular coloured light, the most common being daylight.143 There is a
significant difference in colour temperature between a sunny day, a cloudy day,
an overcast sky or an area of shadow. For example, photographs taken on an overcast
day or in shadow with a ‘daylight balanced’ film or setting will exhibit a blue cast and
the colours will appear cold by comparison with the real colour. Human visual
perception corrects for those colour shifts and the viewer accepts the variances;
however, the camera is a machine and does not know the difference. As a result,
photographs will only look correct when a colour balance is used that is designed
for the matching condition.
As film is manufactured to a designated colour temperature, and where the light has
a different colour temperature, the only correction is with the use of filters (usually
over the lens). With colour film photography, once a roll film is loaded into a camera,
the user is restricted to completing the exposures on the loaded film until finished.
The average archaeological photographer is required to photograph at all times of day
and in different areas from full sunshine to deep shadows, and in those situations the
colour photographs will exhibit a colour shift unless steps are taken to correct
the colour.
One of the great advantages of digital photography is the ability to adjust the ‘white
balance’, which is the colour temperature setting on the camera. This can be done on
an image-by-image basis. The difficulty with this approach, however, is in the user
understanding the use of this adjustment. Many archaeologists taking photographs
are not aware of the importance of selecting a correct white balance, and often use the
auto setting. Essentially, the auto setting is never truly correct, as the camera measures
the light and makes adjustments to the white balance based on the colours in
the scene. However, as the camera does not discriminate between subjects or light
sources, it cannot tell if there should be a certain range of colours present or not,
and adjusts based on an averaging system. Therefore the auto setting can virtually
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Daylight is defined as a sunny day from two hours after sunrise to two hours before sunset, and has a colour
temperature of about 5500 degrees Kelvin.
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never be accurate.144 This process is particularly important for jpeg or TIFF capture,
which, like film, has a defined colour rendition. The colour is applied to the captured
file, and if a correction is required, there is a loss of quality in the image as the colours
and tones are adjusted.
However, the same photograph taken with a RAW capture is free from such
constraints as the colour temperature can be adjusted at any later stage without
compromising the data. The effect is like a layer or filter placed over the top of the
image, and can be adjusted at a later time without any penalty to the quality of
the image.

Digital asset management
A digital file can be preserved forever unaltered from the original, and
every copy is a good as the original. However, a plan must be made to
migrate the files through time, by moving them from one Hard Drive (HD)
to the next as the imaging system is upgraded to larger storage devices.
This can be as simple has having an external HD backing up files on the
host computer, while enlarging the HD on the host computer every 3–5
years (Vitale, 2007, p. 33).

With both film and digital photos there is an issue of management and maintenance
for archival preservation of the images. Film maintenance and conservation duties are
often tasked to conservators: keeping the original transparencies or negatives safe
from environmental dangers, such as light, extremes of temperature, humidity,
or other potential causes of physical damage or degradation. Some institutions use
cold storage145 for a master set of film negatives to ensure the longest possible
lifespan. However, in practical terms, only those institutions with valuable collections
are able to maintain such a store, and then often only for priority items, and require
the upkeep of large cold storage facilities. That leaves the vast bulk of negatives in
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Fortunately, there are pre-set settings for daylight, shade, cloudy, etc., on most cameras, and a photographer
even with a limited amount of knowledge can select a white balance to match the scene.
145
The National Film and Sound Archive, Australia recommends cold storage of minus 5ºC for colour film, where
a reduction of approximately six degrees Celsius will double the useful life of almost any material (NFSA, 2013)
and using a ‘Preservation Index’ from the Rochester Institute of Technology predict that cold storage of 2ºC will
give a preservation of 500 years. While the colder temperatures have greater archival potential, the cost of
maintaining a cold store for the next 500 years or more is a major issue, a compromise of +7ºC would have an
index of 250 years and is a realistic alternative.
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various lesser states of protection. All film will slowly deteriorate (fade) regardless of
even the best conditions.
There is no question that preserving digital photos in the long term represents some
special challenges to digital asset management. Redundant, or backup copies can
guard against all forms of accidental damage; however, digital loss, if it happens,
is usually ‘more abrupt, unpredictable, and devastating when it happens’ (NFSA,
2013). Keeping the backup copies safe in long-term storage is not as easy as it might
seem. This role of preserving digital photographs has now become a computer data
issue, and as a result the task of preservation has become more an issue
of maintenance and data management. It often now comes under the digital asset
manager to control.
As a technology, the safest archival method (currently) appears to be the hard drive
(HD). Most modern HDs have a rating of 100,000+ hours as a quoted ‘mean time
before failure’ (MTBF). This equates to about 11 years of continuous use,
and therefore represents a relatively safe and reliable storage medium. It is not
altogether uncommon for drives to fail well before that time, some as early as within
weeks of installation, while others can last only a few years. But if a hard drive is
stored without use (even in stable environmental conditions) for a long period of time
the internal mechanisms can seize, to the point that the drive is no longer usable.
That is not to say that the data would necessarily be lost, but it could mean the use
of a data-recovery service to extract the data from the drive. Both continuous use and
archival storage of HDs represent a long-term loss of operation.
Optical media has been promoted as a good alternative, but optical media is also
subject to damage from environmental conditions. Both CDR and DVD-R have much
less longevity than predicted by their manufactures, and while some claim a 100-year
lifespan, others only offer 10 years, and some optical discs have been known to fail
after only a few years (even with optimal storage). From a practical use perspective,
I have found that optical discs are not as reliable as suggested and have found that
they have failed in use after only a relatively short operational time. The other issue
with the optical disc is in terms of data volume. With current cameras outputting files
of around 27MB or more, optical discs do not have sufficient capacity to hold the
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volume of data that is commonly used on an archaeological site. 146 There is also
a question of readability. Even if an optical disc is still useable in 100 years’ time,
will there be any mechanism to access the data, both physically to read the disc and
software to interpret the data?
For these reasons it is recommended to copy all collections every 10 years (Vitale
suggests every three to five years), thereby keeping a fresh and up to date copy. The
National Library of Australia (NLA) devotes considerable resources to Digital
Collections Infrastructure147 including a ‘Digital Collections Manager (DCM) to assist
with the management of its digital collections’ (National Library of Australia, 2013).
The flash storage device (or Solid State Storage Device, SSSD) with no moving parts
is extremely reliable and would appear to last for a potentially unlimited duration,
or at least for a long enough time that the main concern would be whether the
interface (for example USB) was still supported by computers rather than the
durability of the storage media. However, at the time of writing, the capacity of the
flash drive is restricted and expensive relative to that capacity, limiting its use for
large amounts of data storage. As that improves, which is already happening at a
significant rate at the time of writing, flash storage appears destined to become the
major method for both primary and backup storage. Regardless of the media used,
I recommend having an ongoing backup and review process for the data, as Vitale
suggests, ideally every four to five years or at the very least on a 10-year cycle (using
SSSD devices).
The media involved with long-term (25 years plus) storage is only part of the
equation. There is also the matter of file formats and other issues (including media
format) related to long-term accessibility of the data. While most file formats tend to
be supported by a variety of software for many years, there is no guarantee that
particular file formats will be supported indefinitely. In the digital world there is no
such thing as a safe archive. If digital data is to be available in the long term, a certain
level of maintenance is required. That means that there is a need to ensure that
146

With the 22.1 million pixel sensor on the EOS 5D Mark III, for example, each click of the shutter (at fullresolution RAW) writes about a 27MB file onto a CF card. When that file is processed and brought into an imageediting program such as Adobe Photoshop,™ by default, it opens up as about a 63MB file and over 126MB saved
in the 16-bit per channel mode to preserve the inherent full bit-depth of the image.
147
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As of June 2012 the NLA, had 154,510 photographs digitised.

someone will be responsible for maintaining the readability of the data, including
media issues, file format issues, and backup of the data. There is a cost associated
with archival storage of images, no matter what media or technology, both as a
physical cost and at a human level, though that can be mitigated with a degree
of automation.
Cloud storage is a more recent addition to the options available for sharing and storing
data. The sharing aspect has already proved valuable to researchers as significant
amounts of data, including digital photographic files, can be accessed globally.
I believe the issue of long-term cloud storage is still to be addressed, and the same
concerns as noted above will apply. That is, there will still need to be some form of
periodic review of files to ensure they are accessible by whichever technology is in
use at the time. The other key issue to be resolved will be a matter of cost, with cloud
storage typically imposing a monthly or yearly fee based upon the amount of data
stored. The question will be: who will continue to pay for these services especially for
large amounts of data over an extended time period?

The debate of film vs. digital
There was initial resistance to the use of digital photography in archaeology, and in
some cases that resistance is ongoing. The following views were still being promoted
in 2015 on the Roman Gask Project (UK) website.
In particular, it would currently seem to be folly, bordering on
irresponsibility, for any worker to fail to produce a silver negative (i.e. non
chromogenic) black and white record. For this is the recording medium
with by far the best-proven track record for archival permanence and
should probably be seen as an irreducible minimum for at least the
foreseeable future (2010).

In this statement, originally written in 2010 (still on the website in 2015),
Woolliscroft expressed a strongly held view that the digital photograph is not suitable
as the ‘primary’ method of photographing an archaeological site, and that black and
white film is the essential method. While he does not give precise reasons for this
view, it is possible from the rest of his writing to deduce two areas of his distrust of
the digital medium. One is that early digital cameras had a lower resolution than film,
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with a comparative loss of quality. The other concern is that of archival quality and
future access to the images as discussed in greater detail in the previous section on
‘Digital asset management’.
From the preceding discussion, the argument for film resolution as superior to digital
images can be discounted as DSLR cameras (post-2005) have a resolution equal to or
often better than their film-based counterparts. Therefore, notwithstanding
degradation by harmful editing, the digital file has greater effective resolution, and is
well suited to a publication-orientated methodology.
The issue of long-term conservation comparisons is a little more complex. Black and
white film certainly has good archival qualities when processed and stored under ideal
conditions, as many of the surviving photographs from the 19th century testify.
However, it is equally true that so many of the original film-based negatives have
deteriorated to such an extent that significant information is lost, and that a great
many of the original negatives have been lost, severely damaged or destroyed, leaving
a gap in our knowledge.
The situation is far worse when assessing colour film, which has seen great loss due
to colour fading, with colour negative film the most affected. Colour transparencies
(slide film) have the most reliable colour, with Kodak Kodachrome regarded as the
most stable. Agfa slide film was used extensively by archaeologists in the 1960s and
1970s because of its good rendition of brown, giving definition to soil colour
variations. From personal observations and discussions, considerable numbers of the
Agfa slides have faded to such an extent that the images are now barely visible,
with almost total loss of the original data.
One of the dangers of the colour slide has been the use of projectors for illustrating
lectures where the original slides have been used (rather than duplicates). The heat
and light from a film projector reduces a colour slides life dramatically, even for short
durations of projection. Added to the fading, the slides used in this way are prone to
physical damage, dust and loss. Unfortunately, colour duplicates were expensive, and
unless using the very best services, lost significant detail in colour, contrast, sharpness
and visual qualities. This has a direct and perhaps ironic parallel to the losses suffered
when using JPEG format images with multiple edit and save sequences.
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The NSW Heritage Office (2013) provides advice for the conservation of historic and
archaeological sites or objects. The advice states that black and white film is still the
preferred medium for archival recording. Colour negatives (Chromogenic C41) are
considered of lower quality than colour transparency, have poor longevity and do not
meet the permanence standards, making them not acceptable for heritage recording.
Colour transparencies are recommended for colour recording. Where digital recording
has been used for the recording, the Office requires both Camera RAW files and TIFF
copies with three complete sets submitted on optical disc. I certainly support the use
of Camera RAW files and TIFF copies, though specifying three copies on disc seems
to be an inflexible approach to the digital file, and one that could easily change over
time as some of the current and future methods are employed. While not as strongly
put as the views of Woolliscroft, a realistic approach would be to review these
guidelines and update them in line with current practice and the methods I have
outlined above.
By comparison, digital colour images have some significant advantages. A digital
duplicate (if done correctly) keeps every ‘bit’ of data from the original no matter how
many times it is copied. Given the previous discussion on collection management,
the files can be copied to new or updated media as often as necessary to maintain
a viable collection. By implication, this also allows for ‘same quality copies’, backups
of images stored in different locations, avoiding the physical loss of images.
One of the great problems for archaeologists using film photography has been
the retention of their best photographs. Invariably, the best images were wanted for
reproduction and further research. Every director I have worked with has had
the same problem. Releasing the best film originals for publication or to other
researchers has resulted in the originals being lost or damaged 148 leaving large gaps
in their files.
With digital images, a copy can be sent for publication or to a researcher.
Additionally, for a researcher, a collection can be searched using metadata,
identifying all the relevant images and a subset from the collection assembled of only
the selected images. This targeted approach can be of great assistance in increasing
the quality, quantity and speed of research. One of the great advantages of digital
148

The process of scanning a film for publication commonly leaves some physical marks on the film base.
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photography is the low cost of multiple images, for duplicates, as well as for technical
reasons in addition to being able to provide additional views at the capture stage.
Not to be understated, these aspects alone are of such importance to the archaeologist
that a digital workflow is warranted.

Digital photography’s greatest advantage
The greatest single advantage of digital photography over its film-based counterpart is
in its immediacy. Real time field questions can now be responded to while on the spot
and the results can be reviewed in ways not possible with film. A question can be
asked regarding a feature, the photograph can then be viewed, enhanced if necessary,
and decisions made on the information that can then directly affect the excavation
process. The photographs that are used in this thesis testify to the immediacy of the
digital photograph and its use in research.
Immediacy has six aspects, including: a) viewing instant display of images as they are
taken, thereby confirming that the exposure, focus, etc., has taken place and is correct;
b) reviewing and comparison of content to check appropriate documentation of the
artefact or setting; c) confirmation of composition and lighting at the capture moment;
d) downloading and reviewing the images on a larger screen (laptop on location, etc.)
for detailed assessment by the archaeologist which may influence the excavation
process; e) inclusion of metadata for rapid searching, creation of collections of images
using database software to access and review related sets of images (e.g. collation of a
selected location) or the creation of a comparative set of artefacts (e.g. all coins)
and f) providing images for immediate publication.
The first four aspects of immediacy can be accomplished using the camera technique
of tethering.

Tethering and metadata
Instant display includes not only the image displayed on the camera screen following
exposure; for even greater control it can use a tethered capture technique. Tethering
uses a cable or wireless connection between the camera and a computer, sending the
file directly to the computer for display as each image is captured. While not as
suitable for location work, it can be done almost anywhere if required. However, it is
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more likely to be used for artefact photography where it is possible to have
a standardised set-up. Tethering has a number of advantages not possible with film.
It is not necessary to record the image on the camera memory card and software
processing can take place as the image is loaded for storage directly to the computer
drive; tethering also allows for simultaneous backup to a second drive. 149 Technically,
exposure, contrast, colour and focus are all accommodated, while visually the
composition, cropping and placement of the subject, seen at the larger scale, means
that the subject can be immediately assessed for both technical and aesthetic quality.
Metadata150 is information about a file and contains both specific data about the
camera and settings used, and fields that can be added by the user. Using metadata,
it is possible to save details about the subject and embed this information in the image
file,151 and with a tethered display the file is open and ready to include such
information. There are currently two fields where such information can be used: these
are ‘keywords’ and ‘caption’.152 A file tagged with a relevant word can then
be searched, and if part of a database system, large collections can be surveyed for
matching parameters. For example, a search can be performed to find all the spindle
whorls from a context, a date range, a region or even across multiple expeditions.
In the accompanying photographic book to this thesis, ‘Beyond the Expected’, I was
able to search across a collection of 42,000 images from the Kilise Tepe project
(2007–2012) to find those photographs tagged as the Stele Building. Alternatively,
I could search for a single item such as Inventory No C7/412 (Figure 64) to find every
photograph that included the storage jar. The metadata is either embedded in the
image file or attached in what is referred to as a ‘sidecar file’. When connected to
a database (as used by most projects these days) incorporating all forms of data
(not only photographs), the search process allows for extensive analysis of the
information and cross-referencing of data and files. This ability to search quickly and
easily for matching records using the power of computing gives the research
archaeologist a tremendous advantage over their predecessors.
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Simultaneous backup is a useful safety feature especially when dealing with images that cannot be repeated.
Metadata is ‘data about data’.
151
See discussion on the ‘linguistic message’ and captions in Chapter One, Decoding messages.
152
Caption in some programs such as Adobe Photoshop is known as ‘file info’.
150
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Associated with this power to search is the ability to make collections using the
information in the metadata. This feature should not be underestimated in its
usefulness to the archaeologist. Unique to the digital world is duplication without
compromise to quality or security. The images can be electronically sent anywhere in
the world and used without jeopardising the master original. Anyone who has dealt
with publishing in the traditional mode knows all too well the dangers of sending the
best negatives (for publication it is always the best images that are required)
and transparencies for publication. Invariably, the film would be returned from the
printer with some form of degradation, and all too often damaged or even worse, lost
altogether. Now, if done correctly, no loss of information is incurred and collections
of relevant material can be duplicated for analysis without risk to the originals.
Further, within the context of a database system there isn’t any need to copy the files.
As files are tagged with metadata, a ‘virtual collection’ can be readily organised
referencing the original files while only displaying those relevant to the search.
Once on screen, images can be compared, contrasted against other versions, enlarged
to see greater detail, and modified to enhance a single aspect. These are all
enhancements to the image unavailable in the traditional film model, and possible
in real time (and therefore are ‘immediate’). On numerous occasions I have been able
to display the photographs on screen and have a number of archaeologists debate
aspects of the image. During that time ‘zooming in’, enhancing, selecting various
components, comparing images from different angles, or comparing results from
previous seasons are all easily achieved. The end result is an engagement with the
research potential that only the digital photograph can provide.
As the case studies in the next chapter examine, reviewing the images expands the
assessment of the archaeological material. The photographs may be used to confirm
the excavation process or to visually scrutinise the subject, possibly making multiple
views of an aspect. Moreover, unlike film where every exposure has a tangible cost
(cost of film stock and processing), by comparison, the cost of digital photography153
is negligible.

153
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The advantages and disadvantages of digital photography were discussed in Chapter Three in greater detail.

Conclusions for a digital archaeology solution
Archaeological journals, traditionally printed, are increasingly available on line with
articles downloaded (usually as PDFs), making it possible to analyse images on
screen. When submitting articles for publication, the resolution required for both print
and electronic usage also needs consideration to produce the best possible viewing
experience for the researcher. From my perspective, digital photography has great
advantages compared to film for an archaeological setting; a summary includes the
following key points.
1. Immediacy:154 a) viewing; b) reviewing; c) confirmation; d) downloading; e)
metadata and immediate publication.
2. Metadata: Labels and captions; information stored in the metadata (such as
captions, keywords and camera details) allow for fast and accurate retrieval of images
based on set criteria. Combined with a database approach, large collections have
enormous potential for research.
3. Exposure: The ability to choose a sensitivity (ISO) setting appropriate for
individual images as required on a shot by shot basis as the light changes during the
day or at different locations (e.g. from bright sunlight to deep shade).
4. Colour: a) The ability to adjust colour balance for individual images depending on
the time of day and location; b) colour images and black and white are available from
the same file (thereby negating the need for either doubling up on film or choices as to
whether or not to include both). Not only does that save on film usage, only one
camera is required instead of separate camera bodies for each film type.
5. Cost: While there is cost associated with digital photography in both the memory
cards and storage media, this is substantially less than with film photography.
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See immediacy aspects in ’Digital Photography’s Greatest Advantage’ section above.
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6. Damage (heat and X-ray): Heat can have severe adverse effects on film
(especially colour). While this may be of little consequence in some parts of the
world, in regions such as central Australia, North Africa and the Middle East, daytime
temperatures regularly exceed ‘safe’ levels for film storage. X-rays can also damage
film, particularly with repeated exposure. The traveller passing through multiple
airports with their X-ray or other forms of screening run the risk of cumulative
damage to film stock.
7. Processing: Providing that there is some form of power (to recharge batteries),
processing can be done under almost any conditions in the field. With film, even
black and white processing in remote places can be difficult155 or impossible.
8. Archival collection/storage: Duplicates (without loss of quality) are part of the
process, and therefore collections can be maintained in multiple locations as a safety
measure against loss or destruction, and copies sent for publication or research will
not compromise the master set. Search parameters on databases result in quick and
easy searching and retrieval of individual images and entire collections.
9. Publication: In a field focused on publication, the digital file directly aids the
archaeological researcher through better retrieval and easy inclusion of publication
material, significantly improving the process. The use of tablets in fieldwork for note
taking and integrated photo capture speeds up and simplifies report writing, taking it
to a new level of accessibility.
From a pragmatic standpoint, when photographing with film, I would often insist on
photographing fieldwork in both colour and black and white for every scene, as I
believed it served two distinct purposes. The colour image provided a view for the
future researcher where the differences in colour would be available, while at the
same time the colour acted as a backup for the black and film if there proved to be a
problem with the image or processing. In my career in archaeological photography,
as I am sure any person taking photographs consistently under field conditions would
agree, I have seen every possible disaster that can happen in photography. Cameras
and lenses have failed without warning, ruining all the photographs until noted, film
155

Finding a suitable darkroom and processing issues, e.g. water impurities, could have such an adverse effect on
developer reaction that the film development was severely retarded, ruining entire sessions which due to the nature
of archaeology could never be repeated.
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has been disastrously heat affected, and processing has been affected by
contamination in the water with (at times) total loss of the film images.
With digital photography, I only need to take one camera, reducing the primary cost
and equipment in the field. Both full colour and monochrome images can be made
from the digital files as required. Most importantly, I can review the images before
leaving the site, providing both technical and aesthetic confirmation.
Cameras developed over the years have changed thought and practice in archaeology
as each new technology has been adopted. The current digital cameras and software
can be used in ways that inform the archaeologist at work, help shape research
questions and deliver results in ways not possible previously.
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Chapter Five: Beyond the expected
According to Melissa Banta,
few scientific fields have used photography as variously and
experimentally as archaeology, and few have enjoyed such public
enthusiasm mediated by this technology (1986, p. 73).

Even though this quote from Banta was written at a time when film was the primary
technology in use, it points to the influential role of photography in archaeology. With
the digital photograph, I suggest that this role has expanded beyond expectations.
The following case studies investigate the theme that the digital photograph provides
information that is in excess of the immediate minimal recording requirements as
discussed above, and which may thus allow for further research questions to arise
from the images – and perhaps to be answered. In each of these cases, the use
of digital photography has shaped the way the archaeological evidence is seen and
understood, and supports the proposition that the digital photograph is moving from a
paradigm of photo documentation to one of research. As introduced in Chapter One,
and expanded upon in Chapter Two, the creative nature of photography underlies any
image: the photograph presents more information than is immediately visible to the
eye alone. The archaeological photograph continues to document a researcher’s
objective for detailed field evidence, while at the same time adding to the research
potential. The creative works are explored for their role in supporting that evidence
and for being supplemental to it through both their visual qualities and their
text analysis.
As discussed by Rose,156 the viewers, located at the site of audiencing, may provide
their own interpretation; the researcher will be able to evaluate the photographs based
on experience of archaeological practice, while the general audience may approach
these images from a less informed perspective. Captions or text provide context and
analysis that influence the reading and provide information that may not otherwise be
evident. To take a photograph seriously involves the viewers understanding their
connection and relationship to the image and how important the site of the production
and site of the image are in that thinking.
156
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See Chapter One: Decoding photo-excess.

Case study: Intercut pit sequence
Description
During the January 2011 excavation season at Pella, Jordan, digital photography was
used to review and analyse the excavation, this time for a series of Chalcolithic157
period pits. The site is located close to the Jordan River and has a continuous
archaeological history from the Neolithic to present times. Specifically, the
photographs were used as evidence in establishing the sequence and interpretation of
the pit relationships. Digital photographs can contain vital clues that can revolutionise
archaeological field method if the technology is used to full advantage.
The Chalcolithic levels, containing a series of pits, lay approximately four metres
below a Middle and Late Bronze Age (MBA and LBA) Migdol temple from around
1800 to 800 cal BC. The excavation was alongside massive building stones that
formed part of the foundational courses of the temple that restricted the excavation
to the area between these stone walls.
The pits were concentrated in the south-western corner of the trench, and most were
only partly visible, going into and under the baulk delineated by the temple. There is a
sharp division between two of the stratification layers evident in the photograph
shown at Figure 67. The lower horizon of the early religious use of the Middle Bronze
Age temple is visible in the section defined by white lines showing floor levels, and
below those lines the earlier domestic and manufacturing occupation layers of the site
are visible. Analysis of similar pit contents from previous seasons have been dated
using Carbon-14 techniques to 4300 to 4200 cal BC (Bourke et al., 2002, pp 122123), a relatively short period of sustained and intense activity. The large quantity of
lithic flakes alongside fire remains demonstrated a concentrated use of the area for
heating stone and flint knapping (the manufacture of stone tools, lithics158). Hence a
series of pits that overlap and intercut each other were created over a period of several
hundred years of usage.
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The Chalcolithic period in the Near East is placed between the end of the Neolithic and the start of the Early
Bronze Age and in this region is generally dated about 4700 to 3800 BC. Based on Carbon-14 dating in nearby
areas, the pits probably date around 4300 cal BC.
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Stone texture becomes smoother and less grainy with heat treatment, improving the knapping quality. Burying
the chert cores in a pit using the coals from a good fire until evenly heated through was a common approach in
heat treatment of lithics. During knapping, debitage (small flakes) become discarded and were ‘brushed’ into the
various fire pits, presumably as they are razor sharp splinters lying on the floor of a work area.
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Figure 67. 2011_Pel_0091 Chalcolithic pits Area XXXII Y.
Photographed on 10/01/2011 at 4.57pm.

Figure 67depicts an early photograph for the location where the Chalcolithic pits were
revealed, showing traces of white ash and darker soil colours in the south-western
corner to give the first evidence of the pit sequence.
The edges of these pits were difficult to distinguish from their surroundings, and
required careful observation and excavation. The south-western corner of the trench at
a depth of four metres did not receive any direct sunlight, and the overall light
intensity and quality can only be described as less than ideal to see subtle changes.
Under these conditions the advantage of a camera compared to human vision was the
‘still gaze’ and the ability to ‘expose’ for the prevailing conditions. That allowed for
a correct level of tone and colour to be recorded. Further, the digital photographs
could be enlarged on screen, manipulated for contrast to enhance the soil changes and
so provide a level of scrutiny in the field unavailable previously to the digital camera
and computer viewing. These benefits facilitated the assessment and forming
of conclusions once the photographs were reviewed.
Issues of interpretation include objectivity: seeing the evidence for what it is, without
the prejudices of pre-conception. It is also an issue of recognising the first hints of
change. The sequence of digital photographs taken in the field recorded the initial
169

excavation as well as subsequent changes as the excavation proceeded. Due to time
pressures, the daily photographs were not reviewed until towards the end of the
excavation process (of the pits). The archaeologist Dr Erin Crumlin suggested that the
excavation could have been handled slightly differently by reviewing the progress
photographs each day rather than only towards the end. If used daily, the team may
have been able to predict what was about to happen in the excavation.
I looked down on the excavation and hadn’t seen what I’ve seen in the
photographs – the textural difference seems to be better with the
photograph, and the other thing is the availability. In the old days the
photos were in black and white, they would take days to be developed
and were tiny … that picture gives me the evidence that it is clearly a pit
in the photo, and it clearly wasn’t a pit at the time … that colour there
gives an indication [of the pit edge] … the photos show that area early on
due to the colour changes that were apparent on the ground. If you look
at them with a clear eye then you can see things happening pretty much
on the day that you’ve dug them, and go back and review it. These
photos tell me that I could have dug this in a different way (Miller,
2012).159
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Transcribed from a video recording with archaeologist Dr E Crumlin by Bob Miller, Pella 2011. Black and
white contact ‘proof sheets’ (image size 36 x 24mm in the case of 35mm film) were often the first (and at times
only) photographic film images used on site.
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Figure 68. Left: 2011_Pel_0119 11/01/2011 at 07.48am.
Figure 69. Right: 2011_Pel_0147 11/01/2011 at 1.12pm.

The photographs above (figures 68-69) show the first signs of multiple pits emerging
in two sequential photographs: firstly in the morning of the 11th January 2011 at
7.48am and then at 1.12pm of that day. Ash and pottery fragments appeared providing
a lining for one pit in 2011_Pel_0147. While it is still difficult with the naked eye to
determine the complex set of pit boundaries emerging, enhancement gave a clearer
delineation of the changes by boosting ‘on-screen’ colour and contrast to enhance
differences in soil texture and colour.

Figure 70. Left: 2011_Pel_0190 13/01/2011 at 12.50pm.
Pits and associated stone feature.
Figure 71. Right: 2011_Pel_395 18/01/2011 at 10.34am.
Detail showing excavated pit with stone lining and pottery fragments.
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Reflection
The pits were carefully excavated and the archaeological sequence was established in
the process. However, if the daily photographs had been reviewed during the exercise,
the excavation could have taken a different approach. Dr Crumlin suggested herself
in discussion on the excavation process that if she had consulted the photographs she
would have excavated the pits with greater insight and confidence as to what was
emerging. The photographs would have given forewarning of the pit edges and where
to concentrate her efforts. The final outcome of the excavation was not in doubt,
and the digital photographs when reviewed at the conclusion confirmed that the
excavation had identified all the important finds and sequencing of the pit area.
I suggest that, as this case study reveals, the potential for digital photography to
advance archaeological understanding and shift from a position of documentation
to active research is still an evolving process for many archaeologists.

Figure 72. 2011_Pel_0611 26/01/2011 at 8.30am fully excavated pits.
Digital photographs Bob Miller, 2011.
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Case study: Herakles ring

Figure 73. Inv. 00.382 Herakles Ring.
Left: positioned in iron setting and Right: detail of gemstone showing paws on neck below chin.
Digital photographs Bob Miller, 2004.

Description
The Herakles160 Ring (Inv. No. 00.382 excavated Jebel Khalid, 2000)161 is an oval,
translucent, red carnelian stone 9 x 7mm and is dated to the Hellenistic tradition of the
mid-2nd century BC. Heather Jackson attributes the engraved iconography to
Herakles with reference to
… the knobbed club at the right and the abraded remains of the lion’s
scalp on the top of the head … the front of Herakles’ neck is clearly free
of the knotted paws seen on other gems and coin portraits (2004, p. 36).

Jackson used a combination of direct observation and microscopic photography
provided by the ANU for her original analysis. However, microscope photographs use

160

Herakles or Hercules.
For a full report on the ring and gemstone, see Heather Jackson, Antike Kunst, Volume 47, 2004, pp. 34–46.
Jebel Khalid is a Seleucid military settlement in North Syria. Coins and other artefacts provide a date range of
250–75 BC, making this a Hellenistic settlement.
161
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a particular lighting technique designed for flat objects that does not always provide a
good rendition for three-dimensional objects. Additionally, in this case it would
appear that the microscope images were too detailed in scale, providing a set of
microscopic views but not an overall rendition, and as a result missing the major
visual attributes of the carved carnelian stone.
Professor Graeme Clarke was given special permission by the Syrian Department of
Antiquities for the temporary export of the gemstone to the ANU for microscopic
photographic research. The artefact was returned to Syria in 2004 for inclusion in the
Aleppo Museum. I was asked to provide digital documentation of the ring and
gemstone combined as a final set before the items were submitted to the museum for
accession to their collection. Jackson had already gone to print when I took these
photographs, and she emphasised for a second time in her article that, ‘the neck is
demonstrably clear of the knotted paws … leaving only the scalp. This abbreviated
scalp is difficult to parallel’ (2004, p. 38).
Digital manipulation
The inclusion of a paw around the neck is a traditionally accepted requirement for
a Heracles portrait. In the process of my photographic study of the gemstone, detail
was revealed in the engraving showing what appears to be a paw around the neck and
upper chest. This is at odds with Jackson’s interpretation of the engraving where her
original analysis, based on direct observation and the ANU photographs, suggested
that the paw was not included in the carving. This lack of the paw resulted in an
interpretation of the portrait as either not a Herakles image, or as a rare and unusual
rendition of Herakles. Enlarging the image on screen was invaluable in determining a
new reading for this engraving. With the digital photograph enlarged to around 15cm
in physical size on the laptop screen, and a high level of scrutiny, the paw became
apparent to the viewer and therefore the portrait was definitively identified as
representing Herakles. This new interpretation was the result of an enlarged view
using a different style of lighting and macro camera photography rather than the use
of a microscope.
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Reflection
A key element in the study of this gemstone was the ability to review the still image
on a laptop computer screen using the enlargement and close scrutiny of the detail
available with the immediacy of the digital image – the still gaze, and the ability to do
so on site. The use of both underneath reflection162 and top lighting of the engraved
stone revealed the additional detail and modelling for this study.
While it does not change the final identification of the portrait as that belonging to
Herakles, it does raise a new interpretation, for if the paws were originally noted in
combination with the other identifying features, the portrait would have been firmly
identified, rather than an alternative view. Jackson had already published a short paper
on the ring discussing the absence of the paw and the implications for the portrait
identification and iconography. A full identification including the paw would have a
parallel with a ‘sard ringstone’ held in the British Museum and would place it without
question in the Hellenistic tradition of representing Herakles.
The photographs revealed unexpected detail that was in excess of the initial
investigation. This study affirms the ability of the digital photograph to record the
elements in front of the lens, as they exist, without preconception. It is then up to the
researcher to determine the meaning. I was not aware of any issues with the gemstone
when undertaking the photography, and was applying creative skill to bring out all
that I could see. I was therefore surprised when details were revealed that hitherto had
not been recognised.

162

The iron ring bezel has gold foil as backing to the translucent red carnelian stone; thereby in the original setting
light would have been reflected upwards through the engraving highlighting the detail within..
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Case study: Faience beads

Figure 74. 2012_SL_0704 String of faience beads Inv. SL–278.
Digital photograph Bob Miller, 2012.

Description
A string of Chalcolithic faience beads (Inventory SL–278) was excavated from Tomb
138 locus 4 at the Souskiou–Laona Cemetery, Cyprus. The report on the beads is
awaiting final publication. During the study season of 2012 I photographed the beads
for further specialised study and publication images.
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The beads exhibited characteristics identified and described by Professor Edgar
Peltenburg.163 As a result of these characteristics, a detailed photographic study was
undertaken on the individual beads using macro photography at a magnification of
approximately 2:1. The primary objective at this stage was to document the noted
characteristics. While reviewing the digital images on screen, black specks were
observed on several beads, with one particular bead containing a scatter of seven
specks. These specks had not been noted in the cleaning processes or
earlier examination.
Problem
Close examination by enlarging the digital images on screen revealed that these
specks had adhered to the faience surface during manufacture. While the excavation
context tentatively placed the beads in the early Chalcolithic period at approximately
3300 BC, no precise dating had yet been assigned. Preliminary viewing identified
these specks in the photographs as possibly being charcoal. This opened up the
possibility for Carbon-14 analysis, which if applied would provide a charcoal date.
A relative date for the bead production and a possible location for manufacture may
then be indicated through such analysis. Accurate dating would be a significant step in
understanding the time sequence of this culture, especially if it proved that these were
the first faience beads to be produced in the Mediterranean rather than as an import
from Syria or Egypt.
Digital manipulation
The observation and recording of these specks using digital imaging was the first
stage in enhancing the archaeological fieldwork in a way that was not possible with
pre-existing technology. Detailed digital photographs of the specks on the bead were
emailed while in the field to a Carbon-14 specialist in the UK for examination,
to ascertain if the charcoal specks were of a sufficient size to allow sampling. If so,
163

Beads SL–278: Segmented faience beads, the earliest in the Mediterranean (c. 3300 BC), presumed imported
from Syria or, less likely, Egypt. Technically glassy, opaque, no traces of iridescence, retain colour and shape well,
no trace of separate core, and where sections may be visible, monochrome blue and homogenous consistency
throughout, cf. glass. One of these beads uniquely retained black specks fused to the surface that only became
evident upon photography. The beads were found in an unusual situation in Tomb 138 of the [Souskiou]–Laona
cemetery (www.Souskiou.com). Sealed by two large flat limestone capstone slabs surmounted by a circular
arrangement of smaller, angular stones, the tomb only contained a single tooth from an infant and the beads. This
is not unique within the cemetery, but other tombs with identical faience beads provide less secure dating of c.
3300 BC for these special ‘offerings’ (personal email from Professor Edgar Peltenburg, November 2013).
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samples could have been taken while still in the field, facilitating a dating process
before the following season, or later time. The response by email suggested that
Carbon-14 analysis might be possible. This response, obtained while still in the field,
was important because it substantially increased the likelihood of a successful
thorough examination of the artefact.

Figure 75. 2012_SL_0727 Faience bead with black specks.
Photograph of individual bead from a string of beads: Inv. SL–278. Digital photograph Bob Miller, 2012.

When viewed under a high-powered microscope, another possibility arose: that these
black specks were mineral deposits. If so, the question to be answered would be: are
these minerals specific to Cyprus? If that is the case the minerals could provide a
context for the local manufacture of the beads. Further examination by specialists is
required to make a determination.
Reflection
The use of digital photography allowed for immediate inspection by Professor
Peltenburg and myself, providing detail through zooming in on the image on screen
and subsequent discussion of content. The digital images then allowed for immediate
transfer across continents to other specialists for viewing. Regardless of whether the
deposits are charcoal or mineral, the digital photographs have revealed further
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research questions concerning the archaeological find. Three lines of enquiry have
been opened. Firstly, what are the specks - are they charcoal? Or are they mineral?
Secondly, if carbon - can they be dated? And thirdly, if mineral - can they provide
evidence for the beads provenance? Without digital photography, these specks may
not have been identified. Radiocarbon analysis may also provide a valuable date for
the deposits and the sequence in general (not just the beads themselves), as few dates
are currently available for this much-discussed period. Further secure dating would
advance our understanding of ancient society and its foreign relations in a time period
that lies at a crucial transitional stage between the prehistoric and early urban ages.
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Case study: Clay figurine head

Figure 76. Inv. SL–2918 clay figurine head.
Left: full figurine artefact from TR 20.1038; Right: detail. Digital photographs Bob Miller, 2012.

Description
The small figurine found in Trench 20 of the Laona Settlement, Cyprus (unit 1038)
is unlike any of the other figurine heads found at the site, portraying an abstracted
face with deep holes representing eyes, nostrils and mouth. Initial instructions for
photography from Professor Peltenburg164 were for the standard views, that is, front
on and profile.
In the process of setting up the figurine under the camera, I was taken by the
expressive nature, the asymmetrical form with slanted angular hole for a mouth,
different height eyes and forehead ridge. Looking at the left eye, I noted that there
seemed to be two different clay colours used, and the seemingly deliberate placement
of a small red stone in the corner and of another very small grey stone on the lower

164

Professor Peltenburg in an email noted that ‘ALL of the additional information about this figurine – eye issues,
coloured clay, stones and paint derives from your photographic study’ (Peltenburg, 2013 ).
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edge of the socket. My interpretation of the figurine is what appears to be an
anguished or grief-ridden expressive face, where the red stone acts as a teardrop.
Digital manipulation
I undertook a series of detailed photographs to explore these elements. The
photographs led me to study the eye construction, concluding that the eyes were
added after the face was made, and were quite carefully created using different
coloured clay to represent the iris compared to the surround. The right eye addition
is missing; therefore the underlying construction detail is visible, including the deep
hole that was made in order to provide extra depth behind the iris.
Using a macro lens and extensions giving a magnification of about 2:1, I also noticed
minute specs of red paint or slip above the left eyebrow, just above the arrow in
Figure 77. Further examination of the head found more traces on the back, indicating
that the figurine had once been coloured red with a red ‘slip’ or painted finish, now all
but removed. The red colourant had not been noted in any earlier examination.

Figure 77. Figurine SL–2918 Figurine details.
Scale is mm: eye socket left and minute paint fragments right
Digital photographs Bob Miller, 2012.

Reflection
All of these extensions to the figurine’s interpretation were as a direct result of my
observations while setting up the artefact for photography. The photographic process
in the field was enhanced by a camera tethering technique to upload the image
directly from the camera into software with instant display on a laptop screen,
adding the ability to further zoom in on detail and control colour and contrast for
greater analysis.
The head has a possible connection with a torso and legs (figurine fragment Inv. SL–
640) photographed a year previously. While setting up the head, I remembered the
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torso photographs that have a deliberately placed stone for a navel and traces of red
pigment. I returned to the 2011 photo set and was able to quickly complete a search
for any similar objects. Even with 900 photographs to check, it was accomplished in a
matter of minutes, and I could confirm my hypothesis. Armed with the individual
inventory165 numbers (Inv.) further searching was possible on both the photographic
database and the project database for any further matches. A process that would take
many hours manually, was completed in moments using computer software.
This visual and text searching of digital data provides an example of the advantages of
a digital photographic workflow.
The two pieces do not join and there is no direct evidence that they are from the same
piece, though they were both found at the same settlement site. The torso with legs
was excavated in a deposit washed down a steep slope and it is difficult to ascertain
its original context, though they are believed to be of the same approximate date. As a
result of these questions regarding both finds, Professor Peltenburg (2013) conducted
a further detailed search of the finds database and confirmed that there are no other
similar figurine fragments missed in earlier analyses of the figurine collection.

Figure 78. 2011_SL_077 Clay figurine fragment (lower torso and legs).
Inv. SL–640. Digital photographs Bob Miller, 2011.
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In keeping with archaeological practice, each item is given a unique number for identification (inventory/item
number) and while different projects may vary in the naming conventions, the essence is the same. The letters SL
identify the site as Souskiou–Laona. Followed by the identification number of the artefact, e.g. SL–2918. In my
system of photograph identification, the photograph numbers are prefixed with the year the photo is taken,
followed by the project identification, followed by the photograph number in running order, e.g. 2013_SL_077
and then the inventory number is in the caption along with a brief description of the item in the metadata.
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Case study: Picrolite figurines and feet fragment

Figure 79. 2011_SL_159 Picrolite figurine SL–360 (Tomb 153.1).
Digital photograph Bob Miller, 2011.

Description
In the Chalcolithic166 period on Cyprus, figurine making was widely practised with
one of the principal regions for manufacture being the site of modern Souskiou. A soft
volcanic stone, picrolite was easy to work, and the characteristic iconography consists
of cruciform figurines in sizes ranging from 3cm to 15cm. Some have a suspension
hole and were possibly worn as amulets. The figurines presumably had a religious
significance connected with the worship of the fertility goddess with many of them
found in the context of female and child burials. Figure 79 (2011_SL_159) is of a
finished Chalcolithic figurine approx. 3.6cm in height, and is recorded as Inv. SL–360
from tomb 153. The finished pieces are smooth and finely worked; however,
166
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On Cyprus, the Chalcolithic Period ranges from c. 3900–2500 BC.

the discovery of a number of unfinished and broken fragments has led to a detailed
study of the manufacturing techniques.
Picrolite tool working: digital photography and its impact
A crucial development in the study of Cypriot figurines was accomplished with the
aid of digital photography.
The first detailed digital images of figurines and other objects made of
picrolite, a soft blue-green stone occurring in discrete areas of Cyprus,
led to a quantum leap in the investigation of these artistic products. It
should be noted that the objects can not be exported from the island, so
study is limited to obtaining permission from the government to access
the material at specific dates and times. The digital images not only freed
researchers to study the material at will but because of multiple images,
they were able to observe sculptors’ working practices in a more effective
environment. This was accomplished between researchers located in
different countries but working on the same object-digital image at the
same time by conference Skyping. Such mutual investigation led to
breakthroughs in understanding the working techniques of prehistoric
peoples of c. 3000 BC, and in setting research strategies for future
investigations. Such initiatives are leading to progress in research that
previously would have taken considerable effort to achieve, if they were
achieved at all (Peltenburg, 2012).

As I had photographed many of the complete items the previous season, Professor
Peltenburg167 asked for detailed photographs exploring the various tool marks on a
number of partially worked pieces including Inventory item SL–1681 (Figures 80 &
81). This is a typical example of an unfinished and broken figurine, representing the
legs and feet ‘roughed out’ in broad shapes.

167

See Appendix A.8 for Professor Peltenburg’s account of photography.
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Figure 80. Left: 2012_SL_1397 complete artefact Inv. SL–1681.
Figure 81. Right: 2012_SL_1411 detail of tool marks.
SL–1681, Picrolite figurine fragment with mm scale and right a macro photograph detail of tooling
marks.
Digital photographs Bob Miller, 2012.

Reflection
The photographs of both finished and unfinished pieces represented the first
comprehensive and detailed study of the figurines, and led to significant advances in
the investigation of the pieces. The photographs of tool marks have been shared with
a group of experts from around the world, in real time using Skype conferencing to
discuss the various aspects of manufacturing. The tool marks were examined with
each researcher viewing simultaneously the images on screen during the discussions.
This led to breakthroughs in understanding the production techniques and resulted
in setting research strategies for future investigations. The way experts from a
discipline can collaborate using a combination of digital images and modern
communication tools opens new methods of research to the archaeologist. The use of
conference Skyping to discuss and analyse an image in real time across continents has
only been possible in this technological age and has enormous implications for future
directions of research.
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Summary
In the tool markings of the Picrolite sculptures (Figure 80), of the Mayan glyphs
(Figure 65) and the detail in the Breasted photographs of Egyptian inscriptions
(Figure 32) the ‘photographic reality’ of the images and the ability to study a still
photograph in minute detail enables both historical veracity and detailed analysis.
The internet allows research to be carried out at a far greater rate than traditional
publications. David Stuart (Mayan Hieroglyphs, chapter three) is able to put up both
new work and inscriptions from his archive quickly and easily, and like the Rome
Reborn Project discussed in chapter one and the tool marks above, the internet
is providing new avenues to share work and induce global discussion to drive research
forward. The still photograph allows the gaze of the onlooker to study each detail of
the image over and over while it also preserves a visual state that becomes an historic
document, as the early photograph referred to by Stuart of the glyphs published
in 1879 suggests.
In the process of answering specific research questions presented by the case studies,
digital photography provided a line of research enquiry in excess of the intended
outcomes. As the photographs provided visual clues to the events in the past from the
excavated evidence, they opened up new avenues for interpretation of the
archaeological record. In doing so, they provide an excess of information and visual
material through which the audience, inside or outside of the research environment,
can gain insight and understanding of the archaeology.
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Chapter Six: Discussion and conclusions
It is not about the camera
Sharply defined, pristine digital images belie their hard won origins. Daguerreotype
and collodion wet plate negatives in particular show the direct marks of the handmade coating process where brush or swab marks are clearly visible in the final
image. Even dry plate glass negatives could show marks of imperfection, and large
format cameras all had their own signature imprinted around the image frame.
While modern safety film and cameras may seem uniform, the film image edge shows
differences depending on the camera, and the practice of printing photographs
including the frame edge gave the viewer a sense of each image’s uniqueness.
By comparison, the digital image seems perfectly dull and technologically clean in its
crisp mathematical precision. Edited for exposure, contrast, colour and removal of any
dust spots or unintended marks, it presents a uniform face that disguises the
conditions under which it was created. I have immense admiration for my
predecessors – the early photographers – who battled the conditions of the Middle
East, heat and cold, sand and dirty water and transported their cumbersome equipment
over rough terrain. As it is, I have worked in temperatures between 53ºC in summer,
and below zero in mid-winter, during dust storms that last for days, and gale force
winds. At times, the best position for a photograph necessitates lying on the ground,
perching on top of precarious ladders, or hanging suspended over trench edges in the
name of finding the best angle that encompasses the view and content I wish to
portray. Developing film and printing black and white in makeshift darkrooms where
the water would at times react with the chemicals to spoil an entire day’s work or heat
ruining the colour film were all part of the difficulties faced by the field photographer
and which I have experienced. The digital photograph seems so easy by comparison,
though electronic cameras and computers are not supposed to be operated in the
extremes of temperatures encountered on many of my field excavations.
I have been fortunate to span both the film and digital ages, working extensively with
large format and medium format cameras in my early career and subsequently
involved with digital imaging since it first became commercially available. With the
modern cameras and other devices that capture images combined with digital editing
software, as a society we have reached an age when photography has been truly
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democratised, and yet of all the photographs taken, in my opinion so many still fail to
supply much more than a mere record of events. As an image-maker, it doesn’t matter
to me if I am using a 100-year-old Box Brownie, the latest digital professional
camera, or a phone camera. While professional cameras can provide a consistently
high quality result, and allow the photographer to achieve some photographic results
that a simple camera may not provide, the camera itself is of less importance.
What matters is whether or not the result is an image with substance, one that
provides a record of the archaeological detail created using aesthetic qualities,
interpretation, and, dare I say, photo-excess.

Beyond the expected: Photography as research
The primary question asked at the outset of this thesis was: Does digital
archaeological photography add anything new or distinctive from what was achieved
with film photography? Does the concept of ‘photo-excess’ contribute to
archaeological photography and does it have a place in an emerging paradigm?
Based on my research and creative practice I suggest that digital archaeological
photography reveals unexpected detail in excess of the initial investigation and
contributes to an active research model. I have coined the term ‘photo-excess’ to
describe this role that has been radically transformed from what was possible with the
traditional film model. The images presented are predominately a direct response to
specific research questions, and in the process of answering those questions,
the digital photographs also give rise to new affordances. These images specifically
use digital photographic capabilities to exert their influence on the research process,
allowing the user to ask questions of the archaeological evidence not possible with the
traditional analogue film model.
Further, I suggest that digital photography does differ from its film-based counterpart,
and it conforms to Kuhn’s (1962) description of a shift from the previous film
paradigm to such an extent that a new paradigm has emerged. Unravelling this
proposition, I have argued that the process of archaeological photography has
undergone a transformation. This is evident by the rate at which archaeological
projects, museums, legacy collections and related disciplines across the globe are
embracing the use of this digital technology.
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The exhibition and photographic work accompanying this thesis explore different
aspects and outcomes of my creative practice in the context of archaeological
photography. In the process, these photographs provide a locale through which the
themes presented in the written work are explored. By supplying a rich visual
experience, the images strive for creative interpretation and exploration of cultural
remains through their analysis and rendering of archaeological data.
The photographs work both as initiators for, and as part of, the research process.
I suggest that the exegesis and creative practice share a symbiotic relationship where
they explore the potential of digital photography to provide new ways to view and
interrogate archaeology.
The greatest single advantage of digital photography over its film-based counterpart
is its immediacy. The archaeologist can now respond in real time to field questions,
reviewing the results that are available to enhance the recording, interpretation,
ordering and accessing of visual information gained during excavation.
The ‘still gaze’ has been discussed as an aspect of immediacy, where the digital
platform provides a means of interrogating the image in ways that surpass the use of
film-based documentation. Photo-excess is added to this gaze where details that
exceed the original purpose of the image combine with immediacy and image
enhancement in a seamless manner. These elements demonstrate greater research
potential than the initial documenting and record-keeping functions of archaeological
photography. As such, I have suggested that digital photographs that conform to these
conditions may trigger new research questions and move from a ‘recording mode’
into a ‘research mode.’
However, to be used in this way, there is a requirement that both those taking
photographs and those reviewing them do not simply use the photograph as they did
with film, relegating it to a process of documentation. Rather, the emerging digital
paradigm involves actively using the digital photograph as a new way of working
with visual information.
A further question was also asked, To what extent does the historical association of
archaeology and photography influence archaeological practice in the late 1800s and
early 1900s and does that constitute the founding of the first paradigm for
archaeological photography?
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This thesis has explored the relationship between archaeology and photography,
in particular the intersection of archaeological practice and photography in the latenineteenth century. The historical evidence suggests that before Petrie there was not a
systematic or standard approach to archaeological photography. As Petrie perfected
his archaeological excavation techniques using stratigraphic excavation, the inclusion
of a systematic approach using photography to document his work was also required.
Ever the pragmatist, Petrie set about recording his techniques, including photography,
and can therefore be attributed with establishing a system that was not only adopted at
the time, but became the foundation for all future archaeological photography. Using
Thomas Kuhn’s ‘development by accumulation’ in which ‘universally recognized
scientific achievements, for a time, provide model problems and solutions for a
community of practitioners’ (Kuhn, 1996, p. 10), Petrie’s achievements can be seen to
represent a pivotal moment for the development of the discipline of archaeology.
Petrie’s Methods & Aims in Archaeology published in 1904 became the foundation
for a systematic paradigm of archaeological photography that, as this thesis has
explored, was immediately adopted by other notable archaeologists of the time.
As photographs support the archaeologist’s work, assessing images has been
investigated through the work of both Rose and Barthes. Rose (2007) provided
a model of analysis where the ‘site of production’, the ‘site of the image’ and the ‘site
of audiencing’ are significant places to provide critical analysis, while Barthes (1964)
identified levels of meaning that could be applied in assessing the context of both film
and digital photographs.
Digital photography fulfils three parameters in its archaeological role. Firstly, the
digital photograph allows the researcher to ask and solve questions that were not
conceivable in the past. Secondly, this process of asking previously un-thought-of
questions builds on the established roles, methods and uses that photography has
traditionally held. Thirdly, with the immediacy of the digital, combined with photoexcess, new avenues of research are open that did not exist under a traditional film
model. As a result of the analysis I therefore propose that a new paradigm of digital
photographic research in archaeology has emerged. With this excess of information
future researchers may also be able to interrogate the images and data in ways not
even considered when the images were taken.
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Glossary
Calotype: Also referred to as a Talbotype, invented by William Henry Fox Talbot in
1841 who produced a paper negative and a monochrome print on salted paper
following his earlier experiments using a printing out process.
Silver nitrate together with potassium iodide created a reaction to produce silver
iodine. ‘Iodised paper’ was made by brushing one side of a sheet of high-quality
writing paper first with a solution of silver nitrate, and then a solution of potassium
iodide. After drying, the paper was practically insensitive to light and could be stored
indefinitely. When required, the paper brushed with silver nitrate was brushed with a
‘gallo-nitrate of silver’ solution consisting of silver nitrate, acetic acid and gallic acid
and exposed in the camera to create a faint latent image. Development of the image
was effected by brushing on more of the ‘gallo-nitrate of silver’ solution while gently
warming the paper. When development was complete, it was stabilised by washing in
a solution of potassium bromide or ‘fixed’ in a hot solution of sodium thiosulate
(commonly called ‘hypo’), which dissolved the silver iodide and allowed it to be
entirely washed out, leaving only the silver particles of the developed image and
making the calotype completely insensitive to light.
The calotype process produced a translucent original negative image from which
multiple positives could be made. The ‘printing-out’ process using silver chloride on
‘salted paper’ was commonly used for the prints, and although slow to expose could
be achieved by leaving in sunlight in contact with the original negative. This process
allows for multiple prints to be made.
In 1846 a photograph of a drawing of an Egyptian inscription in
hieroglyphics was printed in the workshop of William Henry Fox Talbot
who had not only invented the Calotype, but was also an ambitious
Antiquarian. Even though the photograph did not render the original
Egyptian inscription but only a drawing, the so called “The Talbotytpe
applied to Hieroglyphics” became a landmark as scientific image. It was
the first instance of the use of photography in the field of Egyptology.
Despite Talbot’s earlier attempts to convince scholars to use photography
in the field, the archaeologists and trustees of the British Museum were
not immediately convinced … The Talbotytpe applied to Hieroglyphics
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stands out in a period which could be described as the delayed career of
the photographic image in archaeology. (Brusius, 2009)

Collodion process (wet plate): Invented simultaneously by both Frederick Scott
Archer and Gustave Le Gray in about 1850. It uses a glass plate coated, exposed and
developed before the coating dried – about 10 or 15 minutes usually though in the
very hot conditions of the Middle East it would be much shorter. As the collodion
dried it lost its light sensitivity, leaving streaks in the image (see example of Francis
Frith negative in 2.3 Photography, archaeology and publication).
A glass sheet was coated with chemicals known as collodion, and then immersed in a
bath of silver nitrate, which made it sensitive to light. The wet glass, which would be
the negative used in the camera, was then placed in a lightproof holder. The negative,
in its holder would be placed inside the camera and a panel known as the ‘dark slide’
would be removed. To take a photograph, the lens cap of the camera would be
removed for several seconds. The dark slide was replaced, sealing the negative in
darkness again. The glass negative was then taken to the darkroom before the coating
dried and developed in chemicals and ‘fixed’, making the negative image on it
permanent. For a photographer working in the field the darkroom would be in a tent.
The negative could be coated with a varnish to ensure the permanence of the image.
Prints would later be generated from the glass negative.
Daguerreotype: Made public to the world on 19 August 1839. Each daguerreotype is
a unique direct positive image on a polished silver plate. Daguerreotypes are normally
laterally reversed. All camera images are laterally reversed in the process of
projection through a lens, however a negative can then be printed the correct way.
The daguerreotype was named after Louis Jacques Daguerre (1787–1851), a French
artist and chemist who entered into partnership with Joseph Nicéphore Niépce (1765–
1833) in 1829 to produce the first viable photographic process. A plate of silvercoated copper was cleaned and highly polished with a soft cloth, using pumice
powder and oil. The plate was polished and buffed until the silvered surface had a
mirror-like brilliance. The polished plate was then sensitised by exposing it to iodine
and bromine fumes. The two chemicals combine with the silver coating of the plate to
form a light sensitive surface. (Some daguerreotype artists used a combination of
chlorine and iodine vapours.)
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The sensitised plate was inserted into a lightproof holder with a protective slide and
placed inside the camera; the lens cap was removed for a period of time until the
image was captured on the sensitised surface of the plate.
The image was ‘brought out’ by suspending the photographic plate over a dish of
mercury inside a fuming box. The mercury was heated by a spirit lamp and the fumes
from the mercury combined with the silver salts to produce a clear image on the plate.
The photographic image was then made permanent by bathing the photographic plate
in hyposulphate of soda (or sodium thiosulphite). Finally, the plate was washed in
distilled water and dried.
In 1839 the exposure time required 15 to 30 minutes; however, with improvements to
the process, the time was reduced to 10 to 60 seconds by 1842.
Dry plate: A glass plate coated with a gelatine emulsion of silver bromide. It can be
stored until exposure, and after exposure it can be brought back to a darkroom for
development at a later time. RL Maddox introduced a dry plate which could be
factory produced in 1871. It was superseded by celluloid film early in the 20th
century.
DSLR camera: Digital Single Lens Reflex camera where the viewer looks through a
viewfinder via a prism through the camera lens. Many current DSLR cameras also
have ‘live view’ where the image is projected onto the camera reviewing/function
screen.
DPI: Dots Per Inch (dpi) refers to print resolution, or how many dots a printer can
produce in one inch. 300 dpi is standard photo quality. Higher dpi = better quality;
lower dpi = lower quality.
Film: Photographic material on a flexible support that requires processing
(developing) to make negatives or slides (transparencies) and can be contained in a
roll, cassette, or cartridge. The first flexible roll film was made by George Eastman in
1885 using an emulsion on a paper backing. The first transparent plastic roll film
followed in 1889. It was made from highly flammable nitrocellulose (celluloid),
usually called nitrate film. Cellulose acetate or ‘safety film’ was introduced by Kodak
in 1908, although did not gain wide usage until after World War I. The term ‘film’ is
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sometimes used to describe ‘glass plate’ photography where the substrate is a sheet of
glass rather than a flexible support.
Large Format film comes in sheets of varying sizes depending on the camera (see
chart below for common sizes).
Film format: The size of the film or plate and is expressed in number of ways.
Before 1913, Kodak roll films were identified by the name of the camera in which
they fitted, e.g. No 2. Kodak or No 3. Bulls-eye.
It first became necessary to specify which Kodak roll film was required with the
introduction of the No. 2 Kodak camera in 1889. As different models and sizes of
cameras were introduced, the film boxes were marked with the names of the cameras
that the roll would fit. Kodak adopted a numbering system to identify their roll films,
starting in 1895 with designation No. 101 up to No. 129 in 1912.
Eight different roll film varieties were introduced in 1898 alone, including No. 109
giving 4”x5” negatives, No. 110 (5” x 4” with change in orientation) and No. 112
giving 7” x 5” negatives. No. 123 was introduced in 1904 for 4” x 5”.
35mm film (the 135 format) is exactly 35mm wide. The filmstrip contains images that
are 24mm x 36mm. The frame number is printed on the top and/or bottom of the strip.
Introduced in 1934, it quickly became the most popular format and retained its
dominance until the current time.
The digital camera image uses the 35mm film format as a standard base to describe its
size, e.g. ‘full frame’ to indicate the physical sensor size of 24mm x 36mm
120 medium format contains a range of frame sizes: 6 x 4.5cm, 6 x 6cm (2¼” square),
6 x 7cm, 6 x 8cm, and 6 x 9cm, the most common being the 6 x 6cm size with an
actual frame size of 56mm x 56mm. The frame number is printed at the top or bottom
and this format is 60mm wide. This format was introduced in 1901 and comes on a
roll. Also related are 220 and 620 formats that allow for more exposures per roll.
The 4” x 5” large format sheet film size is about 100mm x 125mm and the image size
is roughly 95mm x 120mm.
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There are a large number of sheet film (and glass) sizes. Some common sizes are:
Size

Type

2” × 3”
2¼” × 3¼”

Sheet film
Sheet film

6.5cm × 9cm

Sheet film

3¼” × 4¼”
3¼” × 5½”
4” × 5”
4¾” × 6½”

‘Quarter plate’ glass plates
Postcard or 3A
Glass plate, sheet film
‘Half plate’ glass plates, sheet film

9cm × 12cm

Glass plate, sheet film

5” × 7”
13cm × 18cm

Sheet film
Sheet film

8” × 10”

Glass plates, sheet film

8½” × 6½”
11” × 14”
18cm × 24cm
24cm × 30cm
16” × 20”

‘Whole plate’ glass plates, sheet film
Sheet film
Sheet film
Sheet film
Sheet film

41cm x 51cm

Glass plate, mammoth plate (16⅛’ x 20⅛’)

20” × 24”

Sheet film

Filmstrip: A piece of photographic film that contains more than one photographic
frame.
Frame: One still image. A frame can be single piece of film or part of a filmstrip
containing multiple frames.
Negative: The inverse of a positive image. Blacks appear white and whites appear
black. Negative film comes in all formats and can be colour or black and white.
Slide: A single transparency frame that has been placed in a slide mount. In other
words, a slide is a mounted transparency. There are different types of slides but the
most common is a 35mm slide.
PPI: Pixels Per Inch (ppi), the measurement of the number of pixels per linear inch
displayed in a digital image on either the camera media card or the computer monitor,
e.g. a 300 ppi image has 300 pixels per linear inch, either vertically or horizontally.
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SPI: Samples Per Inch (spi); a scanner reproduces images by taking ‘samples’ across
an image. A scanner may take 4000 samples in a 4000 spi scan. SPI is the technical
term for the resolution the scanner uses when used in the process of scanning or
taking samples.
Transparency: An unmounted positive photographic image on film. A transparency
can be colour or black & white.
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Photographic credits
All digital photographs by Bob Miller © Bob Miller unless otherwise noted.
Figure 11: Francis Frith, Temple at Dendara, reproduced with kind permission of John
Hannavy (Great Photographic Journeys).
Figure 12: Roger Fenton, self-portrait dressed as ‘Zouave 2nd Division’, reproduced
with kind permission of John Hannavy (Great Photographic Journeys).
Figure 17: Francis Frith, British, 1822–1898: Self-portrait in Turkish Summer
Costume (sic), c. 1860 albumen print, reproduced with kind permission of The Israel
Museum, Jerusalem.
Figure 19: Petrie Photograph: Copyright of the Egypt Exploration Society, reproduced
with kind permission of the Egypt Exploration Society.
Figure 20: Petrie Photograph: Petrie Photo No. 928 reproduced with kind permission
of Griffith Institute, University of Oxford.
Figures 21 to 29: Petrie Photographs: Reproduced courtesy of the Petrie Museum of
Egyptian Archaeology, UCL
Figure 30 to 35: James and Frances Breasted and son Charles, 1906 (P.27265);
Friedrich Koch, 1906 Egypt (P.2673); ‘Collation’ photograph and epigraphic notes,
(D–17464 photograph by Anna Ressman); Gebel Barkal, Breasted, 1906 (P.B851),
Pyramids of Napata, H Schliephack, 1906 (P.3049); Horst Schliephack on ladder
photographing stelae (P. 6332) reproduced courtesy of the Oriental Institute of the
University of Chicago.
All other Garstang and Schliephack photographs (digital archive copyright)
reproduced with kind permission of the Garstang Museum of Archaeology, University
of Liverpool. Available at: http://sace.liv.ac.uk/lostgallery/, accessed 09/03/2015.
All Gertrude Bell photographs and letters reproduced with kind permission, Gertrude
Bell Archive, Newcastle University (UK). See: http://gertrudebell.ncl.ac.uk, accessed
09/03/2015.
Figure 66: RTI detail of the Philae Obelisk at Kingston Lacy. Copyright: CSAD,
reproduced courtesy of University of Oxford. Photo: B. Altshuler.
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Appendix
A.1 Gabriel Tranchand, 1852
Victor Place on the difficulties of photographing at Khorsabad.
To gather views that offer primarily to scholars guaranteed a mathematical accuracy,
I thought it best to abide by the formal vow the Academy can not do better than to
take a Daguerreotype, especially the change of this wonderful discovery has just
undergone by substituting the paper to the metal plate, made a special and
indispensable instrument in the archaeological discovery in the handy traveller’s
making. Can be saved now sending a designer since it is in this case report rather
than artistic replicas. Besides the possibility to obtain, with a negative test, an
indefinite number of positive prints enables me to ship views, palaces, bas-reliefs and
sculptures as of their discovery so you can constantly monitor the progress of the
work. Besides the ease of applying colour on photographic paper allows me to keep
the paintings that I would come to meet their real physiognomy … If at first, the
quantities of chemicals and paper that I carry seem significant, simply I do note that
they must serve me during the whole time of my work, both negative tests for tests
positive, that can not be in the country or the materials or substances necessary, it
would have been much more expensive to bring them to France, and successively
fraction as needed and it was therefore more economical to do once the expenditure
that ultimately will be distributed over all the duration of the mission. (Letter to the
Interior Minister on 5 September 1851, F 21 546, (Gastaldi, 2003, p. 3).
Place is also reported as writing that in March 1853, Tranchand received ‘a new
material, collodion, which will give more precision and more finesse to the drawings’
(Brusius, 2008) If that date is correct, it would seem to disagree with the death of
Tranchand being in 1852?

A.2 John Garstang’s camera equipment at PEF
Palestine Exploration Fund (PEF) London collection of Garstang equipment: email
response to enquiry regarding Garstang’s camera. see also http://www.pef.org.uk
accessed 08/03/2015
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PEF/SE/GAR ‘Camera 1’
Tan leather satchel stamped ‘Maurice L. MacEwan 16th Lancers’ on exterior lid.
Interior lid labelled: ‘W. Watson & Sons. Manufacturers of Optical & Photographic
Instruments. 313 High Holborn…’. Contents: 5 x Thornton–Pickard wood & metal
(steel & brass) 5” x 7” glass plate negative holders. 1 x CP Goerz, Berlin. Condenser
lens. 1 x camera: Thornton–Pickard Patent ‘Royal Ruby’ Triple Extension. Wood &
metal (steel & brass), glass, leather.
PEF/SE/GAR ‘Camera 2’
1 x camera: Leather, wood, metal (steel & brass), glass. Embossed into wood on
interior of glass plate holder: ‘Pat. Applied for’. Also hand inscribed ‘Full size 15½
inches from Front (not lens)’.
PEF/SE/GAR ‘Camera 3’
Black leather box, blue velvet interior, with label ‘Sands Hunter & Co. Limited 37
Bedford Street. Strand W.C. Contents: 1 x Sands & Hunter & Co. Camera c. 4 x 3”.
Black leather, wood, metal (steel), glass. Labelled with metal plaque: ‘Sands &
Hunter & Co. 37 Bedford Street, Stand, London W.C.2.’ and ‘Fallowflex, Jonathan
Fallowfield 146 Charing Cross Road London W.C.’
Other equipment


3 x tripod legs c. 55 cm in length. Wood, brass, leather straps.



3 x tripod legs c. 82 cm – wood, brass, leather straps



1 x wooden ‘track’ or ‘ladder’ frame consisting of 2 parts: 2 long parallel planks
(‘tracks’) with horizontal pieces (like sleepers or cross-joins in a ladder) pieces at
intervals



Solid wooden panels attached with hinges to form ‘doors’ [??] along the length of
one of the parts. Adjustable metal screws indicate that equipment could be
adjusted to suit. Purpose of equipment: unclear: possibly a ‘track’ on which a
tripod and camera could be mounted to facilitate smooth and level panorama
photography?
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A.3 Halftones
Most mechanical printing processes can only print ink of a single colour (e.g. black)
at one time, or leave blank areas on the page, and cannot print different shades of tone
(continuous tone). However, photographs are continuous tone, that is, they contain a
range of shades of grey between the extremes of black and white. In order to
overcome this printing limitation, the halftone process was invented. The traditional
halftone process converts different tones into dots of varying size to represent the
matching tone. For example, a light area of grey would have small dots of black ink
surrounded by large areas of white paper, while a dark area would consist of dots that
merge to form large areas of black ink with only small areas of white paper (see
illustration). The most common form of dots uses a grid or chequerboard pattern
where each square can range from ‘solid’ to ‘no ink’ in area, and is measured by the
number of lines per inch (lpi) to create the grid. The human eye has limited resolving
power, and at an appropriate distance the dots merge, simulating the visual
appearance of continuous tone.

Detail of halftone image showing dot pattern to represent tones of grey from white to black.

A typical newspaper may use a grid of between 50 and 80 lpi, while magazines may
use 100 to 133 lpi, and high quality reproductions around 150 to 250 lpi. The
application of this photographic technique to printing plate production made the
reproduction of photographs possible.
The earliest use of halftone printing began with a newspaper in Vienna in 1877, and
by 1880 the first photograph was reproduced in New York’s The Daily Graphic on 4
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March 1880 (Chambers, 1977) with the now famous image ‘Shantytown’ using a
direct dot process from the original photograph. The relief halftone process that
developed during the late 1880s proved an immediate success and the use of halftone
blocks in popular journals and books became a regular feature of publishing during
the early 1890s. The further development of offset lithography using halftone
reproduction became the principle printing process of the 20th century allowing for
the inclusion of good quality black and white photographs at an affordable price.

A.4 Diary entry – Breasted, 1906
(The Oriental Institute, University of Chicago archive)
Thursday, October 25, 1906
Steamer Tashkeh, near Sebûa, Nubia
‘Arriving in Cairo on October 8, the director and the new photographer, Herr Horst
Schliephack, were joined there by Mr. Norman de Garis Davies who succeeds
Persons. Davies is an English Egyptologist, who has been in Egypt for years, and in
several volumes of plates has shown himself an excellent copyist and draughtsman.
He is devoted to his work and makes exactly the man for such an enterprise as ours.
Schliephack, who replaces Koch, was photographer of the German military
expedition to Pekin, after the murder of the German ambassador there. He is an
enormous blond bearded fellow, of German parentage though born in Russia, but is
now a German citizen. He is the life of the party and having long “roughed it” is
experienced and uncommonly useful. His enlistment is the fruit of the director’s visit
to Berlin, where he was found among a number of other candidates.’

A.5 Edited details from personal emailed notes by Dr
P Freeman (University of Liverpool) on Horst
Schliephack
Of Schliephack’s background, I was told the name is unusual. Somebody suggested to
me that it might be a Schleswig–Holstein name. I have drawn a blank here but have
noticed, for what it is worth, that where the name does occur in World War II graves,
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they tend to come from that part of the world. As you’ll see, I have been working with
the idea on no sound basis other than a working hunch, that Schliephack was
originally a freelance or contract photographer for an agency and who happened to be
in Egypt when his and Garstang’s paths crossed.
What I now know is that he was in fact born in Russia, presumably a German settler
family in what is now part of south Poland. He evidently had to apply for his German
citizenship. His fluency in Russian would explain why he was General von
Francois’s (the hero of the Battle of Tannenberg) Russian translator in late 1914-early
1915 before he disappeared off to Anatolia in mid-1915. It also looks as if he was a
skilled (human) bone specialist, working on Anatolian material and other collections
held in Berlin before he went off with Breasted.


Garstang was working at Abydos; there was a Herr Schliephack there, some time
between 1901 and 1907,168 ‘the expert photographer of the Neue Photographische
Gesellschaft (NPG) (New Photographic Society) took photographs’ (Aldred
1982, 92).169



Schliephack was subsequently the photographer on J Breasted’s second
expedition to southern Egypt and northern Sudan (1906–1907), during which he
left his name scratched (and dated 1906) on an ancient monument at Musawwarat
in southern Egypt.



Schliephack first appears in the Liverpool Institute’s 1907–1908 Annual Report
as ‘Staff Assistant’, and as part of the party visiting North Syria in 1907 and
excavating in the summer of the following year at Sakje-Geuzi.



Possibly Schliephack may have continued to work as a freelance photographer
supplying his former employers, judging from the number of views of Liverpool
and its University in the NPG archive.



It is also evident that Schliephack could supplement his income by the sale,
evidently authorised by Garstang and other members of the Institute’s General

168

Schliephack the photographer on the German Expedition to Pekin (Peking, now Beijing) in 1901 (the Boxer
Rebellion).
169
Aldred published one of Schliephack’s photographs at the site, evidently drawn from the PEF’s archives.
Unfortunately, there is no mention of Schliepback (or Schliephack) in any of Davies’s six- volume Amarna Report. I
can find no record of the photographer’s work with the NPG (cf. Eder, 1945). Examples of Schliephack’s work for
Breasted are available in JA Larson’s Lost Nubia. A centennial exhibition of photographs from the 1905–07
expedition of the University of Chicago (2005) and at
http.//oi.uchicago.edu/sites/oi.uchicago.edu/files/uploads/shared/docs/oimp24.pdf, accessed 4/5/2011.
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Committee, of objects given to him by Garstang and/or other committee
members.


In his time at Liverpool, Schliephack continued with fieldwork duties, for which
he, as with H Jones (from the Garstang team) before him, was paid a retainer out
of that part of the season budget contributed by the Excavation patrons.



He was at Meroe in Sudan with Garstang in 1910 (and when he was lent out to
HS Wellcome’s excavations there) and again at the excavations, this time with
Phythian-Adams and Hamilton Beattie over 1910–1911, and on another occasion
in 1911. He also is listed as part of the team at Northern Syria in 1911–1912.



In 1912 Schliephack left Liverpool after six years’ service, with a ‘special
certificate’, when it was written that he was going to work for the
Anthropological Museum at Berlin.170



Schliephack’s career after Liverpool is extremely interesting.171 It was reported
on 17 October 1914 in the Zeitschrift für Ethnologie (ZfE) (Ethnology Magazine)
(1914, pt.4), that Schliephack had joined the army.



By 1915 he was the Russian translator for General Hermann von François, the
German commander of I Corps at Tannenberg in August 1914 and then at the
First Battle of the Masurian Lakes.



A Lieut. Horst Schliephack was the first commander of the Georgian Legion, a
700-strong unit of Georgian volunteers created in 1915.172 This was to be part of
a Caucasus expedition sponsored by the German and Ottoman Turks to open up
another front in the war with Russia (Lang 1962, 182–183).



Whilst Schliephack was soon replaced by Count FW von der Schulenberg, onetime German Vice-Consul in Tbilisi, it was Schliephack who designed the Order
of Queen Tamar for those ‘military men and civilians who distinguished
themselves on behalf of the independence of Georgia’ (Lang 1962, 183). It
remains Georgia’s highest civil insignia.

170

It was in fact the Museum fur Völkerkunde (it became the Ethnology Museum in 1999), and for which
Schliephack gave as his address in 1912 (cf. Zeitschrift fur Ethnologie in 1914).
171
I owe confirmation of much of what follows here to Achim Rost and Susanne Wilbers-Rost of Osnabruck.
172
The strength of the legion varies according to different authorities, from 700 men upwards to 3000.
Schliephack also appears in Turkish sources as Tegmen = Lieutenant. He was also responsible for designing the
legion’s insignia as well as the award that went to those who served in it. François subsequently received the
command of the 8th Army (October 1914) was relieved of his command in November of the same year. He then
saw service with the XLI Reserve Corps (December 1914) and returned to the Eastern front in April 1915 and the
campaign into Russian Poland. He was transferred back to the Western front in July 1915 which is the latest date
Schliephack can be linked with him.
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What happened to him next is a blank but Schliephack survived World War I.



Listed in the ZfE, from the outbreak of the War into the early 1920s, there is a
Schliephack who was Wissenschaftlicher Hilfsarbeiter (Scientific Assistant
Worker) at the Royal Museum for Ethnology in Berlin.



A search of casualty databases for World War II does not list him.

Schliephack: Additional notes


The one and only reference I have to Schliephack becoming part of the Liverpool
Institute is contained in some undated papers in the FC Danson Archive held in
Liverpool Maritime Museum. The document was presumably prepared by
Garstang for Danson’s comment, Danson being then one of the biggest patrons of
the Institute. Given that Schliephack fits the job specifications, the document
presumably dates to sometime in 1907 and if so, probably before the Institute
AGM for that year which met on 11 October. The accounts for that year were
signed off on 30 June. The relevant extract is as follows:
#59: Undated document ‘Finance Committee’
Section entitled ‘General Estimates’: Reports subscriptions received for
1904/05, 1905/06, 1906/07 and estimates for 1907/08. Document and
estimates includes lots of ‘say £ … ’
Also a statement on Photographic (Lectures a/c) and Museum Estimates:
‘Proposed that the Institute contribute £50 towards the salary of a resident
photographer and museum assistant, who will do all the work included under
the above heads. Part of his time will be occupied by Excavations Committee
who would pay the rest of his salary. It will be possible then to issue lantern
slides on loan or sale, to the credit of this a/c’ NOTE: the underlined section
is in Danson’s hand.



An assistant at the Berlin Society for Anthropology and Ethnology got the
register-card of Schliephack, but there was not more information than in
the ZfE (perhaps the exact starting date of his membership, 16 November
1912, may be new). Another call to the Ethnology Museum in Dahlem in
south-western Berlin, which is the successor of the Royal Museum for
Ethnology, brought nothing new to light. Mrs Zenner who is responsible for
the archive, had just the name of a person ‘H Schliephack’. All personal
records, inasmuch as they survived the war, are recorded electronically, but
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there was no hint.


Quite interesting is that Schliephack obviously did not work as a photographer
in Berlin but had to register human bones of the collection. Perhaps I will ask
at the Charité (university hospital) for a second time? The person who
organised the contract for Schliephack, von Luschan, was the director of the
Royal Museum for Ethnology at that time. Perhaps there were some
connections with British colleagues? He made some expeditions to Asia Minor
and took part in excavations in Anatolia in the late 19th century.



A first contact with Mr Junker, who is the leader of the archive of the Berlin
Society for Anthropology and Ethnology: most interesting in my opinion, that
the information we got about Schliephack’s job in Berlin by the ZfE (that he
was employed by von Luschan for the sorting of the bone collection (ZfE,
1912) and that a Mrs Bickel in 1916 got a contract to do the job
of Schliephack in the Virchow skeleton collection while he joined the army
(ZfE, 1916). This means that Schliephack must have been very competent in
analysing bone material. Junker told me that this job was not only sorting the
material, but first of all describing the anthropological and even pathological
facts.

A.6 Gertrude Bell letter
Bell On-line Archive: Full text of letter dated 12 July 1907.
Fri[day]. 12 [July]. ‘This has I hope been the last very hard day’s work I shall have
to do, but at any rate I have made a good ending. I started at 6 with the young Greek
of yesterday (I believe he is the butcher of Gelvere [Gelveri] but he’s a pleasant
companion whoever he is) and Haidar. As I left, Fattuh said that one whom he
described as the gardener desired backshish [a tip], so I gave him a mejidieh. Now
whether it went in masses for the dead priest’s soul, or into the gardener’s ragged
pocket or into that of some other person we shall never know. Nor would it be
possible to find out. In an hour and a quarter we reached the extraordinary deep
valley which I crossed 2 days ago at a different point however. At the bottom we
found a little village called Pelisrama and here we rooted out an agreeable old
Turkman and told him to take us to the rock cut churches. They were I must say, very
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very wonderful, great domed basilicas hollowed out of the cliff, but all of what I think
is a very late type with which I am not at present concerned. Finally he led us up the
valley, crossing and recrossing a wide stream bordered with willows, till we came to
a built church standing close under the cliff, so close that huge boulders had fallen
down into it and destroyed the S side and all the narthex. This I planned. I think no
one has seen it before. It is full of frescoes many of which are almost perfect. They
must be late for the Virgin is prominent in them but I should think they are
contemporary with the church. It was past 9 when I had done and I was then told that
we had 7 hours’ ride to Akserai [Aksaray]. As I knew I had at least 2 hours work at a
church on the way, if not more, I began to wonder whether we should get through
before dark. So we rode on. It was piping hot, and we rode over barren rocky uplands
and made our horses go their best pace – so good a pace that in 3 hours instead of the
promised 4 we got to the great church that I had heard of. It stands on a desolate
hillside below a cliff, its high dome backed by the yet higher dome of Hassan Dagh
[Hasan Dagi] far away across the valley, its walls are all niched and decorated with
brickwork, and inside it is covered with fresco. I should think it is 10th century. All
round it the rock is honey combed with the rooms and halls of a monastery with
columbaria and churches. My heart sank when I saw it for I knew I could do nothing
at it under 3 hours and it was the hottest day we had had. However I eat my lunch
under the dome and then we set to work and we got it done in the three hours, the
church only, I had not time to touch the rock cut things though they ought to be
properly examined. And then we rode down the hills and across an endless plain
where the people were all reaping their corn, into Akserai set in gardens in the middle
of the wilderness. We found our camp pitched below the town by a mill under poplar
trees and willows – we got in at 5.15 and for my part I was not sorry.’
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A.7 Unpublished preliminary report on Gertrude
Bell, photographer
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A.7 Unpublished preliminary report on Gertrude Bell, photographer (cont.)
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A.7 Unpublished preliminary report on Gertrude Bell, photographer (cont.)
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A.7 Unpublished preliminary report on Gertrude Bell, photographer (cont.)
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A.7 Unpublished preliminary report on Gertrude Bell, photographer (contd.)
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A.7 Unpublished preliminary report on Gertrude Bell, photographer (contd.)
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A.7 Unpublished preliminary report on Gertrude Bell, photographer (contd.)
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A.8 Photographs and text
During discussion with Professor Edgar Peltenberg in 2014 on the intended
publication of material I had photographed, Professor Peltenberg stated that ‘when it
comes to writing archaeological reports, he firstly chooses the photographs, and then
only has to write a minimum of text which would otherwise take many pages to try
and describe the particular attributes being discussed’. The method Petrie advocated
in 1904 is still a primary model for writing up the archaeological results in the 21st
century.

A.9 Creative work
Part A: Exhibition photographs
Digital archaeological photographs form the creative work from excavation sites I
have documented in the Eastern Mediterranean region and representing an
archaeological time period c. 3,800 BC to about the 11th or 12th century AD.
Part B: Catalogue of exhibition photographs
Exhibition catalogue
Part C: ‘The Stele Building – beyond the expected’
A detailed photographic study of a Hittite period (c. 1600–650 BC) complex known
as the ‘Stele Building’ and the ‘North West Building’ at Kilise Tepe, Turkey.
Photographs of site and artefact from the 2007 to 2012 excavation seasons from the
complex are combined into one volume. These are presented for the first time for this
excavation as a comprehensive visual assessment of one archaeological sequence
from a single site.
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